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Walked Fifteen Miles

Farm War Board

And Then This Jefferson < Headed By Fred Nutter—
Youth Found Himself
Henry Kontio, Knox
Too Short
County Chairman

Passed by Censor

'rom laminated wood requires
ly pair of hands. Both blades
•action of an inch and the care
id in the illustration. Laminated
ver those made of metal. They
by bullets or shell fragments,
he largest propeller plants in
the war it produced propellernsively for winter trucking in
jch of highways or railroads.
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iwen to Quiz, for Drivers

,—Weather and not the weight
iea\y vehicle^ i> primarily respon! for damaging and ruining road
aces.
-Carbon may come from gasoor from lubricating oil, usually
i, the latter.
pay

Motorists

annually
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ty Defense Bonds and Stamps

Marine Corps recruiting officials
have marked an applicant’s enlist
ment card “Rejection-Temporary.”
There was quite a story behind
the card, the story of a 17-year-old
who. anxious to serve his coun
try had walked 15 miles from Jef- I
ferson t? Augusta in the cold morn- •
j to sign up with the United States i
Maiinf.s. There was the story too
,: the disappointed look on his face
v.ii< n the doctor, measuring his
hei:ht had found him only five
f,.rt three inches high, cnc inch too
-iitrt for acceptance.
13 it the Marines in Augusta expect’
Gerald E. Clark of Jefferson back.'
All he needs to do Ls grow an inch1
taller. The Marines figured that
any young fellow who would walk
15 miles, and had planned on walk- i
ing the 15 miles back the same day!
FRED NUTTER
io. ay good-by to his mother, would I
Fred J. Nutter chairman of the
Imd little difficulty in growing an1
Maine U. S. D. A. War Board, urges
meh taller.
Maine farmers to report shortages
In the meantime Gerald is back on j
and difficulty in getting supplies to
hi family's farm in Jefferson. He
their County U. S. D. A. War Beard.
iia. some Marine Corps literature!
.md while he’s growing that inch Chairman of the War Board in
Knox County Ls Henry Kontio of
he's going to learn about the Ma-i
West Rockport
lines, o that the next time that 15
Tlie 16 County USD. A. War
mile walk will not be in vain.
Boards
in Maine have been given
Touched by his courage and de- i
termination the officer in charge of new responsibilities by the Secre
ihe Augusta station detailed the. tary of Agriculture, and farmers
station wagon attached to the Au-i should report shortages and diffi
mistn of fice to take Clark back to his culty in getting supplies to the
h me after he had been rejected.] War Board in their county.
furthermore there’s a standing or- ' Fred J. Nutter, chairman of the
her issued by First Lieutenant Wil- i Maine U.S.D.A. War Board, says
ham U. Dow that from now on the' that the Aroostook County U.S.D.A
siation wagon will stop in Jefferson | War Board, for example, has been
once a month while the driver specifically delegated by tlie Secre
tary of Agriculture as the agency
diccks on Gerald’s height.
to handle problems arising out of
priorities on materials needed in
agriculture: shortages of labor, ma
chinery, and material; and related
problems, in that county.
County agents of the Maine Ex
tension Service serve as secretary
of the County War Board in their
respective counties. These boards
will further .extension of the food
and fiber production programs of
Maine farmers, and generally expeI
dite the entire war effort in theii
counties as It relates to agriculture.
.?

Port Captain Maher
Make every day

Tells of Necessity For Identi
fication Cards For Those
Who Serve On Water

count for America!
We've got a brand new year to
do things in and we've got to
make every second count.

r OR

FUN

In our 1942 program there are
a lot of MUSTS and NO MAYBES.

WE MUST LICK HITLER.
Enjoy the splendor of blue
«snd summer sees—in
your own American tropic t,

fl Comodoro Hofei off*»r%
*11 /lie facilities, *„ Ihp restful
charm *nd perfect comfort
fo unf fhe most eiecfing
taste. Loc^f^d in fhn he^rf
of downfown
-‘‘just e
whisper from dll eefivifies.
There are 250 artistically fur
nished rooms with tub and
shower from $2.50 single and
$4 00 double. Steem heat.
The modern air cooled Coffee
Shop is famous for fine food
—at moderate prices. The
cocktail Lounge is deservedly
popular.

Plan your Miami Vacation
now! For information or
reservations, address
Joseph H. Adams,
Mgr, or your
travel agent.
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WE MUST WORK LIKE TRO
JANS TO WHIP THE “HEIL”
OUT OF THEM.
LET’S START MOVING,
AMERICA!

We are showing some Big

Values in

SUITS and OVERCOATS
at $25, $30, $35
AU Wool Worsted

TROUSERS
at $7.50

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294
Uh MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND. ME.

STEAMBOAT LORE

s w r«i st .
>PEN

WE MUST BRING THE J APS
DOWN ON
THEIR JAP-AKNEES.

Chief Boatswain's 'Mate Nulland
E. Maher, who is acting as Captain
of the Port for the United States
Coast Guard, announced today
that the Coast Guard office in the
Post Office building can now
handle more applicants for identi
fication cards and recommends
that all persons who anticipate be
ing on the water cr about boats and
the docks on business or pleasure
in the Spring get their cards now.
All persons who are in any way
associated with the water, either
fishermen, seamen or yachtsmen
or persons doing business along the
waterfront must have an identifi
cation card on their person at all
times and be subject to inspection
by a member of the Coast Guard
patrol.
At the present time, there are
few applicants at the office as most
of the seafarers who are active
have been in, but, there is a large
number of those who only go to sea
in the Summer and yachtsmen who
are waiting until Spring to get
their cards. This will result in a
rush far beyond the canacity of the
local cffice, and to relieve this. Mr.
Maher recommends that the cards
be made out now so that ail will
have the proper papers in the

YEAH .ROUND

OF THE PENOBSCOT’
BUSINESS Stationery

Prepaid By Mail

$3.50
I p< us design letterheads,
statements and envelopes that
personalize your correspond
ence and impress your clients
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Or sent 0. 0. D. if desired
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[EDITORIAL]
WHO’S WHO IN MAINE
Who’s Who in the State of Maine Publicity Bureau is the
title of a little booklet just issued by that organization, the
president of which is R. C. Masterman of Bar Harbor. Neigh
boring towns represented on the board of directors are: Dam
ariscotta, by Edward B. Denny, Jr.; Belfast, George C. Lord;
and Camden, J. Hugh Montgomery; Rockland's representative
being ex-Mayor Leforest A. Thurston. Knox County is rep
resented on the Statewide advisory committee by Alan L.
Bird and John M. Pomeroy of Rockland, Alfred C. Hocking
of St. George, and Ralph B. Wilson of Camden, and we note
in the other county representations names which are com
monly associated with the State’s onward progress. We have
sometimes felt that the Bureau was not giving this neck of
Maine the prominence which so rightfully belongs to it, but
the situation Ls gradually changing we believe, and the men
above named should spare no effort in seeing that Knox
County and vicinity have just recognition.
COMING BACK INTO ITS OWN

The financial gains made by the Maine Central Railroad
continued so consistently throughout the year 1941 that the
management was able to report a net income of $1,249,082, or
almost three times as large as that of the previous year.
Revenues in 1941 showed an increase of $2,569,384 above 1940
revenues. Detail of these figures show that comparing the
year 1941 with 1940 freight revenue increased 22.96%; pas
senger revenue increased 22.26%; mail revenue increased
2.12%, while express revenue decreased 5.56%. Operating
expenses in the year showed an increase of $1,436,441, which
included increased wages effective Sept. 1 amounting to
$255,000. The figures show that during 1941 the road paid
dividends on its Prior Preference Stock and that after deduc
tions for dividends and income applied to sinking funds there
was a balance for the year of $1,164,773, as compared with a
similar figure of $359,688 reported for the year 1940. We do
not profess to be versed in railroad fin." ices, but it would
appear to the layman that freight revenues should hold up well
the present year, and that there should be a gain in passenger
traffic derived from motorists who either will not possess
tires or who will desire to conserve them. It’s an ill wind—
and of course you know the rest of this familiar adage.
MONOTONOUS—BUT VITAL

Pick up almost any newspaper and you will And its columns
full to overflowing with news pertaining to National Defense.
It is not very interesting reading unless it directly concerns the
locality in which you reside or in which you transact busi
ness. But it is all extremely vital and even if the amount of
effort and number of dollars spent come to naught, you will
have the satisfaction of knowing that everybody has been
working for the common cause represented by our well being
and the protection of our homes. Let nobody desist, even for
the briefest fraction of a moment. The enemy is moored on
both sides of us—ready to strike with deadly poisonous fangs.

STATE PENSION PLAN

(Lewiston Journal)
The special session of the legislature enacted a pension
law. How many of the legislators know, even now, just what
the law provides?
There is no complaint, here, at the enactment of a pen
sion law. There is no complaint at the passage of the par
ticular bill. A pension plan Ls doubtless in the public interest.
It is to be hoped that the plan provided will work out well.
The board, yet to be appointed, to administer the plan will
merit some public sympathy. The law is far from clear, at
least to the layman; it may be doubted if it is clear to law
yers or even actuaries.
The provision in the law that the board, to be made up of
the State controller and two other trustees, may engage an
actuary to do the adminLstrative work is fortunate. None
but an actuary could hope to do the job.
Maine county, city and town officials should be given an
accounting, in plain language and arithmetic, of what it all
means. County, city and town employes may be cared for,
as regards pensions, under the plan. It may be a question as
to the responsibility for reducing the setup to plain language
and simple arithmetic. That task will call for genius.

MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

The crisis has arrived at Singapore. The gravity of the
situation, not only for the most vital of all British Pacific
bastions but for the Dutch East Indies and Australia, was
unqualified. The fall of Singapore would remove one of the
greatest barriers to large-scale enemy invasions of the Indies
and Australia; it would work tremendous hurt to the entire
Allied position.
Russian troops were reported pushing with such strength
toward the west yesterday that the Germans were beginning
the construction of defense lines which reach all the way back
to Berlin.
American volunteer fliers, outnumbered by at least three
to one, put to rout a force of 37 enemy planes yesterday, shoot
ing down at least seven of them in a new encounter four miles
above the green Burma jungle east of Rangoon.
Chocolate bon bons and other candies are the latest vic
tims of the war. Production of candies next month will be
about 20 percent lower than last February as a result of sugar
rationing, the president of the National Confectioners’ Associ
ation said today.
Two hundred and fifty persons, including Americans, were
reported dead or missing last ryght after their ship—(identified
officially in Montreal as the 7968-ton Lady Hawkins)—was
sunk ten days ago in the Atlantic by an Axis submarine attack
without warning.

Word was received from Pvt. Arn
old A. Allen by his mother Mrs.
Lawrence Rowe after causing het
J much concern as to liis exact loca
tion. He is stationed at Fort Kobbe
Canal Zone Bat. I, 1st C.A. and
would like to hear from his friends
in Rockland. This paper regrets
FRUIT BASKETS
Choice Fruit, carefully packed, that the snapshot sent to it was
not clear enough for a atisfactory
tastefully arranged, promptly
delivered
reproduction.

Spring when they want to take
their boats out.
This law covers everyone, even
the man in a rowboat along the
shore, and should be complied with
at once.

<20 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1073

NAUM & ADAMS

Office ot Dr. Walter P. Conley

220 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, MB.
tel. an

Richard Irving of Silsby’s Flower
Shop is on a two weeks’ vacation in
Albany and Jamestown, N. V.
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GAINS ON FOUR FRONTS

The Black Cat
J

Made the Past Year By the Dairymen of Knox
and Lincoln Counties
Many dairymen in the counties cow on two milkings, and handled
of Knox and Lincoln will be better as the rest of the herd, produced
able to answer Uncle Sam's call 10,780 pounds of milk and 564
for more milk and milk products pounds of butterfat.
Dairymen working with the Ex
for America and her allies because
tension
Service are feeding more
of the progress they have made
and better home grown roughage,
during the last year or two. This
says County Agent Wentworth, and
fact is made very clear in the an noteworthy progress has been made
nual report of Ralph C. Wentworth in the improvement of pastures.
“Improve the pasture and in
county agent for the Agricultural
Extension Service of the Univer crease tlie income” is the slogan of
sity of Maine in these two counties. dairymen in all parts of Maine,
Mr. Wentworth reports gains on ' and it works. More than a hun
fronts—better cattle through breed dred men in Knox and Lincoln
ing, better homegrown roughage, counties improved their pastures
better pastures, and the introduc last year in some way, and were
(repaid for their work by more milk
tion of ladino clover.
Dairymen who belong to the from their herds. Among otheT
Knox-Lincoln Dairy Herd Improve things these men used 136 tons of
ment Association increased the lime and more than 80 tons of
production of their herds by 17 fertilizer on their pastures, and
pounds of butterfat per cow with some of them plowed and reseeded
out a corresponding increase in their pastures or turned more haycost of production. Members of field Into pasture.
Many dairymen followed an
the Association have the milk of
each cow tested once a month for other recommendation made by
butterfat. The tester also figures Mr. Wentworth and sowed millet
total production, cost of produc or sudan grass for pasturage in the
tion, and value of product per cow. Fall when feed in the permanent
The owners use this information pasture grows very slowly.
to weed out the poor cows, as a I Twenty-five dairymen in nearly
basis for the proper feeding of a dozen towns sowed ladino clover
each animal, and in selecting the , this year at Mr. Wentworth's sugI gestion. This unusual clover is
very best animals for breeders.
The herds which completed a proving to be one of tlie most suc
full year of testing averaged 7943 cessful pasture plants yet intro
pounds of milk and 334 pounds of duced in Maine. It resembles the
butterfat per cow. The average wild white clover so common
production of all the cows in Maine everywhere, but is much ranker
Is about 185 pounds of butterfat. and more valuable in every way.
Five pounds of fat will make in It grows well throughout the sea
the neighborhood of six pounds of son and its lush foliage is rich
in protein and vitamins and other
butter.
milk
making food nutrients.
The high herd in the Associa
Knox
and Lincoln county farm
tion this past year was that of
Ralph Starrett of Friendship. This ers will respond to the govern
herd produced 8727 pounds of ment’s call and assist the other
milk
and
427
pounds
of Maine dairymen in reaching the
butterfat. The high cow for the increased goals, set by the U. S.
year was owned by Wallace Spear Department of Agriculture for
and Son of North Nobleboro. This milk production in thLs state.

Tax On Used Boats

Becomes Effective Next Sun
day—Com’r Helvering
Explains Details
Commissioner of Internal Rev
enue Guy T. Helvering reminded
boat owners today that a new tax

poop deck extending beyond the
main deck. The length should be
taken in a straight line excluding
any sheer there may be to the
deck.
The tax is imposed on the use
of a boat and if in any case a boat
is not put in use until some time
this Spring or coming Summer, no
tax will attach until the month
in which the first use of the boat
occurs; that is. if a boat is first
used in the month of April, tax
would be due fcr the period from
the first of that month to June
30 following, or for one-fourth of
the yearly rate. The tax does not
apply to boats used by the United
States, a State, Territory, the Dis
trict of Columbia, or a political
subdivision thereof.
Commissioner Helvering pointed
out that penalties are imposed for
failure to file application and pay
the tax, for use of a boat before
the tax has been paid, and for use
of a boat when the stamp is not
affixed thereto.

on the use of boats will become
effective Feb. 1, to be paid by the
owner of the craft.
The term "boat" means all boats
propelled by machinery, sail or
both, measuring 16 feet or more
in over-all length, owned by a
citizen or resident of the United
States. Boats used chiefly for
trade or for commercial fishing or
boats used without profit by any
benevolent, charitable, or religious
organization exclusively for fur
nishing aid, comfort, or relief to
seamen, or boats used' by the sea
scouts department of the Boy
Scouts of America chiefly for train
ing scouts in seamanship are ex
empt from tax.
The payment of the tax will be
Loans Available
evidenced by stamps which may be
procured) only from offices of col
lectors of internal revenue. The Field Supervisor Will Be At
stamps are green in color and must
Union Tomorrow To Ex
be affixed to the boat in such man
plain Details
ner as to be readily visible for in
Loan funds for the purchase or
spection by any internal revenue
production of fe^d for livestock and
officer.
In order to procure a stamp, it for general crop production pur
will be necessary to make applica poses in 1942 are now available to
tion on Form 732, which may be dairymen and' farmers in Knox and
obtained upon request from the Lincoln counties according to Mr.
collector’s office. Instructions for Maddocks, field supervisor of emer
filling out this form appear on gency crop and feed loans for the
the back of the blank. The first United States Department of Agri
stamp to be purchased by owners culture.
“Applications may be made for
of boats will cover the period from
Feb. 1 to June 30. 1042, and will loans ranging from $10. to $400. to
cost purchasers 5-12 of the yearly one borrower at an annual interest
rate of 4% on the amount of the
tax rates. which are as
advance
from the date the advance
16
feet
length
Over-all
is
made.
”
$5
feet.
but not over 28
Mr. Maddocks also stated that it
Over-all length over 28
requires
two to three weeks to de
not over 50 feet, $10.
liver
the
loan check to the borrow
Over-all length over 50
er after the application is filed and
not over 100 feet , $40.
Over-all length over 100 feet but approved. For the purpose of filling
out applications and explaining all
not over 150 feet, $100.
Over-all length over 150 feet but details to these who desire to apply
now. Mr. Maddocks will be at the
not over 200 feet, $150.
Over-all length over 200 feet, Selectmen’s office at Union Friday,
between the hours of 11 a. m. and
$200.
In determining “over-all length” 2 p. m.
“The 1942 loan program has been
the extreme length of the boat
should be used; that is, from the advanced to assist farmers and
forward side of the stem outside dairymen to secure or contract for
the planking or plating to the their feed and other supplies now
aftermost side of the stem planking as it is not unlikely that shortages
or plating, whether above or below } In certain lines may develop next
the water line. The measurement Spring.” The funds and services
should be to the outside of any of the Emergency Crop and Feed
planking or plating extending Loan Office are available to those
above the deck, constituting bul who are assisting and cooperating
warks, and to the outside of any in the “Food For Defense” pro
foreewtie deck, quarterdeck. or gram.
%
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(By The Roving Reporter)

Prompt work by the local police,
one day this week, saved tlie fence
which surrounds a residence in tlie
heart of the city, thanks to a kindly
telephone tip from a neighbor who
was an eye witness of the mischief.
Conservation rather than destruc
tion should be tlie motto these days
when everybody Ls pinching to
meet war taxes.

too well to attempt anything like
that, yet “sassiness” in this instance
certainly had an unexpected re
ward.
Writing frem Reading. Mass. (1136
Main street.) to inform this paper of
her changed location, Mrs. Elizabeth
Crockett says: “I left North Haven
Labor Day and have had a very
pleasant Fall and Winter so far. I
felt surprise as I read in the papers
of the very cold Winter in Maine,
as here in Massachusetts except for
a few days it has been very com
fortable and very little snow. Here
is wishing you success and happi
ness in this new year and hoping
the Roving Reporter goes on one of
his sight seeing tours soon.”

Railroad quiz: “What is meant by
“standard gauge?” The space be
tween the two parallel rails of the
track. In 1871 there were 19 dif
ferent gauges, but today in the
United States, and many foreign
countries it Ls 4 feet. 8'a inches. It
may interest some readers to know
that this was the clearance distance
between the wheels of the ancient They had traverse juries back in
Roman chariots.
the Gay Nineties, just as they do
today. A friend sends me the Knox
The life insurance agents of the County list for the March term of
United States, who aided the war Supreme Court in 1892. The folfinancing in 1917 by selling one bil ' lowing men were drawn:
lion dollars of Liberty Bonds, are
Samuel P. Brcwn, South Thom
again engaged in a nationwide cam aston. Robert H. Carey, Rockport;
paign to help the government in William D. Carleton, Rockport;
Joseph Conant, Vinalhaven; James
the sale of defense bonds, especial C. Creamer Washington; Frank O.
ly payroll deduction plans for the Crockett, Vinalhaven; Cyrenius C.
Daggett. Union; Richard M. Davis.
purchase of these bonds.
St. George; Silas M. Davis, Friend
A. J. Eugley, Rockland; Wil
I have r^eived a little folder with ship;
liam A. Fuller, Camden; C. L.
information donfcerning Sanfcrd’s Gahan. Rcckland; Sylvester B.
Independent Steamboat Line in the Hahn, Thomaston; Levere Howard.
year 1869, the service being fur Hope. w. S. Keene. Rockland; Annished by “the new and elegant diew D. Lamb. Thomaston; Thomas
J Lyons, Vinalhaven; Andrew Mc
steamer Cambridge,” Capt. J. P Farland, Thomaston; E. N. Nelson,
Johnson; and “the favorite steamer Rockland; Elderan Orff, Cushing!
Katahdin,” Capt. Harry S. Rich. George S Pendleton, Warren;
It was known as the Boston & Low Thomas R. Pillsbury, Rockland J.
G. Pottle. Rockland; A. L. Richard
ell line, the fare from Rockland to son, Rockland; Elmer E. Ripley, Ap
Boston being $3. and from Rockland pleton; John Simpson, Rocklandto Lowell $4. M. W. Farwell was the Edwin H. Vaughn, Warren; Dun
Rockland agent and E. M. Wood bar H. Willard, St. George- Edwin
Williams, South Thomaston; Gil
the Camden agent.
bert Young, Camden.
—o —
Tlie Bangor News publLshes a pic
One year ago: Fred Butler, 90,
ture which shows a highly contented formerly of Rockland, died in Eagle
editorial staff consuming a delicious Rock, Va.—Albert Killonen opened a
lunch prepared by a group of Ban jewelry shop on Park street—Nelson
gor-Brewer Girl Scouts. I gathei Dorr, 9. was severely injured when
from the accompanying article that knocked down by an automobile on
it was the “retort courteous” to s Gav street —Maurice R. Snow was
somewhat sassy article published elected president of the Brother
about the schoolgirl cookery up hood Class of the' First Baptist
that way. I know our Girl Scouts Church.

Rockland Lions
Went a-Visiting Yesterday
—J. E. Stevens Presents
Landmarks Of
Democracy

wanLs and Lions Clubs.
The guest speaker yesterday was
J- E. Stevens, who repeated a por
tion of the address which he deliv
ered a year ago before the Grand
Masonic Chapter cf Pennsylvania in
Philadelphia, and
whose subject
was “Landmarks of Democracy.”
The speaker carried his audience
back into the days of early English
history, and told of the landing of
the Pilgrims at Plymouth Rock,
and their subsequent merger with
the Puritans, and the establishment
of the Massachhsetts Bay Colony.
The speaker presented six “land
marks of democracy” speaking in
conclusion of the educational effort
which resulted in the establishment
of Harvard College. Mr. Stevens’
presentation of his topic took on
added interest and preasure through
the oratoriral effect he was able to
give it, handicapped the while by
the limitations of a half hour, which

J. E.

Stevens,

yesterday’s guest

Speaker

compelled the elimination of much
important material.
Before adjourning the club gave
the hotel management a hearty vote
of thanks.

The fire department was called
at
9.40 this morning to extinguish
The Rockland Lions Club enjoyed
a
chimney
fire at the residence of
a fine dinner and excellent hospi
tality at Hotel Rockland yesterday William Thomas, Masonic street.
noon as guests of Manager John
Wyman and the other members of
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
the staff.
If I had my life to live again 1
The members had a good hand would
have made a rule to read some
for one of their brothers, Sam poetry and listen to some mualc at
least once a week. The loee of these
Savitt, who has just been elected tastes
ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
vice president of the Rockland Darwin
Chamber of Commerce. Wilbur F.
MARRIAGE
Senter, who is president of the Two volumes bound fn one complete
thrilling story old but sweet;
Chamber announced that its annual With
No title needs the cover fair.
banquet will be held the latter part Two golden hearts are blended there.
of February, with the Rotary Ki-J
—MUdred Merle
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TALK OF THE TOWN

The Courier-Gazette

THE RED CROSS
AND CIVILIAN DEFENSE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Who shall separate us from the
love of Christ? shall tribulation?
—Rom. 8: 35. *

Book Review

A department devoted to news items concerning these

(By K. S. F.)

patriotic organizations

Making the Most of Your Person
A short six-lesson course in nu- Building with Fire Chief Van E.
ality. Author. Winifred V. Rich
Russell as teacher for the benefit
mond, Ph. D. Publishers, Farrar and I trition called nutrition and emer! gency feeding will be given by of night witchmen and others who
Rinehart, New York.
may be working evenings or who
A multitude of excellent and an Civilian Defense through the Ex are unatl? to attend the Mcnday
swerable questions put into order, tension service and the Farm Bu , evening or Saturday afternoon
and of vital help to the serious reau. The Home Demonstration class.
young persons who desire to make agent, Lucinda Rich will super
the most and best of their lives and vise the course. Following is the
personality. Dr. Richmond's keen plan to be carried out. In every
mind has a happy mastery of tactful community where there is a Farm
and pleasing method of approach. Bureau a program has been The State Police Are To Have
She has that graceful human reach planned fcr the year which in
One Day Off Each
which touches the heart’s best de cludes three nutrition meetings.
Week
sires ifcr development of a person The first meeting which includes
A shorter week for Maine's Slate
ality that counts, and stands high two lessons will be from 10.30 a m.
to
3.30
p.
m.
with
dinner
being
Police
officers is ordered by Chief
for effective competent living. She
served'
for
a
small
charge.
Weaver whe said he did not consider
opens up in minds ability to seek
The home demonstration agent it “fair" for his men to continue any
imagination,. and acquire founda
tions for building life at its best. Dr. will give ope lesson, in the morn longer a seven-day week highwaj
Richmond gives broad lessons in ing and the second lesson in the patrol program.
Anyone desiring to
•'Every effort must be taken by the
sex life and mistakes, and explains afternoon.
take
this
course
is urged to be force,’’ Weaver said in a general or
in plain language the outcome of
wrong doings and lack of mental present at this first meeting. Time der," to cover the patrol cf the of
intelligence, bringing out the high of the other lessons will be an ficer who is on his day off."
points of successful thinking for at nounced later, but will not be ! “I was hopeful," Weaver told of
taining the full beauty and strength scheduled at regular intervals. ficers in the five districts, "that the
of our God-given chance to make They will have to be scheduled to special session of the Legislature
good In the few years allotted us in fit into the program of the local would increase cur personnel to the
this world. She shows youth how to Farm Bureau group. Maine Civil extent that you men could have a
develop the highest cultural per ian Defense Council will give cer day off in seven and still maintain
sonality and that is one way to save tificates to all who attend all six the present patrol which you so effilessons.
! ciently have carried out the past
the world today.
K. S. F.
The schedule for the first meet year and which enabled us to give
ing of this series, which includes our citizens adequate prctectien of
two lessons in each town in Knox- the highways of the State. "The
Lincoln counties Is as follows: greater part of our personnel, be
ft ft ft A
cause cf the many events cf 1941,
Mew* Items from all of tho Pa Bristol, Feb. 3, church vestry;
Simonton.
Feb.
4,
hall;
Boothbay,
have
given many more hours than
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
ordinarily
required."
Feb. 5, Grange hall; Friendship,
here.
Weaver expressed his appreciation
Feb. 6, vestry; Vinalhaven, Feb. 9;
Tranquility Grange of Lincoln Camden, Feb. 10, Grange hall; to each officer for his "loyalty and
ville was hast Friday to the neigh Hope, Feb. 11, Grange hall; Edge efficient service the past year."
Weaver told newsmen that many
borhood Granges, a fine supper comb, Feb. 12, Grange hall; Burpreceding the meeting. An excel kettville and Washington, Feb. 13; of his officers had made two com
lent program was presented under North Edgecomb. Feb. 17, school plete tours of the State the past
the direction of Master Ivan Young hcuse: Sheepscot, Feb. 20, Garri several months, instructing 9003
and Lecturer Mrs. Seraphine Faulk- son Hill. Grange hall; Whitefield, municipal enforcement officers in
ingham. The card party held Sat Feb. 24, Grange hall; East Union, civilian defense activities and work
urday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Feb. 27, Grange hall; Rockport, ing 12 to 14 hours a day."
Young was successful and enjoyable. March 19 at home of Mrs. Ruth
TO LANDLORDS AND
Another will be held Jan. 31 at Mr. Cross. 38 Beech street, Rockland;
CREDITORS
and Mr.s. Leland Nickerson's, pro Nobleboro, March 20. Grange hall;
A
Red
1
Cress
case has arisen in
Orff's
Corner,
March
31,
Com

ceeds for Grange benefit. Refresh
which
a
family
was left destitute,
munity
hall;
Rockland,
April
2
at
ments will be served.
• • • •
home of Mrs. Mabel Crosby, 453 because the wife had received no
At Hope Grange meeting Satur Old County road; Damariscotta, money from her scldier husband
day a skit was presented by Mrs. April 3 at Biscay Community hall; since October. She was far be
Helen Wentworth, the parts being April 9, Montsweag at the club hind in her rent.
In future we ask that when such
taken surprisingly well by Judith house in Woolwich; Soyth Bristol,
Crawford, Faith Ludwig and Charles April 14 at Redman's hall and unfortunate cases occur, the land
Owls Head, May 13 at the Library lord or creditor will get in touch
Dudley.
• • • •
at once with the Red' Cross office,
building.
Miss Madeline Genthner, lec
Anyone who wishes to register instead of threatening to throw
turer of Meenahga Grange of Wal for this special six lesson nutri Jhe family into the street. The
doboro is attending a Lecturer’s tion course should register at cnce Red Cross office prefers to handle
Convention of the State Grange at the Placement Bureau as this such matters quietly and with a
in Augusta. Willow Grange of Is a special course and it is neces charitable respect for the feelings
Jefferscn were guests Monday sary that special assignments wall of all concerned.
Keryn ap Rice.
night of Meenahga Grange and be made. Those who have signed
Capt. U.S.A. Retired.
presented the program. Ice cream for the regular nutrition course
Chairman.
and cake were served.
will not be assigned to this class
unless they make a special regis
Wine-making is the chief indus
Tliere is approximately one-mile tration for it.
try
of Portugal.
A
special
class
in
Chemical
War

of roa dto every square mile of ter- I
ritory in the United States, exclu fare will be conducted Thursday
sive of rity streets.
‘ afternben at 2 o'cock at the Citv
Buy Defense Bonds and ©tamps

They Deserve It

GRANGE CORNER

STATE OF MAINE

MILK CONTROL BOARD
Revised Schedule of prices for Rockland, Rockport, Owl’s Head, Camden. Damariscotta, Newcastle, Nobleboro, Waldoboro, Pemaquid, New Harbor, Pemaquid Point, Pemaquid Beach, and Chamberlain.
The Milk Control Board does hereby establish and fix the following minimum wholesale and retail prices
to be charged for milk distributed for sale within the Rockland market, sc-called, for fluid consumption wher
ever produced. Said schedule of prices is established and fixed after investigation and public hearings thereon
at Rockland and Camden, on January 22, 1942, of which hearings due notice was given and after consideration
of the evidence at said hearings said prices so fixed are found to be just and rea*enable, taking into due consid.
eration the insuring of an adequate supply of pure and wholesome milk and conditions affecting the milk in
dustry including a reasonable return to the producer, producer-dealer and dealer.
The Rockland market, so-called, means the city of Rockland and the towns of Rockport, Owl’s Head and
Camden, all within the County of Knox and the towns of Damariscotta. Newcastle, Noblcbcro and Waldoboro
and the villages of Pemaquid, New Harbor, Pemaquid Point, Pemaqu'd Beach and Chamberlain in the town of
Bristol, all within the County of Lincoln.
REVISED SCHEDULE OF MINIMUM PRICES EFFECTIVE FEBRUARY 1. 1942.
PRODUCER-TO-DEALER OR PRODUCER TO PRQDUCER-DEALER SALES.
Each dealer and producer-dealer, except those buying on a weight and test basis, within this area shall
pay the following prices for milk which he has purchased Dom producers, f. o. b. dealer cr producer-dealer's
plant, which shall be 5.0725 per quart.
ing milk op a weight and test basis from producers shall pay
ner hundredweight for ritflk
3.7% b. f.
______ _
__ _____ _ _
_ _ ................
in car-load
lots In the Boston market divided hy 33*3.7%.
The above minimum priee for milk delivered during each pay period is for milk having a test of average
butter fat content of 3.7%. Such prices shall he increased 4c per hundredweight for each 1-10 of 1% cf average
butter fat content above said test and decreaSsefl a Hke aYnount for each 1-10 of 1% of average butter fat con
tent below said test.
K> : M SAll
With respect to 40% cream. $2.00 per gallon.

With respect to cream bought on the weight and test basis, 60c per pound butter fat.
WHOLESALE DEALER-TO-DEALER
RETAIL SALES
SALES
SALES
•
Quart
.....’..'.•......^.'....5?.......
MILK
• Pint .............................
075
H Pint .................
55
Bulk. 8 A- 10 qt. cans, per qt...........14
Quart " ...'....>2.......................
85
CREAM (Heavy)
Ptot ....................................... -........ 48
40% and op
Is Pint ..................... -......................
Bulk, 8-10 qt. cans, per gat ........
Quart ...'.....‘.......'.....‘...i.......—'................ "5
CREAM (Medium)
Pint ..................... .............. ............. <O
30% -34%
ti Pint ................. ..... -................... 21
Bulk. 8-10 qt. cans, per gal.........
Quart ............. ............. —......... .58
CREAM (Light 1
Pint .............. __________ ............ 26
18%-20%
M Pint ....................... -........ -........ 15
Bulk, 8-10 qt. cans, per gal-.........
“Retail Sales" in this schedule includes sales hy producer, dealer, producer-dealer and stores to consumer.
“Wholesale Sales” tn this schedule includes sales by dealer or producer-dealer to stores e ther for consomption on the premises or resale to consumers, and by wholesaler to retailer, and by any person ta another person
for commercial purposes for which a price is not otherwise provided in this area wherever produced and shall
hold until further revision by the Board.
There shall be a minimum bottle charge of 5c to all wholesale customers excepting benev.lent cr educa
tional institutions.
A :
.
Milk and cream in non-returnable containers shall be sold for le more than the schedule price.
The above schedule of prices shall be the minimum wholesale and retail prices to be charged for m'tk and
cream distributed within this area for fluid consumption wherever produced and shall hold until further re
vision by the Board.
In accordance with the rules and regulations pTomuliated by the Board Class I milk shall mean all milk
sold er distributed by the milk dealers as whole or flavored ntik for fluid Consumption. The term Class II
milk shall mean all milk except Clam 1 ra*1*.
Violation of these rules will result in revocation of license and a fine.
_______ _
_____________________
MILK CONTROL BOARD, Earl p. Osgood. Chairman.

The annual installation of offi
cers of Aurora Lodge, F.A.M. was
held last night 2t Masonic Temple
with Rt. Wor. Louis A. Walker as
installing officer. Assisting l£m
were Wor. Bro. Laurence C. Perry
and Wor. Martin S. Graves as grand I
marshal and Rev. Jchn Smith Lowe
as grand chaplain. The new offi
cers are: Lloyd E. Daniels, Wi M.;
Leland W. Drinkwater, S. W.; Wil
bur A. Fogg. J. W.; Milton M. Grif
fin. secretary; Rev. H. W. Winchenbaugh, chaplain; Roy E. DanieLscn,
S. D.; C&il E. Murphy, J. D ; Win
field L. Chatto. S. S.; Robert P
Russell. J. S.; Alfred L. Nichols,
marshal: Wor. Harcld L. Rackliffe.
‘vler. The soloist was Mrs. Esther!
P. Hcward who was accompanied by J
Mrs. Faith Berry.
Refreshments ’
were served and there was dancing
after the installation ceremonies.

Girb, Two To One

Community Bowlers

But Rockland’s Luck With Tuesday night, the Post Office
Belfast Koopsters
aggregation tcok the Perry Mar
keteers for a 5-0 ride in the Na
Ended There

Rockland High School's basket
ball teams took one game at the
Community
Building
Tuesday
night ani dropped two. The Jay
vees went down before the guns
of a pick-up team lrom the Senior
Class to a 27-17 score. The score
at the first quarter stood 10-11 for
the Seniors and they stretched
their lead to 13 while the Jayvees
stood still in the second quarter.
The second half saw the Jayvees
pick up to 12 points, but. the
Seniors added to their collection
to hold the lead with 15. The last
quarter, the Seniors really let cut
2nd rolled up 12 points fcr a total
oi 27 to 17 for the Junior Varsity.
The Rockland Lodge of Elks gave
Bill's Girls Victorious
a farewell dinner last night to two of
The
second gam? saw the girls'
its members, Cha Brown Jr. and
team
roll
over the lassies from
F. ed Merritt, who leave tomorrow
to join the R.A.F. as Flying Offi Crosby High of Belfast to double
cers in the American Eagle Squad their score and have the scoreron. Thirty members of the lodge board reading 26-13 at the final
and friends attended the roast beef whistle in Rockland's favor.
Bill Sullivan predicted that hi.s
supper which was followed by an
girls
were cn their way to better
address by Judge Elisha W. Pike who
basketball
playing, and they proved
congratulated the young men on
it
for
him
Tuesday night when
their desire to do their part in the
they
played
a
heads-up game.
war against the Axis nations. They;
The
first
quarter
saw the score
will undergo 10 weeks' preliminary I
1
standing
4-8
with
Rockland
lead
training at an aviation school in the
ing.
The
second
quarter,
Crosby
United States before they go to
pulled up to eight points but let
England for active duty.
Rockland collect enough in the
Word has been received by Mrs. meantime to make a total of 15
Kennedy Crane cf the death of her at the end of the half- The third
uncle, Professor Fred E. Foss of New quarter wound up 21-8 with Rock
Ycrk last week. He was well known land adding up the score while
here having been a frequent visiter they held the Belfast girls score
to Rockland. Professor Fess was less. The filial quarter, it was all
for 20 years head of the depart Rcckland with the girls scoring at
ment of engineering at Cooper will and a final score of 26-13.
Unicn. New Ycrk City. He is sur
Boys On The Short End
vived by his sister. Mrs. Mae. E.
The boys’ team didn’t fare as well
Aches:n, Mrs. Crane’s mother.
as their sisters and took a trimming

Rockland High beys’ basketball, from the Belfast hoepsters who
team meets Cony High cf Augusta’ rung up a 39-28 score on the locals.
at Community Building tomorrow j Rockland failed to score in the
night. This should be a gcod game ! first quarter, while Crosby collected
as the two teams played a 40-41 j eight points just to start the ball
game at Cony not so leng ago with rolling. The next stanza, Crosby
the Augusta lads having the edge, j kept on their scoring streak and
collected 12 more points fcr a tctal
Kncx Lodge, F.A.M. will work the ’ of 20 while Rockland was working
tliiid degree tonight at the Masonic up to 11 to end the half.
hall in South Thomastcn. Supper' The second half started with
will be served by Forget-Me-Not Rockland pulling up cn Crosby
fast and at the same time prevent
Chapter O.E.S. at 6.30.
ing their scoring so that the third
quarter ended 22-20 with Crosby
having the edge. The final period,
Standard weight per bushel as pro Eelfast went to town and settled
vided by Section 39 of the Revised on a total of 39 for the game to
Statutes as amenaed by Public Laws Rockland’s 28.
of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut
Strawberries ................................ 40
it out and keep for references.
Tomatoes
..................................... 53
1 Bushel—Lbs
Turnips, English ......................... 50
Apples ......................................... 44
Turnips, rutabaga ...................... 60
Apples, dried ............................... 25
Wheat .......................................... 60
Barley ........................................
48
The standard weight of a
Beans ........................................... 60
barrel of Flour is ............. 196 lbs.
Beans, Lima................................ 56
The standard weight of a
Beans, shell ................................. 28
barrel of Potatoes is ........ 165 lbs
Beans, Soy ................................... 58
The standard weight of a
Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
' barrel of Sweet Potatoes is 150 lbs
pole ........................................... 59
Beans, string ............................... 24
Beans, Windsor (broad) ............ 47
Beets ........................................... 60
Hit Them Where It Hurts
Beets, mangel-wurzel ................. 60
Beets, sugar ................................. 60
Beets, turnip ............................... 60
.... BUY BONDS!
Beet Greens................................. 12
Blackberries ................................. 40
Blueberries .................................. 42
Bran and Shorts ........................ 30
Buckwheat ................................... 48
Carrots ........................................ 59
Corn, cracked ............................. 50
Corn, Indian ............................... 56
Cranberries ................................. 32
Currants ...................................... 40
Dandelions .................................. 12
Make no mistake—this is a life
Feed ............................................. 50
or death struggle. Men are dy
Flaxseed ....................................... 56
ing
in your defense. .Dying that
Hair ................ ............ ................. 11
America
may be safe!
KaJe ..................................
12
Lime ............................................. 70
Give our fighting men the
Meal (except oatmeal) ............... 50
guns, the planes, the tanks they
Meal, corn ......................
50
need! Bonds buy bombs. Ev
Meal, rye...................................... 50
ery
dime, every dollar you put
Millet, Japanese .......................... 35
into
Defense Bonds and Stamps
Oats ............................................. 32
Is a blow at the enemy. Hit them
Onions ......................................... 52
where it hurts —buy bonds!
Parsley ......................................... 8
Bonds cost as little as 818.75 up—
Parsnips .....
45
Peaches, dried .................................. 33
stamps as little as 10 cents up.
Peanuts, green ........................... 22
Peanuts, roasted.......................... 20
Pears ......
The Lake Superior district sup
Peas, smooth....................
60 plies more iron ere than any other
Peas, wrinkled ........................... 56 section of the world and consists cf
Peas, unshelled, green ............... 28 Minnesota. Michigan and Wisconsin
Potatoes ....................................... 60 ------- —----- ....
Potatoes, sweet............................ 54
Quinces ........................................ 48
Raspberries ................................. 40
Rice, rough .................................. 44
dye ............................................... 56
Salt, coarse ............. -................. <0
>•
AND
Salt, Turk's Island .................. — 70
Salt, fine ...................................... 60
Salt, Liverpool ............. -............ 60
lip-'
Seed, alfalfa............................... - 60
Seed, clever ...................... -........ 60
Seed, hemp..... .............................. tfi
Seed, herdsgrass ...................... - <5
Seed. Hungarian grass......... -.... 48
call. . .
Seed, Timothy .................. ■.......... 45
Seed, millet ----- - ---- -............... 50
Seed, orchard grass.................... If
Seed, redtop........ -...................... U
Seed. Sea Island cotton........ — 44
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
Seed, sorghum........................... - 50 <« MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME
Seed} upland cotton ................... 30
tv
12
Spinach

Standard Weights

M

tional League at the Community
Building. Dardy Rackliffe rolled
high fcr the match, rolling a 320
for the threc-string total.
The same night. Snows tock a
4-1 match from Rice with Colp of
Snow's cutting loose with a total
of 332 fcr the evening's werk.
Perry Marketeers—Marshall 26-4.
Harmon 219. Mason 2fll. Clark 264.
LeGage 262. total 1290.
Post Office - Hary 272. McPhee
273, Dudley 293. D. Perry 280,
Rackliff 320. total 1433.
Snow’s — McKinney 305. Cole,
332. Crockett 285. Willis 285, Gat-

r

McKinney—N. MoKinney ?83 A
Jacobs 262, S. Blackington 234. v
Connon 258, P. Kent 239. total 1275
High School—V. Willis 259 g
Feyler 259, R. Mazzeo 254 Edna
Willis 247, Evelyn Willis 250, total
1269.

comb 291, total 1498.
Rice—Hodgkins 278. F. Howard
282, Walker 268. Shapairo 250,
Cargill 298. total 1376.
■Last night, the Ladies League
had its Innings when the McRae's
rolled down the mighty Sylvester's
to a 4-1 score with McRae of the
McRaes leading the attack with a
total pinfall cf 266.
The McKinney's trimmed the
R H.S. outfit when they came out
with a 4-1 edge over the group
which carries the name of the
H.gh School. The total pinfall of
the match was close with McKin
ney getting 1276 and R.H.S. 1269.
Sylvester — Sylvester 227, Dean
242. Bradbury 219, D Riehardscn
233. M. Richardson 259, total 1180.
McRae—McRae 266, Quint 242.
Anderson 242, Tripp 239. Prescott
240. total 1229.

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

TALK OF THE 1
xX1 *

i

Jan. 30- -Thomaston Scl
Watts hall, benefit Red i
Jan. 30 — Waldoboro
Birthday Ball at High S

torlum.

WE BUY AND SELL

GOOD
USED CARS

---------------- CUESSWORK IS COrtToi,

>m|

Feb. 2—Candlemas Da1
Feb. 2—Schoolmen's l,e.i
at Knox Hotel. Thoma-:
Feb. 2—Methodist Youth
Bally at Pratt Memorial
Rockland.
Feb. 4—Hobby Show nn
ment at Universalist ve •
Feb. 5-12-19—Free Scho,
cookery at Masonic Temp
Feb. 9—Daylight Savin'
Feb. 9—"Charter nigh!
Kiwanis Club at Hotel I?
Feb. 12 Lincoln s Birth
Feb. 14 St. Valentines ii
Feb. 18—Ash Wednesdat
Feb 18 19—.Junior Class
a Llfo!" at High Sehool .
Feb. 19—Meeting of Bap
ijeague.
Feb. 20—(3 to 9) Won.
tional Club meets at i
hall
Feb. 22—Washington's I
Feb. 27—Warren High .strels at Glover hall
March 17 St Patricks
March 21 Spring hep m
March 29 Palm Sundat
April 1—All Fools Da\
April 3—Good Friday
April 5—Easter.

The Weath

STEAKS
''Supe(-R.gh’’'-Por,e'h°U^TteerBeel LB

The mildne-ss which h
terized the past two di\
of the picture durin;
and what early risen
morning was a smart
breeze and a temperatu
10 above. Talk about
months! Net a drop
Main street, but plent
The moon is riding h.

35

ROASTS -

milk-fed

4 to 6 tb avg.

FOWL
"SUPER-RIGHT'-FRESH
WHOLE or EITHER HAL
PORK LOINS
"SUPER-RIGHT”

i LAMB LEGS a
I COOKED HAMS

rff/iww enjoy
RICHER FLAVOR IN
COFFEE THAT'S

SOFT MEATED

SUHHYFItLO

Miss Frances Chatto
employ of the Internal l
partment in Augusta
was at one time emp
Farm Bureau office an
cently was in the law off
L. Bird.

SMOKED

BONELESS

“

RIB ROAST.
One taste of Coi/cni Ground A&P
Coffee, ond you’ll never go bock to
coffee that » pre-ground fcr any coffee
pot Custom Ground coffee ii a
bean
coffee, correctly ground fcr your own
coffee po?. Try it and get all the mag
nificent flavor! Today — visit our coffee
department — take home Custom
Ground A&P Coffee, richer, more ffo«
vorful. more ael.t.ousl

AP

EIGHT
O'CLOCK
COFFEE

*

BROILERS

Winslow-Holbrook P'
will serve a public supp<
night, 5 to 7 at Legion

.

SCROD HADDOCK FILLETS
SMELTS
_

BINGO

prices also «ffec'

Friday Nite, Spear

=

462 MAIN ST.
HOC Kl AMP 1 iNAWC

Given Away, Chicken I I
1 each, and 6 Varieties «,|

Camden.

Set a Better Table With Surplus Foods

WALDO THEI

BAKED GOODS OVEN FRESH!

VIENNA TWIST BREAD

2bIS45c

A Mr
IX

n<kmia*A-*ane Parker—Plain
UUllIllS Sugar or Cin. DOZ

BOKAR

-i.. * -

45 fcmtumco im

LIFE

Peanuts chc°o«raetoe
19c
Popcorn F?meo‘ cel°obag8C
Choc. Nougatines pk“ 23c
Molasses rSt 2nc°a^25c
Iona Tomatoes 3 can! 25c
A&P Corner
SULTANA
KEU KIDNEY

G u a r a n t red 1
Pure Hydrogenated
Vegetable Shortening

l in

62
c
22C

iin

Mello-Wheat
A PURI WHEAT
FARINA FOR HOT
Cl REAL BREAKFAST

O Qr
I9

SHOW TIMI
Single Evening Sho|
Matinees Saturday
Sunday at 3

MARVEL BREAD

:llfb ioe

"ENRICHCD ’

•'

•

•

FLORIDA - SIZE 200-216 - VITAMINS 9, C, G

M

5 ORANGES 2 39'
Florida
vit b, c, G

I GRAPEFRUIT

1 LETTUCE
I CARROTS

NBC Ritz Crackers
19s
Soda Crackers ^Tpkg 16C
AAR
NO dt 4 ftC
Grapefruit NEW
PACK
CAN | U
NO 2' OCC
Peaches JroH*K« 2 CANS 35^
liiiro Swt. nrGr0llnswt.
p,'fn,i' Q Np 2 ncc
Ulllww
W CANS AU
Pink Salmon s?REnAM1 ca°4 17c
Crabmeatncan 25c
4 J|P
I *T
Whitehouse

Sunoyfiild Po led
Quick or Rrg.

48 OZ
PKG

Evap. Milk
FINEST QUALITY
YET COSTS LESS

1411 OZ
CANS

3

HEINZ SOUPS
MOST KINDS

25^

HEINZ
21<

“ALL THAT Ml
CAN BUY'1
Superbly directed by ,
William Dieterle and md
ly acted by—

CAUfORNIA

SATURDAY ONLY.

VITAMINS A B, C, G

Two Big Feature \t|
GENE AUTRE

MclNTOSH APPLES7Vitamins J

in his special

musi

“DOWN MEXICO)
Also On the rr<»(
a timely action

“BURMA CON'
A two-fisted, thrillini'.
trucking of munition
Burma Road
Starring CHARLES I

SILVERBROOK

BUTTER

A TOP GRADE QUALITY

Special Attraition:

BUTTER

SUNMYFIELD
; LB PRINTS-LB 42c

First Showings in thi^
Walt Disney's new
length technicolor

SI N.-MON . II H

i

yellow eye,

(For weeks, listed m
Choice' ir. Tim!' M
|
four stars in Liberty
the most enjoyable
taining full-length < ■
the already-legenc i
White").

MALTEX CEREAL

VERMONT MAID SYRUP

Plus the Sens.it

.

WE CARRY A COMPLETE SUPPLY OF FRESH MILK AND CREAM
"WOMAN’S DAY”-February issue is on sde today-don't miss it1
IHIIWI

Onn, (paqsL

&

WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
It’s new when you ran «ave
without sacrificing quality!
Yet that’s exactly what the
buyers ol the 33 Ann Page
Eooils <lo.
Money hack If
you’re not 10075? satisfied.

PEANUT BUTTER
Ann p3oc-Contams
A-1 Quality Peanuts

U8i

ANN PAGE BEANS I
With Pork or q 23 OZ OTcS
Tomato Sauce

V? CANS

ANN PAGE SYRUP 8
12 OZ
BOTS

Maple

Flavored
..............

We reserve tbe right to limit quantities.

•

29c

All prices »ubjsct to

swehCI
is

|

“DUMBO |

4

PEA or KIDNEY

FRESH CUCUMBER

PICKLES

THURS.-FRI., JA\
RKO Radio Pictut!
|
top notch melcdr,
Old New Ene..
(Adapted lrom tiie fi |
"The Devil and D;in:e

Edward Arnold, Walt''
Simone Simon, Jain ]
Gene Lockhart, plus m l

CALIIORNIA ICEBERG
VITAMINS B, C, G

B&M BROWN BREAD 2

IA

V

EA

FAMOUS BCTTY CROCKER RECIPE

B&M BEANS

4 OC

24 OZ
JUMBO JAR

JANE PARKER

Deviled Food

MAINE’S LITTLE RAM
TEL. WALDOBOItJ

19c

LOAVES

YELLOW ONIONS VITAMIN C 3
NEW
P ADD It PC
NEW ILORIDA
FLORIDA
f)
VITAMINS A, B, G
bADDrlUC
Z

Rinso
pk(, 9C
Qxydol
pk“ 9c
Soap Grains la >r
Swan Soap
<
Swan Soap
2
Ivory Soap
Grisco
!.n 24c

cans

D«||c
HOIIS

2

Angel Cake pX Az 23c

Jelly Rolls pJaX EA19C

2b1S49c

2

STEWING

OYSTtKo
OYSTERS

RED CIRCLE

.28 OZ
PKG

3U LB. AVERAGE

mackerel

Cfi'M

* • mrtwQ

A circle supper was h
vestry of
the
Cor,
Church last night
Harold Karl as chairm
supper committee

SHRIMP

nriKius uumst
SIU/M6
*

Dnnnn
DUdllO

^uto

-*"'****

2
39c
3 IB BAG 57c

PROMPT

RELIABLE
RADIO
SERVICE

Every-Other-Day

F'^rv-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, January 29,1942

‘

THE
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Jan. 30—Thomaston School fair at
Watts hall, benefit Red Cross.
Jan. 30 — Waldoboro — President’s
Birthday Ball at High School audi
torium.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 2—Schoolmen’s league meeting
nt Knox Hotel, Thomaston.
Feb 2—Methodist Youth Fellowship
Rally at Pratt Memorial Churoh ln
Rockland.
Feb. 4 Hobby Show and entertain
ment at Universallst vestry.
Feb 5-12-10—Free School of electric
cookery at Masonic Temple.
Feb. 0—Daylight Saving begins.
Feb. 0—“Charter night’’ party of
Kiwanis Club at Hotel RocMand.
Feb. 12 Lincoln's Birthday
Feb. 14 St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 18—Ash Wednesday.
Feb 18 19—.Junior Class play, “What
a Life!” at High School auditorium
Feb. 19—Meeting of Baptist Men's
l.rasUe
Feb. 29—(3 to 9)—Woman's Educa
tional Club meets at Grand Army
hall
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 27 Warren High School Min
strels at Glover hall.
March 17 -St Patrick’s Day.
March 21 Spring begins.
March 29 Palm Sunday.
April 1—All Fools Day.
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.

The Weather
The mildness which has charac
terized tiie past two days sped out
of the picture during the night,
and what early risers found this
morning was a smart northeast
breeze and a temperature of only
10 above. Talk about your fickle
months! Net a drop of snow on
Main street, but plenty of dust.
The moon is riding high.
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A circle supper was held in the
vestry of
the
Congregational
Church last night with Mrs.
Harold Karl as chairman of the
supper committee.
Winslow-Holbrcok Post Auxiliary
will serve a public supper Saturday
night, 5 to 7 at Legion hall.—adv.
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BINGO

effecBelast,.
Elm St.,

Friday Nite, Spear Hall 7.45
Given Away. Chicken Dinner, $2—
1 each, and 6 Varieties of Groceries.
13*lt
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SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees Saturday at 1-30
Sunday at 3

Janc
13
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e

V CROCKER RECIPE

VdAE8 10C

THURS.-FRI., JAN 29-30
RKO Radio Pictures presents a
top notch melodrama cf
Old New England
(Adapted from the famous story
“The Devil and Daniel Webster”)

“ALL THAT MONEY
CAN BUY”

DOZ

5
2
2
5 «

10,

HOS

25c 1
15e I
15c
27ci

Superbly directed by renowned
William Dieterle and most capab
ly acted by—
Edward Arnold, Walter lluston,
Simone Simon, Jane Darwell,
Gene Lockhart, plus many others

SATURDAY ONLY, JAN. 31
Two Big Feature Attractions!
GENE AUTRY
in his special musical western

“DOWN MEXICO WAY”

LBS

Abo On the Proerjm
a timely action drama

LBS

A two-fisted, thrilling yarn of the
trucking cf munitions along the
Burma Road.
Starring CHARLES BICKFORD

I

"BURMA CONVOY”

LB

41 C I
TALL 07c
Zl |
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C
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LB
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1

CANS

22 °Z
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MLK and cream

today-don’t miss 111
iiiii'iiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiHiiH

SUN.-MON.. FEB. D-Z
Special Attraction! One of the
First Showings in this Locality!
Walt Disney's new featurelength technicolor cartoon

“DUMBO”
(For weeks, listed as Current &
Choice in Time Magazine. Rating
four stars in Liberty, “Dufribo” is
the most enjoyable and enter
taining full-length cartoon since
the already-legendary “Snow
White’’).
Plus the Sensational
40 thrilling minutes with
Britain’s R. A. F !

EET

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
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cious, all fruit flavor
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I thrifty, too.,. like all
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SERVES
BERRY and RASPBERRY

19c
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Armstrong—At Togus. .Jan 27, Wil
liam Luke Armstrong, aged 52 years,
10 months. 3 days. Funeral Friday at
2° clock from Cushing funeral home.
10 Knox street, Thomaston. Burial in
Thomaston cemetery.
Clough At Rockland, Jan. 28 John
Benjamin Clough, aged 68 years, 5
months 19 days. Funeral Friday at 2
p. m. from Russell funeral home

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our “sincere
thanks to our 'neighbors and friends
for their many kind expressions of
sympathy during our recent bereave
ment: especially do we thank Dr.
Wasgatt. Mr. Russell and members of
the O. B. andi F. Club
Mrs. Bernard U. Butler. Mr. and
Mrs A. O. Butler.
•

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our thanks to
the many friends and neighbors who
assisted us in our time of sorrow;
also for the flowers and words of
comfort. We especially wish to thank
Margaret
and
Evelyn
for
their
thoughtfulness and Mr. Ulmer of the
Bnrpee funeral home
Mrs. Joseph DeMass and sons, Al
ton. Melvin and Ernest.
Rockland.
•
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our sincerest
thanks and appreciation to all those
who were so kind and thoughtful at
te time of our recent bereavement.
To Juanita Chapter, O E.S., the Past
Matrons, Rockbound Rebekah Lodge,
those who acted as bearers, those who
offered use of cars, and. to those who
sent the beautiful flowers and other
tokens of sympathy, we are deeply
grateful.
Alex McGuffie, Hattie McGuffie and
family.
Stonington.
*
CARD OF THANKS

To all the kind friends and neigh
bors whose generous thoughtfulness
aided and comforted us at the time
of our recent bereavement, we extend
our heartfelt gratitude and apprecia
tion.
•
George H. Shute and family

CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to extend thanks to all
friends and neighbors for their kind
ness and help, and for beautiful floral
tributes at the time of our recent be
reavement; especially do wc thank Dr.
BroWn and Mrs. Osgood Gilbert.
Mr and Mrs. Milton Elwell and Mrs.
Walter Church and family.
♦

The Sea Scout Ship Red Jacket
held its third annual inspection
at its headquarters Wednesday
evening. Dr. Johnson, vice com
modore of the area, and Willis
Furtwengler, Field Executive, were
the inspecting officers.
The rating of last year, 1st Class
Ship, was advanced to Local Flag
ship Squadron fcr the present year.
Ships are rated by a point system
based cn Leadership. Program and
activities, membership, advance
ment and tenure.
Both inspecting officers expressed
confidence that this ship can easily
advance to Flotilla Flagship by
next year If advancements are
greater. Mr. Furtwengler read a
portion of a tribute to scouting
from a recent speech of Senator
Capper
in the Congressional
Record. Dr. Johnson stressed the
fact that men now in the service
of our Navy, who had had former
Scout training advanced faster
than the regular men because of
their additional knowledge of the
sea and past experiences while
a scout. He also mentioned the
fact that the Government recog
nizes these things and is now en
couraging the organization of Air
Scout troops to study aviation.
The officers of this ship were
commended for their part in build
ing the rcles. The new skipper,
Joshua N. Southard was given a
hearty welcome to Scouting.
Guests attending this inspection
were Scout Commissioner Horatio
Cowan, Scout Committeemen Rob
ert Gregory and Howard Crockett.
During the regular business meet
ing it was decided to have the third
Sea Scout Bridge of Honor Feb. 27.
Robert Smalley was elected general
chairman of the Sea Scout portion
of the affair to be staged jointly
witn the Lions Club.

Ralph Ulmer Camp, Spanish
War Veterans, held its installation
of officers at the Legion hall last
night. The installing officer was
Past Commander George T. Stew
art, Past Commander I. Leslie
Cross acted as master of ceremon
ies. These officers were inducted:
Commander, William W. Graves;
J. V. Commander, Hans Johnson;
Adjutant, Georgge T. Stewart;
Quartermaster, Walter E. Weeks;
Trustee, W. W. Graves; Patriotic
Instructor, Joseph Bennett; His
torian. Harry Smith; Surgeon, Dr.
A. W. Foss; Chaplain, John Ran
lett; Officer of Day, George I.
Leonard; Officer of Guard, George
A. Miller; Sergeant Major, Arthur
F. Wall; Quartermaster Sergeant,
Ralph E. Doherty; Senior Color
Sergeant, William A. Seavey; Ju
nior Color Sergeant, Joseph E.
Bennett; Chief Musician, Alfred
C. Smith.

Leonard F. Hall, Jr., an auditor
of the Employer's Liability Insur
ance, Corp, was a business visitor
at The Courier-Gazette office
Tuesday.
Formerly located in
Pittsburg, he has also held assign
ments in Detroit. Cincinnati and
Omaha. His late father was a
native of Searsmont, and resided
for a number cf years in Hope.
His grandfather was the late
David 8. Hall, a town official in
Hope for almost half a century.
Other well known members of the
family are Stanley Hall, proprietor
of the Nate Saunders cabins at
Glen Cove; Willard Hall of Appleton and Leslie Hall of Appleton.
Leonard. Junior, was much pleased
to get back into the Maine terri
tory and is covering the entire
State.

“To aid the Government in sell
ing Defense Savings Stamps. Wes
tern Union is placing these stamps
on sale at 5,009 public telegraph
offices throughout the United
States. Local employes of Western
Union have been instructed in the
sale of the stamps and have indi
cated their enthusiastic co-opera
tion" it was announced by B. A.
Gardner, local manager of the
telegraph company. The stamps
will be sold in denominations of
10, 25. and 50 cents. Secretary of
the Treasury Morgenthau ex
pressed his appreciation of this
action by the telegraph company
in a telegram to President Williams
of Western Union.

There are only two more days in
which to purchase the Federal Auto
Use Stamps at the local Post Office
All cars in operation after the first
of the month are subject to inspec
tion by officers of tho Internal
Legion Rooms, Thomaston Revenue Department and must bear
the stamp, which costs $2.09, or take
Saturday, at 2 P. M.
Auspices Williams-Brazier Auxiliary the car off the highway. There
have been 1066 of the stamps sold to
date.

17c

OPTOMETRIST
S36 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26
office Hours: 9 to 12JO—1.3® to $.20
Evenings By Appointment
26-28

10c, 121/2c, 15c per roll
Bands To Match All
ROOM LOT BUNDLES

PIGS FOR SALE
Hampshire or White Chesters,
Suckling Pigs for sale—feeders or
for breeding—8 weeks to 6
months old, with or without
registration papers. Write or
call—
II. B. SHERWOOD, BROOK
WOOD FARM, Pemaquid, Me.
Phone New Harbor 297
13-lt

50c to $1.50 per bundle
C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
ROCKLAND

Given Away, Chicken Dinner, $20—
2 each, and Four Extra Cash Prixes.
J3*lt

REMNANTS

Learn to fly. Charles Treat, 56
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 1203.
150-tf

FUNERAL HOME

• ••

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

119-tf

t CLAREMONT ST,

TEL. 662

bockland, MB.

EVERY SATURDAY

Admission 25c and 35c, tax incl.
148-Th-tf

lb 27c

PORK CHOPS

—Easy to bread and fry for a tempting dinner.

QUICK COOKING

3 pkgs25c
4 oz tin 39c
14 oz bot 11c
10 Ih hag 19c

Tapioca,
Nescafe,
Ketchup,
Purity Salt,

Phillips Tomato Juice
Two 47-oz tins 33c
BETTY CROCKER

2 pkgs 11c

Soup Mix,

RUMP STEAK

lb

—Juicy, flavorful, tender, and economical!

PORK ROAST, little pig.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 21c
CHUCK ROAST, lean, wasteless.. .. .. .. .. . Ib 25c
BEEF LIVER .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 20c
PIG’S LIVER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 25c
HOME MADE SAUSAGE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 29c
STEWING BEEF.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 21c

ib~3fc

POT ROAST

Mincemeat,
9ozpkg 9c
Hulled Corn,
Ige tin 19c
H. 0. Oats, 2 pkgs 19c
Half Price Sale

Presto Cake Flour, pkg 25c
1EMUINE CATTARAUGUS MEA1 SLlCER

YOURS A 25c,
and 2 Quaker Oals
Trade-IVIafk-s

- lOmchWade
,3’A inches Jen

GET ORDER BLANKS HERE

with Delicious

lb 35c

OVEN ROAST

QUAKER
OATS
19c

THIS WEEK’S BEST BUY-

FOWL

Ik

AVERAGE

—Extra Plump with Choice White Meat!

Kid Glove—Oven Baked

Beans,

2 tall tins 25c

CLAMS, freshly shucked.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pint 25c
OYSTERS, for stewing.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . pint 33c

Kellogg’s

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES AT THEIR BEST!

White House

CARROTS or BEETS.......... bch
FANCY
LETTUCE, ICEBERG
2 hd*
NEW
peck
SPINACH,
CLEAN
FANCY
2 doz
ORANGES, CALIFORNIA

Coffee,

SPARKLET FRESH FROZEN

5c
15c
19c
49c

STRAWBERRIES

“EAT NATURAL WHEAT FOR HEALTH’’

BUTTER,
PHFFSF
VIIIalafcMj,

Shredded Wheat, 2 pkgs 19c

pkg 21c
1 b 39c
I1 b 33c

^OY,RY
N Y TASTY
STATE
VERY

SUMMER FRUITS
...A WINTER
TONIC

4 lb pail 79c

4 lb pail 69c

There’s California sunshine in
these Nectar cans. Vour favo
rite summer fruit, picked full tree
ripened . . . the whole fruit then
liquified. Drink Sunshine regu
larly.

PEACH NECTAR
PEAR NECTAR
APRICOT NECTAR
12 ounce tin 10c

SWIFT’S
SILVER LEAF

Pure Lard

SALAD DRESSING, Wilson’s ... qt jar 27c

2 Ibs 49c

B.&M. Fish Cakes, 2 tins 25c
Dividend Coffee,
Ib 15c
Sweeco,
2 tins 25c
2 pkg 14c
Cheerioats,
2 Ibs 23c
Fig Bars,

^2 ll

“Known As the Best”

FAME FRUIT COCKTAIL,
NO. 1 TIN 15c
FAME BARTLETT PEARS,
NO. 1 TIN 15c
FAME PEACHES, NO. 1 TIN 15c
DRINK MORE

PRUNE JUICE
LGE.

REG.

#£r<WK|.UX 10e - 22c

It gives you that “Extra" Pep!
Sunsweet Brand, Ige 46 oz tin

25c

IM TMC SAME FAMILIAR BOX ...
CUTS OOWM STOCKING RUNS

BELLBOY WANTED

WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
With Billy Dean and his Violin

You can help to multiply the powers of
America’s mighty war effort. You can help speed
the day of Victory. Save every dollar you can—
every dime—every penny. Buy U. S. Savings
Bonds and Stamps regularly every pay day. Your
savings will help SAVE THE AMERICA WE LOVE.
For your convenience We Have Stamps For Sale!

BARGAIN

Per Square Yard

South Hope Dance

33 c

100% Pure Hydrogenated
Vegetable Shortening

PRICES

MADE WITH THE HORMEL MEAT
j OF MANY USES?

OF PEARL HARBOR!

SWIFT’S
JEWEL

Visitors ln Washington, D. C.
can get copies of The Courier-Oaeette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 603 15th street. North
West.—adv.
66*tf

K. P. HALL, THOMASTON
THURSDAY al 8.15
Lucky Game $12. Door Prize $3.00
Free Coffee and Doughnuts
Plenty of Coupon Games

TANKS” FOR THE MEMORY

Compound

For dependable radio service
sail the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 517
Main street Complete Philco Line,
—adv.
60-tf

Thorndike Hotel

a

AT

More Talk of The Town on Page 2.

13-tf

Ambulance Service

118-112 UMEROCK STM
BOCKLAND, ML
i

TEL. 1061

SPAMtEWGS

WHEATENA,

BINGO

BURPEE’S
IN ar 70-1 «r 711-11

s

RUMMAGE SALE

BENEFIT BEANO

TELEPHONES

AWV/PFA FOR
BR&MCMST/

Regular 25c Papers

NORTHEND

THE PERRY •
MARKETS

B6

FINAL MARKDOWN
ON 1941 WALL PAPERS

Frank H. Jacobis of Thomaston
has entered the employ of the
Thorndike Hotel as day clerk, suc
ceeding David Hyler who is now
employed at the Naval office in the
Bath Iron Works. Mr. Jacobs has
previously been employed as desk
clerk at the Adams House in Lew
iston and the Oceanside Hotel in
Magnolia. Mass.

A representative of the Social
Security Board will be at the Rock
land Deputy Collector's Office, Feb.
4, hours 12 noon to 2 p. m. and
will be pleased to assist applicants
who may wish to file claims or as
sist them in other matters.

A garage at South Thomaston, ' Myron Young is repairing the
owned by Clifford Dennison, was Donald Lewis house at Ash Point
broken into last week and a car
which was recently damaged by
J stolen. It was found abandoned
fire.
near the ^ement Plant. The same
night. Baum’s store w’as burglarized.
Last Saturday cne of Rockland’s
I An investigation is being conducted
retired
sea captains who is now 66
by Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick and his
years
old,
was seen skating on
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., will staff.
Highland
Lake
in Portland. Page
hold a special meeting at Masonic
Ammi
Sewall.
Due to the President's Birthday
Temple tomorrow night to make
there will be no meeting of the
plans for anniversary night.
Rockland Ski Gull Club Friday
BENEFIT BEANO
Oscar E. Wishman and Berle Bor night.
I. O. O. F. HALL, ROCKLAND
gerson are conducting first aid
SATURDAY at 8.15
The Industrial Accident Commis Monthly Prize $15. Door Prize $7.5!)
classes for residents of Owl’s Head
Plenty of Groceries
The Berean Society of the First at the Timber Hill Schcol. The first sion will hold hearings on Feb. 6 at
No Admission Charge
2.30
p.
m.
in
tlie
Municipal
Court
Baptist Church held a social re class was held Monday night with
13-14
cently at the parsonage. Games a large number of students present. room.
were enjoyed throughout the eve
ning under the leadership of Ken
neth Hooper, chairman of the social
committee.
Refreshments were
served and those from the society
attending were Barbara Perry.
Blanche Sylvester, Agnes Sive‘A Home Owned Business”
wright, Luella Patterson, Virginia
Egan, Kenneth Hooper, Ansel
j Young, Mr. and Mrs. Millard Hart,
I Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Young and
Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles MacDon
ald.
The Winter rally of the Knox
County Christian Endeavor Union
will be held Monday night in the
Littlefield Memorial Church. It
opens with a business session at 5
followed by a song service led by
Rev. Newell J. Smith of Milo. Sup
per at 6, evening service at 7.30
with Mr. Smith as speaker. Young
people of this section will remem
ber Mr. Smith as a former pastoral
advisor of the C. E. Union; an in
spirational song leader and speaker
The public is invited to the evening
service.

At a recent meeting of WinslowHolbrook Unit, American Legion
Auxiliary, it was voted, as part of its
defense program to buy some De
fense Bonds; also a tuberculosis
bond. A public supper will be served
by the Auxiliary Saturday night,
with Mary Dinsmore, chairman.
There will be a meeting of the Sew
ing Circle Friday afternoon at 2
The tug Seawood of the Seaboard o’clock.
Paper Company of Bucksport,
A correspondent says that it was
which has been a frequent Rock
land visitor for the past few years Orchard C. Ludwig, who had the
and was rebuilt at Snow Shipyards market near the Thorndike Hotel,
has been sold to the United and that at one time he with his
son-in-law, Mark P. Smith, had a
States Maritime Commission.
meat market on the west side of
The tanker Nomad of the At Main street at The Brook. After
lantic Transportation Company is death of Orchard Ludwig, Mr.
hauled out on the marine railways Smith tock his brother-in-law Jacob
at Snow Shipyards for under Ludwig into partnership, the firm
name being Smith & Ludwig. The
water repairs.
late Ralph Smith was clerk. Who
The ship Thomas Wildey of the built the block where the Hastings
Rebekah fleet will sail into port store was? asks the writer.
Friday afternoon at the home of
The first and second degrees
Mrs. Nellie Hall, Ocean street.
Should it be a stormy day, the were conferred upon Theodicia Fos
meeting will be held the following ter at Owl’s Head Grange Monday
night with the regular officers doing
week.
the work.
There will be a special meeting
Dr. Richard B. Kennan of Au
of Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S.,
Friday at 7.30 at Masonic Temple. gusta, secretary of the Maine Teach
Important business matters are to ers’ Association, will be speaker
be discussed and it is urgently re- ' Monday night at the Southern
quested that all Past Matrons and Schoolmen’s League, at Knox Hotel.
Past Patrons be present for the Thomaston.
purpose of making plans for the
Miss Margaret Borgerson of the
golden anniversary.
Owls Head Grange is attending the
A. H. Chapman, guest speaker Grange lecturers conference at Au
at tomorrow’s Rotary meeting will gusta. Sessions were held yesterday
and will continue through today.
discuss “The New Pipe Line”.

Sat. Night, Spear Hall, 7.45

•»» (
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MARRIED

“Target For Tonight”
Entirely authentic . • • the
greatest documentary film of the
war!

Scout Ship Red Jacket In
spected—Bridge of
Honor Feb. 27

Mr. and Mrs. Jethro D. Pease cf
Hope received word last week from
their son, Willard, who has been
stationed with the Army at the Sig
nal Corps Schcol in Fort Monmouth,
N. J., that he was then going
aboard an Army transport, the des
tination of which was unknown.

Miss Frances Chatto entered the
employ of the Internal Revenue De
partment in Augusta today. She
DIED
was at cne time employed, in the p^b7fo«Ncw York Clty' Jan' 18'
Farm Bureau office and more re
MeGi'fflc — At Stonington. Jan. 20,
cently was in the law office of Alan
Gross, wife of Alexander.
dajSU^e’ agC
^ears’ 3 mo'nths, 19
L. Bird.

I Cure QQC
|alt - LB □□

Its Third Annual

Capt. Ralph H. Pollard. U. S.
Army retired, will speak tonight
at 7.45 at the Camden Opera
House. There will be no admission
charged for this presentation and
it is hoped that Rockland and
vicinity will be represented. Cap
tain Pollard was in the Intelligence
Service during the last war, and
has a son in the service in Hawaii
at the present. The Camden Busi
ness Men’s Association is sponsor
ing tonight's meeting.

Robinson-Bennett — At
Portland.
Jan 17. Oren L. Robinson of Walaoboro and Miss Margaret Bennett of
Portland.

IB

LB

Among local activities attracting
particular attention is the Hobby
Show to be given in the Univer
salist vestry Wednesday afternoon,
Feb. 4, under the general chair
manship of Mrs. Walter H. Spear
who heads a committee from the
church. The doors will open at 2
o’clock, and tickets which are
priced at a reasonable flgure will
also include refreshments and a
brief entertainment given at 3 and
featuring Miss Lotte McLaughlin
in songs.
Candy, jellies and
aprons will be cn sale. It is ex
pected there will be 20 or more
exhibits of hobbies, whose various
types are certain to provide lively
interest.

Paqe Three

Good Quality

Woodbury’s

ACTIVE LATHER FOR
COMPLEXION ANO BATH

We offer all Armstrong Felt Base and Congoleum
Remnants at this Amazingly Low Price—

33c per square yard
There are many beautiful patterns, and some cost
69c per square yard
Bring Tonr Dimensions

SPECIAL NOTICE!
We have a complete stock of Congoleums and Arm
strongs in patterns suitable for every room in the
house—$4.95

and up.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

313-325 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

each 29c

Brooms,

FOR
LUXS/SOAPI
W

Facial Soap,

CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP.. .. .. .. .. 3 tins 21c
Buy Foods Packed in Glass—Save Tin for Defense
DEL MONTE PEAS.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . jar 18c
DEL MONTE GREEN LIMA BEANS ... jar 17c
DEL MONTE WHOLE KERNEL CORN .. jar 17c
DEL MONTE SMALL WHOLE BEETS .. jar 18c
THI WHITI SOAP FOR WHITER WASHES

WHITE

naphtha

-

.

4 bars

>»US8APl9c

4 bars 22c

Fresh Cucumber

Sliced Pickles, 15 oz jar 15c
CHICKEN BROTH .......... tin
RED SOUR CHERRIES
tin
DICED CARROTS ............. tin
POST BRAN FLAKES. 14 oz pkg
STERRO BOUILLON CUBES

9c
14"
»c
13 •

Ige tin 2.3 •

ASPARAGUS, all green
tin 19c
APPLE JUICE ....... gal. jo? 31c
CtBTiCt
WHITE
WITHOUT
IBLEACHING
|*1SI

PKG.

Every-Other-Day
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Page Four
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CHAPTER XIV

A yell cf horror cracked in
Bruce's throat He seized hi, rifle
climbed down from the cockpit
stumbling, slipping, raced in*ard
the man wielding a gun like a club
as a great polar bear charged a'
h.m. Another, smaller, bleeding
roarin* horribly, was struggling up
from the ice.
Harcourt stopped. Raised his ri
fle. Fired. His gun cracked again
Again. Both animals crumpled into
nrounds cf white fur. The man who
had been defending himself jumped
back, turned. The world whirled
into a glinting mass of blue and
green and white. Out of its midst
shot jimmy Chester's yell.
"Bruce* Bruce!”
The universe steadied. Panting,
bleed.ng, ashen, dripping with mois
ture. Chester stumbled forward. His
eyes were e eyes of a man who
has stared death in the face. His
voice came in rasping sobs.
"Just in time' 1 shot—the—cub—
didn't know there was another and
—and—" he swayed.
Harcourt |
caueht him.
"Take it easy. Jimmy, till I can
get you into the cockpit.”
1
With moans Chester pulled him*
self up.
A lie climbed into the cockpit,
Ci'.es’er mumbled deliriously:
• Take me—back—Chief. Crazy
stunt to—run—away. Milly heard—
me — threaten — Joe. I'll — come
across with—”
His face contracted in pain. His
c; s closed.
• • •
Grant's usually clear voice was
toneless. “Did you get those notes
typed•’
'
• ’ V cs.”
1
H' picked up the sheets Janice in
dicated. "You're good, you are cer
tainly good. When you leave us
you'd better take a turn at the re
duction of the Public Debt.”
i
Leave! What do you mean?”
"Don’t like the way this guy Pax
ton has been hanging round since
Our Hero left. He and his 170-foot
yacht, with its twin 550-hors epow-er
engines, moke headquarters look as
bare and unlovely as a plucked
chicken. I’ll bet Bruce would be fit
to tie if he knew that bozo was
here.”
• Ned arrived before he started.”
"He d.d' And he went off and
li ft you’”
"Of what importance am I in com
parison to his job1”
"Says you.” Grant’s always rud
dy sk n took on a deeper tint. He
clearly gave her the impression that
in h;s opinion Harcourt was deeply
in love with her. But he quickly
changed the subject.
"I ve just found out that Kadyama
didn’t appear at all at the squawdance the night Hale was shot.”
"He told the marshal that he
was there after nine.”
"He sure did. But he wasn't.”
"Where was he?”
"That’s what I mean to find out.
You're the only person I've told.
Don't breathe a word to anyone.
The Commissioner and Harcourt
are sure that Mrs. Hale knows more
about the late unpleasantness than
she is telling. They radioed that
they would be back at headquar
ters tomorrow. Didn't say whether
they were bringing Chester. Get her
up to the H house for a cup of tea
this afternoon, can’t you? I’ll drop
in. Philo Vance stuff. If your for
mer fiance comes, all to the good. I
suspect that the sunshiny presence
of a multi-millionaire might help
dispel her gloom.”
"You don’t like her any better
than—”
" 'I do.’ Don’t bite off a sentence
like that. Finish it. I don’t like
her, but, I have a profound respect
for her. She stood by her husband
as faithfully as those mountains
guard the inlet, and a woman who
will do that with such a man is en
titled to temperament Let's go.”
He locked the office door behind
th"T". "Will you ask her to tea?”
"Of course. Tubby. Pasca will
be all smiles. He is eager for in
door work, it keeps him from hard
labar outside.”
"When you get a chance, tactfully
I-ad him on to express any convic
tion he may have as to who took
the revolver from the holster on the
II house wall.”
As she walked the short distance
to the Samp cabin, Janice mar
shaled her memories. Where had
P: sea been the evening of what be
called the marriage-party1 He had
welcomed Bruce and herself when
they landed on the flying field. She
cculdn’t remember having seen him
even for a moment during the festivties. That didn't prove anything.
The day had been so hectic it was
a wonder she had remembered that
s! e had a new name.
She paused abruptly on the
threshold of the Samp living-room.
Ned Paxton was beside Miss Mary
at the table from which books and
j^mps had been removed to make
space for a profusion of unmounted
photographs. Martha, in the wing
chair, white-stockinged feet on a
stool, shoes on the floor beside it.
peered from behind a newspaper.
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without lighting them. Janice felt
her color rise in the face of her
well-bred surprise.
“Did—did you wish to see me1”
She resisted the temptation to an
swer impudently, "No. I came to
gather ferns.” Instead she ex
plained. "I have an afternoon off.
I’ve been craving a tea-party for
weeks. I'll be ready in an hour.
Will you come?”
Mrs. Hale touched her black frock.
"You are inviting me to a party?”
Her paiaed surprise made Jan
ice feel like a worm. “I didn't mean
a real party. Merely a cup of tea.
I thought coming to the H house for
• aor.es alive, aren't you through a while might shorten the day for
work early. Janice?”
you. It must seem horribly long.”
"Mr Grant closed the office early.
Millicent Hale's shudder was
I had finished the work he left. I slight, quickly under control.
suspect that he didn't want to be
"This day is neither longer nor
bothered with me. Immediately I harder than many other days have
thought of a tea-party. Where is been in this horrible country. Has
Mrs. Hale?”
Bruce been heard from? Poor boy,
"Gone back to her cabin.”
he so hated to leave me, but that
"Is she less dazed, more cheer hateful Commissioner dragged him
ful?”
away.”
Martha Samp’s voice was grim.
"They radioed that they would
’’She isn’t what you'd call cheerful. leave the northern camp early to
I kinder think Millicent's goin’ to morrow. Would reach headquarters
enjoy widowhood like some folks en in the afternoon.”
joy poor health. She s talkin' an
"Have they found Jimmy?”
"Nothing was said about Mr.
awful lot about missin’ Joe. Now,
makin' allowance for the shock, an Chester. At least Mr. Grant told
me nothing.”
terrible unhappy with him.”
With a sob, relief perhaps, Milli
“You don't understand folks who
aren't hacked out of Plymouth Rock, cent Hale laid her face on arms outflung on the desk. Janice tried to
as you are. Martha.”
If one of the scarlet-coated Hes comfort her.
“I wish that I might help you.”
sians on the hearth had slashed with
"Help!” The woman rose with a
his gold saber. Janice wouldn’t have
which catapulted the somno
been more surprised than she was haste
lent Pekinese to the rug. Her voice
at the younger Samp sister's out
shook with anger. "Help! You!
burst. Martha stared at her with
You've snatched all the good in life
faded agate eyes.
there was left for me. You knew
"Mary Samp' What foolish talk! Bruce years ago, I hear. Met him
Have you gone plumb crazy1”
again, ran away from the man you
"Crazy! I've just come sane. I've were to marry, disguised yourself
spent over two years of the precious as a boy, brought a trunkload of
few I got left cookin' waffles up in seductive clothes and came hotfoot
this wilderness, where you don't after him, didn’t you?”
ever see anybody, when I might have
"And got him!”
been seeing places, real places, an’
• • •
having clothes, real clothes. Great
Janice banged the door behind
things are goin’ on in the world, an’ her. Humiliation succeeded fury. If
all I know is waffles an’ then more moments of crisis revealed one's
waffles.”
true self, she and Millicent Hale had
Martha Samp opened her lips.
not shown up well under the late
"Mary Samp!' Your head'3 been i passage-at-arms. Two tenementturned readin’ those fashion maga house women fighting over a man
zines. Foolish things.”
would have stripped down to the
"They ain’t foolish. They’re like same basic frenzy.
fairy tales to me. When I read
“And got him!” What would
’bout slim, slithery women in trail Bruce think if he heard what she
in' silver dresses an' ermine capes had claimed? The question which
an’ emerald bracelets glitter-gleam haunted Janice’s waking hours, in
in’ on their arm:, I’m them. You truded on her dreams, bobbed up
an’ I are not poor. You like to pile again! “Was Bruce in love with Mil
up money. I don’t I’m going to licent before I came?”
spend my half. I'll stay here till
As she opened the H house door
the last boat goes out, then I'm she heard a thud. Pasca, his plaid
through with pots and pans and shirt of a blinding brilliance, was
waffles.”
laying a log on the fire.
She sank back, visibly shaking.
"Set up the card table,” she said.
Her sister's voice was as sharp as "Lay
the cloth and arrange the Chi
a razor, though Janice saw the glint nese pewter
tray the way I showed
of tears in her eyes.
you. Be sure that the water for the
"Sakes alive, Mary Samp! I didn't tea has been freshly boiled. Grate
know you had so much spunk. An’ cheese on crackers and brown them,
here I’ve been layin’ awake nights put others together sandwich fash
wonderin’ what would happen to you ion with guava jelly and chopped
if I died. I guess I'm not so im nuts.”
portant as I thought I was. You'd
man’s stolid face brightened
probably get on a heap sight bet in The
a childish smile. “How many
ter without me. If that’s the way
you feel, you needn’t wait for the tea1 One? Two? Tree?”
"Four cups. Put on your white
last boat Go as soon as you like.
coat
” As she removed a faded flow
I don’t need you.”
er from the bowl on the table desk
Paxton, who had been standing by which had been full of red roses the
the mantel smoking, flung his ciga first time she entered the cabin,
rette into the fire. He laid his hand she asked casually. "You like the
on Mary Samp's heaving shoulder. white coat don’t you? What do you
"Call her bluff. I will take you wear when you go to dances? Feath
down the coast in my yacht. I’ll ers and blankets or just ordinary
clothes? Perhaps ycu don’t dance1
Perhaps you weren’t at the squawdance the night the Samp sisters
had the party for me?”
He stiffened into immobility long
before she had finished speaking
Before he answered he shuffled
across the room, removed the em
broidered tea-cloth from the dress
er drawer.
"I not go to dance, no sirree.
Work all time at Waffle Shop. Tell
Kadyama. ’You help. Then I get
through much quick, then we two go
squaw-dance.’ He say no. He plenty
lazy all time.” He spread the cloth
carefully and pattered into the
kitchen.
Later, seated on the spavin-legged
stool before the crooked dressingtable, Janice thoughtfully buffed her
already polished nails.
What had Bruce meant when he
had crushed her in his arms, had
kissed her and kissed her as though
never would he let her go? "It’s
like tearing my heart out to leave
you. Beautiful!” The recurrence of
the husky words set her heart beat
ing suffocatingly. Had his leavetaking been merely good theater,
just good theater to impress Ned
Paxton?
She curled up in the fan-back
chair, eyes on the leaping, crouch
ing flames, visualized Ned Paxton’s
expression as he had invited Mary
Samp to return to the States in his
yacht. He had meant it. He would
give her the time of her life. He
“I will take you down the roast was unbelievably thoughtful of old
er persons and children. Would Mil
in my yacht.”
licent Hale sail on the Modern Mar
give you the time of your life. I iner? Would she be allowed to until
will take Mrs. Hale too, if she'll the mystery of her husband’s death
come.”
was cleared?
Mary Samp wiped misty eyes with
Had the party come? Janice flung
a shaking hand. "I'd like it, Mr. open the door in response to a knock.
Paxton.”
Her smiling lips stiffened. Ned Pax
Millicent Hale was seated at a ton. Alone. She feigned enthusi
desk littered with papers when Jan asm.
ice entered her cabin. In her black
"Come in. Where are the others?”
frock she seemed passionless, re
"Coming. I’m the vanguard. As
mote. intangible as a shadow. The the relations between the Samp sis
fire cast rosy snadows on her skin ters seemed a little strained. I left
without warming it. flashed reflect them to fight it out" Back to the
ed flames into the strained eyes fire, he lighted a cigarette. Janice
was conscious of his critical scruti
ny of the room as be inhaled and
exhaled a long breath of smoke.
His cynical eyes came back to her
in the fan-back chair.
“So you chose thia in preference
to what I could give you?”
His amused incredulity stung her.
She struggled to keep her voice as
lightly contemptuous as his.
“But, you see, I didn’t have to
«Kl( MR MIDI mOT$
K *•$ AMT
take you with it”
nmsuMT
” Touche!’ Score one for you.”
Janice asked with honest curiosi-
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Mrs. Harriet Holden teacher of
the Third and Fourth grades is
ill. Mrs. Dorothy Miller is sub
stituting.
The Bridge Club will meet to
night with Mrs C. B Stahl.
Cedric H Kuhn son of Mrs Bes
sie S Kuhn of this town and a
flr.it lieutenant in the Marine
Corps has been promoted to the
temporary rank of captain. Capt.
Kuhn is now stationed in San Diago. Calif.
A brother. George
Kunn. is a corporal in the Army.
The State Federation Carving
Exhibit featured the meeting of
the Woman's Ciub Tuesday. Miss
Dora Gay was the reader. Tea
was served by the hostess. The
local Girl Scout Troop will pre
sent the program Feb. 3.
Mrs. Maude C. Gay. Mrs. Isa
bel Labe. Miss Marcia Bianev and
Miss Angela Perry visited Saturday
in Portland
Mrs. Harold Benner returns to
Belmont. Mass, today after visiting
her father Stephen A. Jones.
Miss Elizabeth Jameson. Miss
Marcia Benner. Miss Mary Miller,
Rudolph Kantcla, Arthur Burgess,
and David Achorn. members of
the senior class were in Rockland
Tuesday on business.
Classes

for
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Wardens

start Friday at 7 30 at the High
School building. Richard Gerry
will be the instructor.
Mr. and Mrs Stanley Herrick of
Waban. Mass, have oeen recent
guests cf her parents Mr. and Mrs.
W. F. B Feyler.
Supt. A. D Gray has been ap
pointed chairman for the Defense
Savings Committee. Mrs. Louise
Miile,- is serving as vice chairman.
At the meeting of Meadowlark
Troop of Girl Scouts held Monday
at Jameson’s store the 12th birth
day of Ruth Burgess was cele
brated. A birthday cake made by
Mrs Burgess was served.
Robinson-Bennett
Miss Margaret Bennett, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bennett of
Portland and Oren L. Robinson,
son of Mrs. Levander M. Newbert
of this town were united in mar
riage Jan. 17 in Pcrtand. Mr. and
Mrs Robert Burner, aunt and
uncle of the bride were their at
tendants.
The br.de wore a pale blue gown
with a corsage of pink roses. The
bridesmaid was dressed in pale
green with a corsage of yellow
roses.
Mrs. Robinson attended Portland
schools. Mr. Robinson received his
education in the local schools and
is now employed at Bancroft <k
Martin Corp, in Portland.
After a motor trip to Boston,
the couple will reside at 15 Wood
street. Portland.

Baptist Church Notes
Worship will be held Sunday
vith sermon by the pastor at 10.45.
Jhurch School meets at 12; Young
People at 6; service of worship and
sc ng at 7, sermon topic, “The Un
mown God in Waido’ooro."
Prayer and Bible study will be
"Why did you want to marry me,
Ned? 1 am different in all my tastes
from the girls with whom you play
round.”
He frowned as he regarded her
with appraising eyes. "You’d be
surprised if you knew how many
times 1 have asked myself that ques
tion. I went out of my way to meet
you. I was curious. I had heard
that in spite of the fact that you
neither smoked, drank, gambled nor
petted, men hung round you in smit
ten swarms, that you had more
friends than any girl in your set. I
didn’t believe it. but I fell for you
like all the rest.”
"Smoking for some inexplicable
reason makes me dizzy and cutting
out the whoopee stuff was no virtue
in me. I tried it all. I don't like
the ugly and sordid, and more par
ticularly the cheap things of life.
They leave tarnished memories. My
inhibitions ought to prove to you
that I wouldn't fit into your scheme
of living.”
fTn be continued 1

• In NR (Nature’s Remedy) Tablets,
there are no chemicals, no minerals, no
phenol derivatives. NR Tablets are dif
ferent—act different. Purely regefoA/e—a
combination of 10 vegetable ingredients
formulated over 50 years ago. Uncoated
or candy coated, their action is depend
able, thorough, yet gentle, as millions
of NR’s have proved. Get a lOe Convincer Box. Larger economy sizes, too.
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One of a Hit

A. Shavor of Frami
EiKenneth
l.n Mass., is guest this week

Collection!

L hcme of Capt. and Mrs a

Miss Raychel Emerson who has
z?
GAY NEW
been a hospital patient, has re
turned home much improved in
health.
<
Mrs. Lula Cunningham has been
named chairman of the first aid
course, women's division. Frank D.
Rowe, is chairman of the mens
class.
The George- Valley Boys’ 4-H
’1.59
Club will collect waste paper Satur
day. Tlie local leader, Earl Moore,
says that work may be expedited
ORFF’S CORNER
if the donors will tie up magazines
Dirndls!
Mrs.
Vellis Weaver and daugh
and newspapers separately. If any
Princess!
one with a truck wishes to volun ter Frances. Mrs. Amber Childs
and
Mrs.
Laura
Taylor
were
Rock

teer to help the boys, he may con
land visitors Friday.
tact. Mr. Moore Sr.
Zip Coats!
Candidates initiated Monday at Mr. and Mrs. Byron Ludwig of
Mystic Rebekah Lodge, with Miri Richmond were guests Sunday at
Checks! ^Stripes
am Rebekah Lodge of Rockland do Percy Ludwig’s.
ing the work, were: George and Mrs. Ham- Creamer spent Sat
Dots! Florals!
Alice Gray. Arthur and P.uth Perry. urday at the home of Mr and Mrs.
Phyllis Perry' all of this town, and Frank Thompson in Thomaston.
Edward Thurston of Thomaston. Albert Elwell attended the Dairy
Visitors were present from Rock Herd Association meeting Friday
New, new housedresses—as smartly styled
land. Union. Waldoboro, and Lis in North Nobleboro.
and carefully made as your street dresses! So
bon. Supper was served under the
Friends here of Mr. ar.d Mrs.
pretty over the breakfast table—so practical
direction of Mrs Edna Moore. Mrs. James Hall of Tenants Hat bor
x
Ruby Allen, Mrs. Mildred Gammon offer congratulations on their 58th
to work iu—have several! New dirndl, prin
and Mrs. Corrinne Perkins.
wedding anniversary
cess, zipper coat and 2 button coat styles!
ffv*'
Maurice Cunn.ngham, who has
Mr. and Mrs. A. B Hoch and
Colorfast! 14 44.
/.;■
been ill several weeks, is able to be sen Floyd visited Wednesday with
Xiabout the house.
relatives in Appleton.
%
(
George Newbert is ill.
Calvin Eiwell suffered a .severe
Nelin* Regarding Deliveries: In view of the tire ‘ituatio.-i
ask ycu to co-operate by taking parcels with ycu when possible! ?•
Sermon topic Sunday morning at cut on his foot while working in
No deliverie*. on sales under SI.00,
the Baptist Church will be "The the woods recently.
Unpardonable Sin". At the union
Recent guests at the home of
v,
service ta 7, Rev William Stack- Mr. and Mrs. Bernard York were
house will be the speaker, his sub Mrs. Marjorie Kaler and Miss
ject, "The Mind of Christ.’’ Church Dcrothy York last Thur.-day, and
school will meet at 12.
on Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Classes in teacher training for Clifford and daughters Ella and
the Vacation Bible School for mid Helen of Damariscotta.
summer. have been discontinued
A cottage prayer meeting will
due to the activity in defense work. be held tonight at the home of Mr
The senior class will sponsor a and Mrs. Bernard York.
food sale Friday at 2.30 at the vil
The Farm Bureau me; last
lage.
Thursday with an attendance of
Mr. and Mrs. George Robishf.w 29. This was a session fcr both
and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Smith of men and women, in charge of the
Rockland were guests Sunday of County Agents. In the forenoon
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wylie.
Ralph C.
Wentworth showed
Herbert Waltz, who observed his colored slides cn outstanding
81st birthday Friday, was given a county farm projects. After the
family party Sunday. Present were. square meal at noon served by
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Benner of Mrs. Lulu Light, Mrs. Carrie Wal
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
Camden. Mrs. Edwin Gammon and ter, Mrs. Hilda Bogg.s and Mrs.
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
children. Earl and Avis. Mrs Liz Edna Smith, both Mr. Wentworth
small words to a line.
zie Young Mr. and Mrs George and Miss Rich spoke on the subMartin and family.
Special Notice: All "blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Callers Monday at the home cf
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierWhereas.
Charles
Henry
Sleeper
and
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waltz, and Wyvern Fernald, both of Rockland,
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
Mr. and Mrs. Gecrge Martin were County of Knox and State of Maine.
| by their mortgage deed datea SepMrs. Ray Spear and Mrs. Olive i tember 21st 1940. and recorded in
i Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 266.
Brazier of Thomaston.
Page 167 conveyed to the Rocklahd
Mrs. Harold Drewett. chairman Loan and Bui: ding Association, a
MALE shag cat found, black and
SC R I
Reds chicks and barred
corporation legally organized and ex
of the canteen unit, who attended isting tender the laws of the State of Rocks
TEL 554 W. 5 Spear Apar.d roosters, for -ale. U S. white
12 14
Maine and located at said Rockland, Pullorum clean. Write or phone M M Main St
a meeting of canteen unit chairmen the
following described real estate— KINNEY. Thomaston. Me . St. George
of Friendship. Thomaston, Cush A certain lot or parcel of land situ Rd . Box 49. Tel. Tenants Harbor 56in said Rockland, and bounded 14.
7*18
ing at the home of Mrs. Harold ated
and described as follows, to wit:
CLEMENTS Chick—•' Stand '.he gaff
BEGINNING at stake at ccmer cf of heavy, profitable production be
Dana in Thomaston. Tuesday re
lot No. 21 on Water Street: thence
they have years cf fine-: breed
TWO furnished apts to let
V r
ports the towns will jointly or North 4 West. 58 feet on Water Street cause
ing behind them. Cu-tomers lepor: STUD1XY Tel 1154 283 Main S:
to
North
Street;
thence
North
82
’
ganize a mobile canteen. Needed 15' East. 96 feet to the bank; thence excellent results You can get them Tel 330. 77 Park St.
I3-*f
too. Pullet chicks in a.I breed- Wr:te
by the local unit, will be 390 un Southerly by the bank 58 feet to lot f~r free complete catalog CLEMENTS
2
ROOM
heated
apt
to
let
and
No. 21. aforesaid: thence South. 82' BROTHERS FARMS R: 33. Winterrooms a: »4 week
FOLS HOUSE 7“
waxed paper cups for coffee, two. 15' West. 97 feet by said lot No. 21 to port.
Me
Park St . Tel. 330
12-tf
place of beginning: being lot No.
ten-gallon milk cans, and a kero the
22 on plan of ia'nd owned bv Freeman
6 ROOM heu-e to let at 10 Grace Ssene lantern. Any one wishing to Harding. late of said Rockland de
Apply ts ERNEST C. DAVIS. Broad
ceased. and conveyed to Freeman
way
32-H
contribute toward the canteen, may Harding by quit-claim deed dated
March
1st.
1849
by
Hannah
I.
and
5 ROOM unfurnished modem apart
get in touch with Mrs. Drewett. Dudley P Spofford, which deed is re
ment to le- at 6 Talbot Ave R M
wanted for coun
Dinner guests Tuesday of Mrs. corded in Registry of Deeds for the tryHOUSEKEEPER
heme one girl in high school. O'NEIL Tel 1397-R.
12*14
Eastern District of Lincoln. Vol. 15. ROGER NORWOOD. Union. .Me
14 16
Oliver B. Libby were Mrs. Zena Pages
TWO or . 3-room furnished ap: to
407 8-9-10-11. to which reference
WOODCHOFPERS wanted Tel Cam
kt with ftt- h
57 PACIFIC ST Citv
Nelson of Union. Mrs. Ernest Hast is made Meaning to convey ali the den
2521. CHARLES E KING
12 14
12*14
land and flats connected with and
ings of South Hope, and Mrs. A T. bordering on said lot. and in addition
7-HOOM h -;se :. let. hath, furnace.
DUE TO DRAFT WECAN PLACB
thereto, so much of the bank and two reliable
mem on steady year 2-car same rent S20 month
TEI
Norwood.
flats
would be included in the around work.
Rockland
11*13
Write BOX 367-C, New 997half of North Street, where ark. N. J.
"Standing By" will be the ser Southerly
12»13
TWO unfurnished apartments • >
it extends to low water mark
WOOD choppers wanted
MIKE let. 4 room- and bath desirable loca
mon topic Sunday morning at the See deed of Freeman Harding to
ARMATA.
Tel.
1051-R.
City.
6-tf
tion
L. A THURSTON Tel 1159 9-tf
S. Lindsey dated March 14th.
Congregational Church.
Church Thomas
1868 and recorded in Knox Reg of
FURNITURE wanted to upholster
HOUSE modern Improvements ar.
school will meet at 9.30. The unicn TJeeds. Book 18. Page 584
called for and delivered. T. J FLEM garage to let MRS ORRIN SMITH
Also another lot or parcel of land
1 tf Tel
396 M, Ocean Ate.. Ingrahsm
service will be held at the Congre adjoining the above and bounded ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W.
Hill.
HP 12 -f
and
described
as
follows:
gational auditorium, at 7, with Rev
— wv, a aaa, w * UCO.VU VlVUni up J.r; BEGINNING at the corner of South ject- "Putting the Farm and Heme
ment tc let at 36 P.easant St. MIKE
W. S. Stackhouse, the speaker.
(now
Laurel)
Street.
and
Water
ARMATA, Tf. 1051-R
f.;;
Street; thence North. 4° West. 58 in Order.”
feet by said Water Street to lot No
ROOMS Vo Jet at 15 Grove s- . Tel
thence North 82 15 East by said
579-W. FLOR A COLLINS
1-tf
Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. A church 22;
Morgan-Elwell
lot No. 22 , 97 feet to the bank; thence
business meeting will be held Wed Southerly by the bank 58 fee: to
The engagement is announced
(now Laurel) Street; thence
nesday night. Cottage meeting South
Westerly by said South (now Laurel) of Miss Mildred Elwell and Charle98 feet to the first named
will be next Thursday at the home Street
bound, together with the privilege of Morgan, both of Boston. Miss El
of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard York at the shore and flats in front of the well is the daughter of Mr and
NBW house for sale, garden pic.
same; and known as lot No. 21. on
$650
Small down payment
MAY
Orffs Corner
Mrs.
Kenneth
S.
Elwell
of
this
the partition of the estate of Freeman
JONES 20 Thatcher St
Thoma.-mr,
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Colby of Lib Harding. Sr., deceased. Together with place and is a graduate of the _____________ ______________________ 12‘H
any buildings on either of said lots
SMALL tab e model washing m.ierty were recent guests of Rev.
Reference is had to Eastern District New
England Baptist Hospital chine fcr sale. pram ally nt .v p •
of Lincoln, now Knox County Records
SIC),
TEI.. 571. 130 Limerock St
12 ' t
and Mrs. Harold W. Nutter.
Vol. 16. Page 354
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man Harding to Thomas S. Lindsey,
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DAY old chick- for .«> New Hair.:
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To further her shire
ence may also be had to deed of Annie she graduated
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and
Clara
Rev. and Mrs. Roy A. Clark of
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described premises, a certain lot or and Mrs. Frank Morgan of Jamai t adding machine $20. and ali makefor sale, to ’.et and, repaired at .oweparcel of land conveyed by Frances E
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prices, one new add subtract machi: '.
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"e11____________________
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left side because the right wheels Deeds, Book 219. Page 256. which early in April.
FARM for sa.e 250 acres, good
deed and record thereof are referred
bubdlngs Ui.d cellar, on good road
very often are forced off the hard, to
for a description in detail.
plen:x water easy terms, price tl OO
Excepting and reserving also such
smooth pavement.
Many oddl vbent and distorted cld V. F STUDLEY 283 Main St Te.
rights as w*ere ednveyed by Fannie E
1354 or 77 Park St. Foss House. Tc
and Wm. P. Hurley, to Lime Rock trees are relics of Indian days 330
__________________________________ 1-tf
Railroad Company, by deed dated Feb
A ‘‘thermos bottle” locomotive is 25 1888. and recorded in Knox Reg when woodland tribes bent and fast
FOUR rooms, complete house fur
nishings for sale, practically new Wfl
used in Wales. This unique engine Book 75, Page 364. which deed and ened saplings as trail euideposts.
sell as is or separately. Reasonable fcr
the record thereof are referred to for
has no fire box but is filled with a description in detail. See. also,
ca«h At 354 Broadway. Citv. CALL be
tween 9 a. m.-8 p. m
of F. Helen Paladino to William
steam under terrific compression at deed
H. and L. Drew Betz, dated Aug 16
,.L.rV^fGr sale- H K CRIE-323
1940. and recorded in Knox Reg. Book
regular intervals.
Main St.. City.________
153-tf
ADDING
265 Page 56
See deed of F. Helen
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Paiadlno to Charles Henry Sleeper and
**** for
stove and nut
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Wyvem Fernald. dated Sep:. 20th,
RENTALS
ANSWER TO
PAULSEN
SON. Tel 62. Thomaston
1940 and recorded in said Knox Reg.
51.50
Week
Book
267.
Page
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__________ ljf
CROSSWORD FUZZLB
And whereas the condition of said
$5.00 Month
H hard coal egtt. stote nut
mortgage
has
been
broken
:
R'ETiE AiTT’AiR
$i5 5C per ton, del. Nut s ,e and run
ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER CO.
Now. therefore, by reason of the
River soft, not acreened
Rockland
Tel. 297-W $10 25 tooNew
2SSH A JAN
breach of the condition thereof, said 71 Park St.,
del M. B 4 C O PERRY
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Rockland Loan and Building Asso
ciation claims foreclosure of said
mortgage
In Witness Whereof, the said Rock
land Loan and Building Association
has caused this instrument to be
sealed with its corporate seal a'nd
signed in its corporate name by I.
Lawton Bray, its Secretary, thereun
to duly authorized, this twenty-first
day of January, in the year of our
Lord, one thousand nine hundred and
forty-two.
i Seal i

ONS

IE N. JjO

KH
Ttow.-

CAMPY
COATB
•r REGULAR 1

m TO-MIGHT; TOMORROW ALRIGHT

The United States Civil Service
Commission announces an open
competitive examination to fill the
position of postmaster at Warren
at which a vacancy exists or is
about to occur. This examination
is heid pursuant to an act of Con
gress. which placed Presidential
postmasters within the classified
civil service. The date for assem
bling of competitors will be stated
on the admission cards sent appli
cants after the date for the close
of receipt of applications and wiil
be about 15 days after that date.
Tlie salary of the Warren post
master is $2,000 Vacancy was
caused by the recent death of
Postmaster Wesley E. Spear. Re
ceipt of applications closes Feb. 13.

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING
■ASSOCIATION.

HBHS!

By I. Lawton Bray. Secretary.

XO-TU-ift

519 Main St . Tel 487

Men, Women Over 40
Don’t Be Weak, Old

1-tf

MISCELLANEOUS

WILL trade iron's first class coon
ocat for milch ccw. ai-o want to but
bench saw and planer Write
Fool Peppy, New, Years Younger H D. P.
' care The Ccurler-Gazett,
Take Omrr, Contain, general tonic, stimulant,
___________ ________ ___ ____________ 13*15
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cium phoephate and Vitamin Bi
7.1-\ear- id
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etiand to Boston where the
:°r is taking medical treatment
,.p Deaconess Hospital, has revac! home. Mrs. Sweetland will
r.ain at the hospital fcr further
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cat found, black and
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TO LET
11 hed apta to let. V. F
I1 1 lel. 1154 2i33 Main St . 01
Park St.
13-11
heated e.pt
to let
anc
( wiek. p< ) S HOUSE. 7’
?1. 330.
12-tt
| >M !. ousp to let at 10 Oraee St
1
I • 1NEST C. DAVIS. Broad12-1f 1. lif’.trnls.hcd modern apartHt 6 Tali iot Ave. R M
J Tel ’.337-R
12‘H
:'-room furnished ant. tc
t Ii 37 PAC ■IEIC ST . Cltv
12*h
i use to let. hath, furnace,
rent $20 month. TEI .
___________
11*13
furnished apartments to
and bath, deslruble locnTHURSTON Tel 1159 9-tf
Si: modern Improvements and
let
MRS ORRIN SMITH.
!•*> M, Ocean Ave., Ingraham
10*12 tf
■1L1 ENT heated 6-room nparth ' it 36 Pleasant St. MIKE
EA. Tel 1051-R
6-tf
MS to let at 15 Orove St., Tel
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1-tf
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Orris Phiibrook took lobsters to
Rockland this week, Emery Phili brook and Everett. Phiibrook made
the trip with hlrn.
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Phiibrook
are in Rockland where Mr. Phii
brook is receiving medical treat
ment. He Ls reported as somewhat
j improved.
j The Bridge Club met Wednesday
'at Mrs. Lenola Hills.
Mrs. Fred Philbrock and MLss
Henrietta Ames have been con
fined to the house with colds.
The Government Past Office In
spector made a trip out here last
week on regular inspection busi11 CSS.
Ivan Philbrock of Bath was
here over the week-end.
Emery Phiibrook made a trip to
Rockland last Saturday to get bait
for the fishermen.

Mr. Cclln MacEachern
nville were recent guests Jacqueline are spending a
a,m of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- days in Rockland.

Checks! Stripes!

reel dresses!

MATINICUS

Mrs. Lavon Ames and daughter

, i

Zip Coats!

few

LINCOLNVILLE
Pvt. Norman Gray ha.s been
transferred fiom Jefferson Bar
racks. Mo., to 549th 6ch. Sqd. Luke
Field. Phoenix. Arizona. He writes
that the temperature Ls £0 degrees.
Oeorge Underhill of Portland
made a brief vLsit with hLs family
here recently.
Mrs. Cedric Holloway is visiting in
Portland for a week. Miss Geneva
Upton of Camden Ls a helper at the
Yeung heme.
Burnell Gray and Laurena Ward
of Portland were visitors Sunday at
tlie heme of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Dickey.
Schools will close this week for
the Winter vacation.
Mrs. Mabel Gray who was a medi
cal patient at State Street Hospital
has returned heme.
Edgar Allen was at home from
Bath for the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Wooster of
Searsmont called Sunday at H. A
Miller’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Dickey of
Hope were guests Sunday of rela
tives in Lincolnville and Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wcod and
son Roy of Brunswick pased the
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. L. S.
Russ.

aiORTH WARREN

Miss Madeline Haupt of Thom
aston visited recently at the home
Jack Gccgins. who is employed of Clifford Robinson.
A wood chopping bee was held
Bath, pent the week-end at
Wednesday
for W. A. Moody. Din
e hcr.e of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
ner
was
served
by Mrs. Ruth Wiley.
ling ham.
Ruth Lennox is employed at the
i,'- Bp.:n. a longtime resident
, heme of Mrs. Alice Mathews at
seriously iil at hLs home.
Mr. .nal Mrs. Viigil Morse, Jr. ; the village.
liau-’hter Mary of Waldoboro
Practising
soil
conservation,
p callers Sunday on Rev Mary
Pueblo Indians of the Southwest
have fcr centuries raised corn and
taviiu n . Packard of Monroe
ited his mother Mrs. J. G vegetables in a land cf uncertain
and scant rain.
tkard recently.

No Waste! More Taste!

LADA'

h

EA-BAGS

In Packages of lOO’s, 36’s, 18’s and 9’s

FOR SALE
k oa>

______ 11 »n

>r

IISCELLANEOUS
>de man’s lirst class coon
llch cow; also want to buy
u h saw and planer. Write
care The Courier-Gazette.
_______________________ 13*15
Rekill. Shoe
Repalrlne
Main St,, opposite Perry12-tf
Lucking.
waste removalbine repairing. TEL. 314-W-

8*14

A Grange Awakens
And Gets a Very Fine Start
Toward a New Lease
Of Life

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WXAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC. Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

Whoever thought we’d be looking continue to cook for 30 minutes.
to army and navy cooks to show us
MENU
how to cook our vegetables? It’s a
Breakfast
fact. Uncle Sam is proceeding with
Chilled Orange Juice
Prepared Cereal
scientific strategy to recruit the
Poached
Eggs on Toast
vitamins and minerals in green and
Orange Marmalade
leafy vegetables for our soldiers and Coffee
Milk
sailors.
They’re making tests
Lunch
around the dock at the Subsistence Toasted Ham and Relish Salad
Research Laboratory of the Chicago Hearts of Lettuce.
Quartermaster Depot to determine
Tomato French Dressing
how best to mobilize the vitamins.
*No
Egg Raisin Cake
The morning was mostly spent in* They’ve proved improper cooking
Tetley Tea
greeting long separated friends and will sabotage the minerals and vita
Dinner
a formal opening cf the session with
mins
you
bought
the
food
for
in
the
’
Savory
Sauerkraut.
Spareribs
Mrs. Elsie Lawson as acting master1
in chair.

first place.

Boiled Potatoes

Cook your green leafy vegetables
Tomato Ring Mold Salad
After a bountiful repast the meet- ! only two or three minutes, prefer
’Baked Stuffed Apples
ing was called to order by Mrs. Lydia1 ably by steam and without water if
Coffee
Morse and Deputy Master Herbert; you want to keep thase important
"Recipes
given.
Clark with his trained staff, sisters elements intact. More water solubles
Clark. Hill, Burk. Brother David and minerals are retained in their
Carroll with-Bister Gladys Burk as natural state when vegetables are
ISLE AU HAUT
pianist, proceeded to install the fcl- j cooked in this manner they’ve found
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowen are
low’ing officers:
so the Army Cook's Manual Ls get in Rockland for a few weeks.
Master, George E. Benner; over-1
Mr and Mr. Charles Turner,
ting rapid revision and we’d better
seer, Harold Smith; lecturer. Belle follow suit.
Llewellyn Rich and William Rich
Sprague; chaplain. Ella Winslow; | Leafy vegetables . . . dandelion, were in Stonington to attend the
treasurer. Fester Mank; secretary, mustard, dock and other wild greens, funeral of their aunt, Mrs. Alec
Elsie Lawson: Ceres, Oraville Shu turnip and beet tops, kale, collards, McGuffie.
man; L.A.S., Virginia Libby; mem chard, endive and escarole, even the
This town’s quota for the Red
ber executive committee, Maude E. outer green leaves of lettuce and Cross War Fund was $44 and it
Mank.
heads of chicory are on the army was more than doubled. The
Worthy Master Benner presented menu every third day because the amount raLsed was $97. Women
the Deputy with a token of thanks green leaves have “ford materials on the island are more than
for hLs excellent work to which the1 absolutely essential to good health,” I making the needles fly. knitting
deputy resprnded with thanks and according to the quartermaster food and sewing for the Red Cross.
a story.
Gordon Chapin passed the week
specialists. “The thinner and green
The installation was followed er the leaf the higher its value for end with his grandparents. Mr. and
with remarks by Rev. H. LouLce iron and Vitamin A.’’
Mrs. Jasper Chapin.
Pei-ry. W. R. Walter, Worthy Deputy ; Some of ycu are ordering seeds Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Gross spent
Danforth of Knox Pomona. Worthy fcr next Summer's garden so bear Saturday in Rcckland.
Master Carroll cf Seven Tree all this in mind and cook what Steve Bridges has been suffer
Grange. Worthy Master Benner re greens you serve now according to ing frem a severe case of oak
ported that Mrs. Gladys Burk had these specifications . . . and save poisoning in his hand.
been appointed deputy cf Juvenile and use the juices. We’ve harped
Mr. and Mrs. ‘Ralph Chapin are
Grange for the ensuing year.
on this for years, haven't we? Outer spending a few weeks in Camden,
Maple Grange gave a rising vote of leaves of lettuce, a head of chicory,
Elizabeth M. Rich ha.s been apthanks to Deputy Clark and his spinach, dandelion, beet or chard pointed by the Government to sell
staff for their fine work; also to cooked in the smallest possible Defense Bonds and Stamps.
Seven Tree Grange for the abun amount of water and never till limp
dant food furnished.
and mushy, then dressed with but
Out Of State Cars
Remarks were made by Brother ter and seasonings, perhaps vinegar
John Stahl and Brother and Sister or lemon juice and you have, not
The following out of State auto
D. O. Stahl all of Rcckland but na cnly something so good for you but mobiles have been seen in Rockland
tives and residents of this place for something so good to eat. So salute this year:
years. D. O. was a charter member the army quartermaster and here
New' Hampshire
of Maple Grange which sprang into we go down the “leafy vegetable"
Vermont
existence 66 years ago last October. path to better health.
Massachusetts
Other speakers were Warren B. Gar
Rhode Island
No Egg Raisin Cake (from Lillian
diner and Ruby Allen of Rcckland, Randall, Dennisport. Mass.)—1 pkg.
Ccnnecticut
sister of Weymouth Grange; brother seeded large-size raisins 4 cups
New York
and Sister Goss, Sicter« Nelson. Ceresota flour, 2 cups sugar, 'i cup
New Jersey
Mills, Burns, Burgess and Carroll of Land O' Lakes butter, softened, 1
Pennsylvania
Seven Tree Grange. Sister Jcnes of cup cold water, 1 tablespoon soda,
Delaware
Willow Grange, Sister Genthner and pinch of salt, 1 teaspoonful cin
Georgia
Brother Johnson cf Meenahga namon, 1 teaspoonful allspice.
Maryland
Grange, Sisters Clark and Hill of
Florida
Let raisins simmer in waim water
Jefferson Grange. Sisters Lena M.l- fcr 10 minutes. Let it cool. Blend
ler and Addie Welter of Maple sugar with softened butter, sift al!
There rests today in the Smith
Grange and Sister Overlook of Eve dry ingredients and add alternately sonian Institute, an electric loco
ning Star Grange.
with cold water in which soda is dis motive, built nearly half a century
Those who remembered the origi solved. Fold in raisins. This recipe ago, that attained a speed of 120
nal degree woik cf the Grange were makes two loaves 11x7 inches. Bake miles an hour.
asked to i ise and 10 responded. There 45 minutes in a 375 degree F. oven.
were some featv.es of the initiatory, Carrots Butterscotch—16 small
degree in which seme fun could be 1 carrots, 1-3 cup Land O' Lakes but
injected and some stories were tcld: ter.
cup sugar, 1 teaspoon salt, 'i
of putting extra thinss over on ilie teaspoon cinnamon. 5 tablespoons
candidataes. The writer can vcuch I boiling water.
for cne instance in Maple Grange: Scrub even-sized carrots thorough
r
when the traditional goat was used. • ly. Cream butter, sugar, salt and
A bier was constructed, similar to: cinnamon thoroughly; whip in wa
such as they used in whilom days to) ter. Pour over carrels in casserole
bear their dead to their last resting: Cover and bake in moderate oven
place, a barrel was placed cn that, j (359 degrees F.) for l'j hours.
over which a buffalo robe was spread) Harwich Hermits—1 cups brown
and a pair of mounted hems at- i sugar, 'i cup sour milk, 'i cup Land
tached to the end. The candidate I O' Lakes butter or beef drippings,
was bidden to mount, which he gra 2 eggs, u, CUp chopped raisins, *6
’s a lockout! Private Jones is taking
ciously did with a broad smile on teaspoon ground cloves,
cup Brer It
no chances with his cake, made with
his phiz, and grasping the horns Rabbit molasses. 1 even teaspoon RUMFORD Baking Powder, his
’s guarantee of baking success.
firmly he was toted around the hall soda, 3 cups Ceresota flour, 2 tea-, mom
FREE; Send for NEW booklet, con
by two husky young patrens.
taining
dozens of bright ideas to im
spoon cinnamon, little nutmeg.
your baking. Address: Rumford
It was altogether a happy time, Cream butter with sugar, add prove
Baking Powder, Box B, Rumford, R. I.
and it was decided to have mere of i beaten eggs, molasses, soda dissolved
the ail-day meetings. Tlie older, in sour milk, flour sifted with spices,
members can attend much better in and raisins. Drop by teaspoon in
PUTS THAT /
the day time.
greased pans. Bake slowly in 325
A Member
degree F. oven.
Baked Stuffed Apples—6 baking
/#7O MFATS. r/SH
apples.
6 large cooked prunes 6
HOPE
-C0CMAH. SAUCE
Tlie home nursinng class met j teaipoons celery, 6 teaspoons brown
Mcr.day at the heme of Mrs. Olive sugar, few grains salt. 5 tablespoons
Noyes, with Mrs. Elsie Wilson. R. N.. cold water.
Wash ar.d core apples. Peel down
in charge.
Ralph Brown returned home Sun- J l'i» inches from stem end. Stone
day from the Community Hospital • prunes. Mix finely chopped celery,
where he had been a surgical pa sugar and salt. Stuff prunes with
this mixture; then force into cored
tient.
apples.
Place in casserole and pour
RADfSH
The Thimble Club met Wednes
water
ar:und
apples.
Cover
and
day at Mrs. Evelyn Brown’s and
worked on aprons, fancy work and bake in moderate even (350 degrees
F.) for 1’ie hours.
patchwork for the Summer fair.
Savory Sauerkraut-^-2 pounds Sil
Much work was accomplished Fri
VINALHAVEN
ver
Floss Sauerkraut, water, ends of
day at the Red Cross session heid
AND ROCKLAND
spareribs. 1 green apple, sliced. 11
with Mrs. Mildred Dunton.
tablespoon
bacon
fat,
’
z
red
pepper
|
Mrs. Reta Dudley, R. N„ has ac
STEAMBOAT CO.
cepted a position in a Portland hos pod, *2 teaspoon Caraway seeds. 1!
BOCKLAND, ME.
pital, and was motored there last raw potato, grated, salt.
Service to:
Cover1 sauerkraut with water. Put Vinalhayen, North Haven, Ston
Thursday by her cousin. Mrs. Helen
in the meat, apple, fat, pepper and,
ington, isle ao Hant, Swans'
Wentwcrth.
caraway
seeds.
Cook
slowly
for
(
Island and Frenchboro
A farewell party was tendered last
one
and
one-half
hours.
Add
the
Effective Sept. 16, 1941
Thursday to David E. Brown by Wil
Eastern Standard Time
potato
and
salt,
if
necessary,
and
liam Hardy and other boys about
town. Mr. Brown left Monday for
FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
Subject to chan<e without notice
service in the Army. He was given /Relieves distress from MONTHLY^
a fine send-eff by the town fathers.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Grangers and other friends who
Read Down
Read Up
also presented a gift of money to
AM.
P-M’
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
him. He was in charge of the boys
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
leaving from this section cf tiie State
Lydia
E.
Pinkham
’
s
Compound
Tab

7
JO
Lv.
North
Haven,
Ar. 3JO
and was responsible for their safe
lets (with added Iron! not only help
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
relieve
monthly
pain
but
also
weak,
arrival at Fort Devens. Mass.
9.45 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
nervous feelings—due to monthly

Private Jenef

CAINS

Zi

mete.

i

First impressions count. Good, bad or indifferent they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
%ood first impressions.

Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instantly by tht appearance of your
name in the corner. Which is more impressive
three lines of black type on a government stamped

envelope, or a ’’private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some ’‘corner card” ideas. Wt may bt
able to save you some money, too.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Only 12 per cent of rattlesnakes The wheels of a passenger loco
Industrial accidents last year cost
give warning before they strike, re motive are synchronized so that it American industry cne and one-half
ports Dr H. S Fitch, of tlie United puffs four times for ever ywheel billion man-hours of production, or
States Department oi Agriculture, revolution
enough laltor to build 15,000 bombers.
RF——

For some time Maple Grange has
been reckoned a defuhet institution
awaiting its burial, but it seems to
have suddenly taken cn new life and
started in afresh for a prosperous
career. An unusually good Winter
day Jan. 22 found 40 gathered at
the hall for an all-day session.
Maple Grange members numbered'
19. there were 13 from Seven Tree ’
Grange, Union, 5 from Jefferson'
Grange and one each from Willow, j
Megunticook. Sheepscot, and Eve-,
ning Star Granges.

‘ZWG

>r -,ale, garden plot,
wn payment. MAY
cher St
Thomaston
12‘ 14
odel washing ma
te ally new. Price
I tm. rock St. 12 I t
in Xylophone and
v BOX 183 n- 25
ale. New Hamp
Reds. Straight or
S pullorum dean.
532. Rockland
10-15
Remit.-ton typewriter $15. one
machine $20. and all makes
t let and. repaired at lowest
ibtra ' machine.
5 to ... for $95. Tel 973-W.
THOMAS_____
10-tC
I for sale
250 acres, good
?s und cellar, on good road,
w • i easy terms, price $1,000
STUDLEY. 283 Main St.. Tel.
Park St. Foss House. Tel.
___________________ 1-tf
1
onis. complete house fursale practically new Will
Fee enable for
3 .1 Broadway. City. CALL bef a m.-8 p. m_________________
bait for sale. H H. CRIE. 328
St . City___________________ 153-tf
ID coal for sale, stove and nut.
Pocahontas soft coal $10 25. J. BEN A SON, Tel 62. Thomaston1-tf
H hard coal. egc. stove, nut
oi ton, del. Nut size and run
Mew River soft, not screened
del M. B & C O. PERRY.
St.. Tel. 487.
1-tf
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FEMALE

WEAKNESS

COUBIEB-OAZITTB WANT ADB
WOBK WONDBBA

functional disturbances. They help
build up resistance against such

symptoms. Follow label directions.

fob

’BUBGET WARDENS"

H

The American housewife can do a lot for her country right
in the kitchen. Keeping her family well-lit is a mighty impor
tant job these days. Serve well-balanced meais. Serve the
foods that contain those ever important protective vitamins
such as Eggs, Butler, Milk, Fruits, Leafy Vegetables. Lean
Meats and Fish. Every housewife should make this a rule.

FIRST NATIONAL
SUPER-MARKETS

•1 gr MTH07K

I

Mtriu
tAlANCCR

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

F

331 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

STEAKS
aBOU7 f>ORKe„oa

Porterhouse—N. Y. Sirloin
Bottom Round—Cube
HEAVY CORN-FED
STEER BEEF

FACE RUMP

FRESH SHOULDERS

’"swer'””1

FANCY BROOKSIDE CREAMERY

DtllWr

DOZ

Pure Lard

WHOLE MILK
VARIETY

Rolled Oats
fYldllUX

33‘
2?

LB

REFINED

Sliced Bacon

RINDLESS
SUCAR CURED

29c

LB

WHITE SPRAY
3-LB.
QUICK or RECULAR PKG.

4

(VITAMINS A-B1-C)

IV

LARGE SIZE

white s«ay

Bread Flour
Pastry Flour
Marmalade

SEEDLESS-SWEET JU‘CY

[ANC* •!

OLD
HOMESTEAD

4luS 23c

COOKINC

PASQUAL (Vitamins A-C)

CELERY

TIN

BUNCH

ANDY BOY

(Vi>amins A-C-C)

46-OZ.
TIN

PEARS

17‘

EACH

CALAVO

BEETS

FANCY TEXAS 2.BCHS 13c
CA1IF0KNIA-ICE BCHS (Vitamins A-B1-C-C)

CARROTS

24,/2-LB
BAC

15c

LARCE CREEN LEAF (V'tamins A-Bl-C-C)

SPINACH

CHIVER'S
OLDE ENGLISH

3 Ibs 23c

CALO DOG or CAT FOOD 3 % 23‘ V-8 COCKTAIL 8 VECETABLE
JUICES
EDUCATOR S COOKIES
= 19c B & M BAKED BEANS
EDUCATOR CRAX

16c MUSHROOMS

SUNSHINE Krispy Crackers

10c

(Vitamins C-C'

24'/z LB
BAC

FINAST

(Vitamms C-C,

A-CI

APPLES

47-OZ

NATURAL

2 d°z 49c

GRAPEFRUIT 5 for 23c

8-OZ.
PKGS.

L

Dole' S Pineapple Juice

Grapefruit Juice

TINS

|

EXTRA LARGE

2 doz 35c

10-OZ.
TIN

Gorton's fish Cakes

The Hesl Sources of Vitamin C 4re
I'oiintl in Tresli Fruits and Vegetables

1f|c

Libby's Corned Beef 1 ™z 22
Gerber's Baby Foods

|8c
Pl 33c
LB 29C

FLORIDA ORANGES

dt I

19-OZ.
TIN

RICHMOND
BRIGHT-SOLID PACK

i>

FANCY MACKEREL
OYSTERS FOR STFvVING
HALIBUT FANCY SLICED

Tree Ripened—Natural Color

>-OZ
TIN

Macaroni

LB

14‘

BREAKFAST CEREAL-A Crand
New England Made Hot Cereal H

lOITlalOUS

LB

LEAN

Pork Loins 22

BROOKSIDc-LARCE NaTIVE

Mild Cheese

LB

EITHER END-FRESH PORK TO ROAST

1 LB
ROLL

Fresh Eggs

LB

TO BROIL OR FRY
2'/2 »o 3 LB AVERACE

CHICKENS
BEST
QUALITY

4 to 6 LB AVERACE
LICHT, TENDER
bOFT MEAT

LAMB LEGS

t

LB

OR POT ROAST

FANCY FOWL
pork V* J,. aiuonK
-sr,ouU ttI“!
sausage
“ ‘■^First National

LB.

BONELESS OVEN

CHUCK ROAST

because «‘?\s called

LB.

r*o.|9C
22,,,SZ27‘

4 OZ
TIN
Z„°NZ 10'

WHOLE
BUTTONS

PIMENTOS

«c

FANCY 2 TINS
iooz 3V FINAST SPINACH CARDEN
02 2Jc
2 20
TINS
DEL MONTE FRUIT SALAD 3O,SZ 27c WHOLE BEETS FINAST
SMALL
FINAST PRUNE PLUMS
3°nSz 15' FINAST CORN COLDEN^WEET 2 TINS 19

27 oz 27(

BAKER'S VANILLA

PURE GRAPE JAM
BOSCO

ADD TO MILK
FOR CHOCOLATE MILK

37,^25

25' FINAST SQUASH

mrabel

2OZ 4QC

JAR IV

CAADINC

jUArlNC

free dish towel

IN EACH PACKAGE

ice

PKC XJ

11 e Have the Coffee for Every Taste and Purse—Freshness Guaranteed

COFFEE

[COPLEY

VACUUM 1-LB
PACKED TIN

JOHN ALDEN 2.^45

29']

RICH
MOND

l-LB
BACS

» KYBO

19‘
SWEfci kELISH TIMBERLAKE
TINS SJ
PKCS 21C
CAMPBELL'S pTanas“
2 16 07. 1F< SHREDDED WHEAT
TINS IJ
;/2-oz 7c NABISCO
pkc 9C
CAMPBELL'S Tomato Soup IOTIN
'.Oc PACKAGE VARIETIES
/
16 OZ IQc SKYFLAKE WAFERS
pkc 22c
PRUDENCE cc^ ° HASH
TIN I 7
oz 23c
6oz ncc rZ Al A
MILLBROOK CLUB
FINAST SLICED BEEF
6 >2
BOTS
Price for Contentj
JAR XJ iWLM
PINK SALMON FANCY ALASKA 16 OZ Wc JUNKET Rennet Desserts 3pkcs 25c
TIN 1/
TIMBERLAKE
8 OZ Oc
16-OZ
«C
RED SALMON FANCY ALASKA
TIN V
TIN JJ BAKER'S COCOA

TOMATO PASTE CALIFORNIA 2

SLICED
CUCUMBER
FINAST MUSTARD PREPARED
HEINZ PICKLES

6-OZ

21a°z 21‘ MINUTE MAN VECETABLE SOUP

X?10‘ CLAM CHOWDER w^s

EXTRA VALUE
EXTRA VITAMINS AND MINERALS

OLDE' STYLE

BREAD

ENRICHED

111b. 4-oz.
LOAVES

ViTAMIN B1 AND MINERALS ARE PART O'
THIS FAMOUS HOME STYLE BREAD RECIPE

27 OZ
TIN

RICHER THAN COWS’MILK6CK OF WATER REMOVED

EVANCELINE

MILK 3

14V2-OZ
TINS

SO COOD IT IS RECOMMENDED BY MANY
DOCTORS FOR BABY FEEDING
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Orient Lodge Installs

THOMASTON
SHIRLEY T. WTTJ.TAMB
Correspondent

ft ft ft ft
Tel. 190

Oscar Crie, chief radioman of the
U5S St. Augustine, is spending
several days' leave at his home
here.
Miss Harriet Williams left Mon
day for Parser^, Mo. to visit Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. McChesney for a
time before proceeding to Los
Angeles. Battle Creek. Mich., and

Flushing, L. I., N. Y„ visiting other

The program was;
Mts.

Blanche

Processional,

Lermond

at

the

piano; salute to the flag; singing
“The Star Spangled Banner”;
prayer. Rev. Hubert F. Leach; pi
ano duet. Jean and James Gillchrest; installation of master,
senior warden. Junior warden,
treasurer and secretary by Lau
rence C. Perry; piano solos, Grace
Paulsen, John Dana; installation
of marshal, senior and junior
deacons, junior steward and tyler.
Mr. Walker; piano duet, Grace
Paulsen and Marjorie Cushing;
proclamation; charge; remarks by
the new master, Albert R. Ander
son.
The past master, Leroy Scekins,
was presented a jewel by Mr. An
derson and responded' graciously.
The officers elected and appoint
ed are: Worshipful master. Albert
Anderson; senior warden, John B.
Paulsen; junior warden. Eivind R.
Moss; treasurer, Alfred M. Strout;
secretary, Aaron A. Clark; chap
lain, Charles H. Woodcock; mar
shal. Edgar W. Libby; senior dea
week, at which time Mrs. Weston
con,
Frank B. Adams; junior dea
Young will entertain the members.
Di connection with civilian de con. Harry H. Sullivan; senior
fense, a Red Cross improvised mo steward, Arthur T. Risteen; junior
bile canteen is being established steward, Waldo C. Leavitt; tyler,
here to serve Thomaston, Warren, Charles A. Knights. The chaplain
Friendship and Cushing in time of j and senior steward were unable to
disaster. In order to do this with be present and will be installed at
as little expense as possible, dona a later date.
At the conclusion of the cere
tions of 10-gallon milk cans and
monies
refreshments were served.
of paper cups suitable for serving
hot drinks are being requested.
These containers are to be used Mr. Conant present were: Daniel J.
for transporting! hot soups and Dickens, Neil Magee and Harry
coffee to workers and victims at Thurlow (postal clerks), George
the scene of the disaster and any Boynton, Leroy Fuller. Harry Rich
one having any of this equipment ards, Willis Stahl, Leo Strong (car
to donate should call Mrs. H. F. riers), Lee Dickens (ex-carrier),
Dana or Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton. Forest Magee (R.F.D) Lloyd Richardsen (Star Route man), Josiah
Hobbs (ex-postmaster), Clarence
Tuttle (a Tetired clerk), Mrs. Wiggin, (charwoman* Carroll Burrill
Everett Grieve, (janitors).
George H. Conant of Cam andA piano
duet was played by Lloyd
den Guest of Honor At
Richardson and Everett Grieve.

Postal Clerk Banquet
Wadsworth Inn

A turkey banquet, honoring
George H. Conant of Camden, re
tired postal clerk, was given Satur
day night at Wadsworth Inn. Post
master Adrian Kelleher, as toast
master, presided over the banquet
table and called on various mem
bers cf the postal party for remarks
as well as the guest of honor.
An excellent fishing outfit was
presented to Mr. Conant by Fessen
den Miller, who represented the lo
cal post office force. Esteem and
goed fellowship accompanied this
gift to their good friend, Mr. Con
ant.
Edwin McCarthy, president of the
National Association of Post Office
Clerks was present from Waterville
and speke before the group. Others
present were Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Dustin and Mr. and Mrs. Audet of
Waterville; Mr. and Mrs. Preston
Williams of Bangor; Roy Perry. Mr.
McPlice and John Stahl of Rock
land (retired clerk from Camden
post, office).
Local friends and associates of

$

BUY
UNITED
STATES
SAVINGS
BONDS
AND STAMPS

TYPEWRITERS
AU Makes—Sales—Rentals
ROCKLAND
TYPEWRITER CO.
71 Park street
Tel. 297-W
Free Typing Course

a.

Insuring

Happiness:z

In Ihe circle ot home end family. where none mey
come unbidden, disease el some lime will inlrude.

Insure happiness end health lo Ihose you love by
piecing your family’s physical welfare in Ihe hands

Medical science, skill and training

have equipped him lo conquer aculc or chronic
illness.

CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.
TEL. 378
ROCKLAND. ME.

MAIN AND LIMEROCK STREETS,

WHERE QUALITY AND ACCURACY PREVAIL

THE
A

CALL TO THE

CALL

FOR

COLORS1

DOLLARS

A

Dig deep.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

The annual installation of the
officers of Orient Lodge, F.AM. of
Thomaston was held Tuesday in
the new hall. Installing officer Rt.
Wor. Louis A. Walker. D.D.G.M.,
was assisted by Rcy E. Danielson
as marshal- Rev. John Smith Lowe
as chaplain and Laurence C. Perry,
who installed several of the offi
cers.

relatives.
Fifteen members were present
at the meeting of the Beta Alpha
held Monday at Mrs. Eunice Till
son's. At the conclusion of the
meeting refreshments were served
by Mrs. Vera Robinson, Mrs. Ruby
Hall and Mrs. Gladys Condon. The
next meeting will be Feb. 9.
Russell Young has joined the
Air Corps and is at Jefferson Bar
racks. Mo.
The tair to benefit the Red Cress,
planned by the pupils of the high
school building to be held Friday
has been indefinitely postponed
due to there being so much ill
ness in the schools. Any persons
having bought tickets and wishing
their money refunded may get it
by going to the High School. All
money not refunded will be con
tributed to the Red Cross.
Thursday Club, which was to
have met with Mrs. Oscar Crie
today, has been postponed to next

of a physician

PARK THEATRE

Thomaston Masons Induct
Officers, With Musical
Interludes

ft ft ft ft
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Fverv-Other-Day
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Strike hard.

Our boys

need the planes, ships, and guns which
your money will help to buy.

Go to your bank, post office, or savings and

loan association. Tell them you want to buy
Defense Bonds regularly, starting now.

Mi’burn Stcne and Den “Red" Store at the Park. All kinds of gifts
given away. N:w playing, “Steel
Barry in a tense scene from the new
Against the Sky” with Lloyd Nolan,
Republic Picture. “Death Valley Alexis Smith and “Right To the
Outlaws.”
Heart" with Brenda Joyce and
Every Friday night is Country Joseph Allen, Jr.

ley, Stuart Dexter, Joseph Sylvia,
Roscoe Cooper, Faye Raynes; Grade
II: Annie Erskine, Maurice Payson
and Aubrey Tilley; Grade III, David
Brcwn. James Crockett. Margaret
Erskine, Robert Keating, Henry
Lamb, Eleanor Lunt, June Petta
piece, Robert Rowe; Grade IV
Stanwood Bryant, Arthur Dexter,

CAMDEN
ft ft ft ft
NAOMA MAYHEW
Correspondent
Z*S Xx XX
Xx XX XX.

Xx

Tel, 713

L. Conley is a surgical Frederick Hale, Robert Thomas;
patient at Knox Hospital. Mrs. Grade V, Ixris Hale, Cedric Joyce,
Ccnley Ls located in Rockland dur Patricia McGrath, Irving Small and
Leonard Willey.
ing his stay in the hospital.
American Legion News: Mrs. May
In line with its co-operative spirit
Yeung won the door prize Friday at
in all defense activities, the Sodality the weekly game party. The usual
of Our Lady of Good Hope voted regular and special attractions will
last night to devote its second be given away this coming week.
meeting in every month to Red The Auxiliary will serve the first of
a series of public baked bean sup
Cross activities, members to as
pers from 5 to 7 o’clock, Saturday in
semble at the sewing rooms for work tire Legion Rooms, Knox County
on whatever project may be as Trust Co. Building. The weekly
sewing circle will be held Tuesday
signed.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Larner and at 2 o’clock for Red Cross Work.
family of East Eddington were in The regular meeting will begin at
7.30,
town recently.
Brothers' Night was observed I
Wednesday at Maiden Cliff Re-,
bekah Lodge. Following supper, a
program was presented by the High Guard Your Country...
School, their services being procured
and Your Loved Ones
by Chairman Ralph Satterlee..
Numbers were: Cadet drill, Philip
Wentworth, Arthur Grinnell. Ro
land Marriner. Richard Brcwn, Rob
Right now, thousands of
ert Bridges, William Daucett. May
young American soldiers and
nard Norton, Douglas Libby, Avard
sailors are risking their lives to
Chater, Frederick Hcald, Elmer
Leonard and Willis Spear; “Inter-j protect yours. Patriotism, your
mezzo" Sybil Heal .violin and Mary own self-protection, demands
that you do your part, now!
Meservey, vocalist; popular songs
by Pauline Johnson and Mary Me
Start buying United States
servey;
instrumental
ensemble,!
Defense Savings Bonds and
Sybil Heal, violin and Robert
Stamps
immediately.
Back
Bridges, ’cello; and the ‘Kiss Polka,”;
down the aggressors with your
Doris Carver, William Daucett, Ruth
Manning, Avard Chater, Beverly! dollars. Bonds are on sale at
Grover and Philip Wentworth. Mary
banks and post offices. They
Meservey and Roland Marriner;
cost as little as $18.75. Put
Janice French and Douglas Libby.
your dimes in Defense Stamps
Students in town over the week
and
they, too, will go to work.
end from University cf Maine were:
Mark Ingraham, Lester Gross, Harry '
America needs your money
Hodson and Jennice Eugley.
for a very important reason—to
The Friday suppers at the Snow
safeguard your country, your
Bowl are proving popular. The ice
life.
Is in excellent condition and this
week a combined supper and skat
ing party Ls being planned. The
Home builders can help national
oldest skater gets a free supper.
defense,
says the Bureau of Mines,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Yates cf
if
they
will see that houses are
Washington, I). C„ arc spending a
properly
insulated, ther by saving
week with relatives in town.
The W.C.T.U. will be entertained fuel.
Tuesday afternoon by Mrs. Annie
Thomas, Cross street.
The Townsend Club will serve a
public supper Thursday at the K. P.
hall from 5.30 to 7. A guest speak
er will be present at the meeting.
A Masonic assembly will be held
tonight, chairman Harold Rebinson. An inter-lodge district meet
CAN A SLIPPER,
ing cf the Lodges in the Seventh
A LADY’S, TAKE
Masonic District will be held Friday
with Amity Lodge. This is also a
ONE TO ALASKA?
regular communication cf Amity
Ledge. Supper will be served at
... It certainly did
630 and work exemplified iq the
in the case of Janice
entered apprentice degree.
Robert L. Ross of Lewiston was
Trent! At least it
the cnly visiting Rotarian at the
started the ball roll
meeting Tuesday. Rev. William E.
ing which led her
Berger was the guest speaker, his
way up north to es
subject being a description of
Thomas Jefferson’s mansion at
cape wedding one
Mrnticello
man only to reach
Elm Street School Students not|
the altar with an
absent or tardy are Sub-Primary,
other . . . You’ll en
Earl Young. Grade I: Herbert Tiljoy this charming
story—
Capt. R.

An Expectorant
for COUGHS
—that’s a “Honey,7

Compounded from rare Canadian
Pine'Balsam. Menthol. Glycerine. Irish
Moss and other splendid Ingredients.
Buckley 8 CANADIOL Mixture Is dllferent—more effective — faster In action Get a bottle today—take a teaspoonful, let It he on your tongue a
moment then swallow slowly
feel Its
powerful effective action spread thm
throat, head and bronchial tubes
roughing spasm ceases for right awav
It starts to loosen up thick choking
phlegm and oppn up clogged bron
chial tubes Now you'll know why
over 10 million bottles of Buckley's
have been sold In cold, wintry Canada.
Corner
Drug
Store:
Thomaston
Agent McDonald Drug Store and your
own druggist has this great Canadian

discovery.

i
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LIGHTED
WINDOWS

;
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By Emilie Loring

What They Agree To

XX Xx XX
LIDA G CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 2229

The current issue of “Scouting”
carries the following memorandum
of agreement between Boy Scouts
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall E. Reed
of America and tire Office of Civili- of Roxbury, Maine, announce the
an Defense—a document which engagement cf their daughter,
should be read by all boys and their Dcrothy Augusta, to Roger Trafton
elders.
Ogden, son of Mr. and Mrs. C.
• • • •
1 Ogden.
of Springvale.
Miss
Jan. 3. 1942
Reed graduated from Stephens
The Director of the Office of High Schocl in Rumford, atCivilian Defence and the Chief tended Duke University in DurScout Executive. Boy Scouts of ham, N. C. She received her deAmerica, today issued the fcllowing gree from Nasson College in
joint statement to clarify the re- Springvale and is at present a
eponsibilities of the two agencies in member of the faculty at Fcxcroft
the Civilian Defense Activities:
j Academy in Dover-Fcxcroft.
Mr.
1. The Office of Civilian Defense Ggden is a graduate o. Sanford
is the official government agency High School and is new attending
“to assure effective co-ordination of Baldwin-Wallace College in Berea,
federai relations with state and Ohio, where he is a member cf
local governments engaged in de- Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity. Miss
fense activities, to provide for neces- Heed is a granddaughter of the
sary co-cperation with State and ^a^e Minnie A- Weed of Rockport
local government in respect to meas- an^ daughter of Mrs. Linthel
ures for adequate protection of the Ripley Reed formerly of Rockport,
population in emergency periods, toj The Trytohelp Club met Monday
facilitate constructive civilian par- at the home of Mrs. Evelyn Crockticipation in the defense program, ett, the time being spent with Red
and to sustain national morale.” , Cross sewing. Refreshments were
2. The Boy Scouts of America, served. Next Monday the Club will
Inc. as a National organization op- meet at the Baptist vestry with a
erating under Federal charter, has covered dish supper at 6 o'clock,
the responsibility of maintaining j Several have already registered
an educational program of training for the Nutrition Course to be startboys in Scoutcraft and outdoor skills ed in tlie near future, but mere
and citizenship responsibilities, and' members are needed. All desiring
in developing and moulding charac-' to take tlie course should communiter. It has develrped and inau cate with Mrs. Wilma Rhodes at
gurated a special program of emer once.
gency service training.

Its regular

Mrs. Marion Richards was hostess

training, also, includes first aid
firemanship. signaling, mapping, life
saving, pathfinding, and co-opera
tion with ethers.
3. Since the Boy Scouts cf
America have cnc and one-half
million beys and men trained and
organized into 49.000 units in prac
tically every community in the Unit
ed States and territories, it is de
sirable in the interests of National
Defense that their activities and
ability to serve be co-ordinated as
closely as possible with the Civilian
Protection pregram of the Office of
Civilian Defense.
4. It is mutually agreed that the
services of members of the Boy
Scouts of America can immediately
be utilized in the following enrolled
volunteer groups of Civilian Defense
protection:
(a) Assisting Emergency Medical
Units.
(b) Fire Watchers.
(c) Leadership in the develop
ment of adequate locally
trained messenger service in
which members of the Bov
Scouts of America will have
special designation, supple
menting their uniform, indi
cative of their special train
ing.
5. When a particular mission is
assigned to the Boy Scouts of
America, they will become a part of
the Civilian Defense organization,
during the performance of this mis
sion and work under the genera!
supervision and direction of the De
fense Council.
6. Councils of Defense and lo^gl
Boy Scout Councils will develop lo
cal plans of co-operation in accord
with this joint statement and the
fixed and stated policies of the
Office of Civilian Defense and the
Bey Scouts of America.

to the Baptist Ladies' Sewing Circle.

James E. West,

Wednesday afternoon at her home
on Richards Hill.

In line with the work which is
being conducted in the local schools
in the health pregram, a group of
citizens met Tuesday afternoon at
the Selectmen’s Office to consider
forming a Public Health organiza
tion in town. Mrs. Hawkins, State
nurse, and Mrs. Grace Lawrence
Simmons, County Nurse, were pres
ent to explain the purpose and aim
and to assist in the organization.
These officers were chosen: Mrs.
Louise Holbrook, chairman; Mrs.
Doris Graffam, treasurer; Earle
Achorn, secretary; Mrs. Wilma
Rhodes, publicity chairman.
The public installation cf Harbor
Light Chapter O.ES. will be held
tonight at 8 o’clock, with Retiring
Worthy Matron Susie Auspland as
installing officer. The ceremony
will be followed by a social hour and
refreshments will be served with
Mrs. Wilma Rhodes, Mrs. Marion
Ricliards, Miss Maricn Weidman
and Mrs’
Miller ln charge’
Warden Welch cf the State
Prison will speak on some of the in
teresting phases of his work and
will show colored pictures of the
various activities in and around the
Prison when he appears Friday
night at the Baptist Church before
a group of men of the town interest
ed in forming a Brotherhood.. Those
who have heard Warden Welch,
speak invariably say that he is well
worth hearing. An open forum will
follow. The ladies of the Church
will serve a supper at 6.33 without
charge but an offering will be taken.

I
I

Today On Page Four

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Nlrs. Alice Hoopei

foursome fcr brid;«
Saturday evenings t

teen Unit No. 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Frt

entertained friends
auction Monday nigl
cn Grace street. P
by Kenneth Wiggi
Hanscom. Quests
Mrs. John Treneei

Robert Hanscom an
Kenneth Wiggin.

Spencer Poundatic
dividually designed
all needs. Delivery g
Mona McIntosh, 23.
22-M.—adv.
visit Lucien K.
second floor, 16 Sell
Fellows Block, City,
Coats and Cloth Co:
prices.
A toast to a happiness that could not last! Hedy Lamarr and Rohe
Yeung as Marvin M.vles and Harry Pulham in “11 M. Pulliam. Esq " llur
principal in the story of Boston life, based on tlie .1. P. Marquand best
seller, Ls Ruth Hussey.

ROCKLAND
FIRE ALARM
Emergency Telephone Calls
Central Fire House,
434I
Chief’s Residence,
408
Police Station.
1223
Burpee Ambulance,
390
Russell Ambulance,
662

FIRE ALARM BOXES
Limerock and Main Streets
Pacific and Mechanic Streets
Mechanic and South Main Sts.
Tillson Avenue
34 Fulton and Suffolk Streets
35 Main, cor. North and Florence
36 Orange and Pleasant Streets
37 Park and Main Streets
38 Broad and Grace Streets
42 Broadway and Rankin Street
43 Lincoln and Summer Streets
45 Talbot Ave., opposite Fern St.
46 Rankin Block
48 North Main and Warren Sts.
49 Main, cor. Cedar and Front Sts.
51 Cedar, cor. Old County Road
52 West Meadow Road
53 Camden, opposite Adams
54 Maverick, comer Spruce
1-1 Fire Out or Under Control
25
27
29
33

ermors Falls Wednesday to visit
Miss Roberta Holbrock the occa
sion being Miss Holbrook’s birthday

BABY’S
Re

-

28 Crescent and Thomaston am
South to Mechanic

North of Limerock to Rankli
across Union
Purchase and west to Orange
Broadway and west to Pleasant
Pleasant and Park Streets
west of Iron Bridge
Special Deputies Call
Knox Hospital (private)

No School
North Main and Maverick,
lo Old County Road

wt

Old County Road to Juniper III!
Lake Avenue to Rockport l ine
Waldo Ave. and north to Git
Militia Call
Boy Scouts
Thomaston Militia ( all
Spring Street and vicinity
Airport District

Thurs

29t
Wc Arc

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADI
WORK WONDERS

MUSCULAR
RHEUMATIC PAU
Soreness and Stiffness

SPECIAL NUMBERS
3
12
21
22
23
24
26

Rung Only From Fire Station
Ambulance Call
American Legion
Coast Guard
Chief’s Call
Broadway and West to Oliver
Grace Street to Broad
Oliver, and all west

You need to rub on a powerfully; ent
ing "COUNTER-IRRITANT” like Mu
terole to quickly relieve neurit l , rtieu
matic aches and pains. Better than
a mustard plaster to help br
up painful local congestion!

Mail a

BURi
16 SCHOOI

. PROTECTIVE VALUES
K

ON THE'-'Va

’ HOME FRONT
It is only sensible for every householder to have
the things on hand that are needed for home pro
tection. Don’t borrow from your neighbors—have
your own! Fill your needs from our stock of quality
merchandise today!

Mrs". Alice Simonton and Mrs.
Barbara Wentworth motored to Liv-

STYLIST

PYREX

A Modem Ironing Table By

CUSTARD CUP SET

'I,

HOSTESS

Chief Scout Executive. anniversary.
F. L. LaGuardia
Capt. Husc Richards is absent
U. S. Director of Civilian Defense; from his duties at the High School
Building this week on account of
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette illness. Orris Burns is substituting
as janitor.
$3 00 a year

Double Feature “Camden” Friday, Saturday

Table 0

59c
’

Served :1

All Metal Chassis

Tilts set composed cf six
Dainty Custard Cups, and 1
Streamline design, broad rub Handy Wire Rack makes a per
ber feet prevent slipping or fect way fcr baking custards,
marring floor.
Large 15”x54” scalloped dishes, ptptvers and
board, the finest in ironing ta they are dainty enough fnr
ble development.
Light, solid serving fruit cup directly on (hr
table.
and easy to operate.

$4.50

O’CEDAR
DUSTER

Chicken a la ’I

Michigan Uriel
Feed Cueiil
Carre'I

Off To School Witli a Heart.'
Home Made Lunch

For Floors or

Walls

98c
> Reversible—use either side.
> Fine quality yarn—does not
scatter dust.

William Boyd, as "Hopalong” Cassidy, forestalls a bit of gunplay in “Secret
of the Wastelands," with Brad King, Andy Clyde and Barbara Britton.
Plus Nancy Kelly and Robert Preston in “Parachute Battalion”

> For floors, stairs, baseboards
and walls.

> Expertly constructed for long
service.
) Rust-proof spring s°cket with
protective buffer.

ONLY ONE

THERE IS

MAGIC WATER
AND THAT IS

IN THIS PAPER

STRAND THEATRE

ROCKPORT

The Boy Scouts of America
and Their Pact With
Civilian Defense

fvery-Other-D

COTE’S
takf. I1OMF AS9TTI4!.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

SCHOOL LUNCH KIT
$1.39
Tempting, healthful lunches
are easy. Just fill the vacuum
bottle with hot soup or h"1
chocclate and slip it info ‘hc
kit with a sandwich cr two-

MRIN
ST
HHRDUIHRES
nt
x PAINTS • STOVES • KITCHENWARE
U|VTR;
fohmehly kfxz/rs"

<* •

44IMAINST.

ROCKLAND V268

Kaspberrt |
Long Branch

Frcsti I
Potkrt Book : ]

Whi..
Hot Mince I

Old

French Varilil
Marsh;. f
Co.Tc?

Fverv-Other-Davl Every-Other-Day

THEATRE

OCl ETY

ID SATURDAY

1

d last! Hedy Lamarr and Kobe)
Lun in “II M. I’ulham. Esq.” Tliir

Led on the .1. P. Marquand besl

Crescent and Thomaston ar
South to Mechanic
North of Limerock to RanklJ
across Union
Purchase anil west to Orange
liroadwav and west lo Pleasar
Pleasant and Park Streets,
west of Iron Bridge
Special Deputies Call
Knox Hospital (private)
No Sehool

\jfS. Alice Hooper entertained a
Miss Burdell ©trout has returned
foursome f:r bridge Monday and from a visit with Mrs. John As
Saturday evenings to benefit Can- pinwall at Newburgh, N. Y.
!een Unit No. 4
The Rubinstein Club will meet
yjr. aiid Mrs. Fred J. Andersc i tomorrow night at 8 o’clock with
entertained friends at two tables o' Mrs. <3. M. Derry, 52 Camden
auction Monday night at their homo street, when a Scotch program
n Grace street. Prizes were wra will be presented.
,v Kenneth Wiggin and Robert
Hanscom. Quests were Mr. a:'i
Mrs. Fred Gatcomb was hostess to
yrs. John Treneer, Mr. and M
the members of the Tantramar
Robert Haivccm and Mr. and Mrs. Club last night at her home. Post
Kenneth Wiggin.
Hill, Owl’s Head.
The T. & E. Club was entertained
Spencer Foundation Garments in
yesterday
afternoon at the home of
dividually designed; supports for
Mrs.
Henry
Jordan, Warren street.
„,1 needs. Delivery guaranteed. Mrs.
Mona McIntosh, 235 Broadway. Tel.
The meeting of the Catholic Wo
23-M-adv.
10*21
men's Club will be held this eve
ning at 7.30 at St. Bernard's
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s Church hall.
lecond floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., who has
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate been a typhoid patient at Knox
0-tI Hospital the past six weeks re
prices
turned home today. He had hoped
to be there cn the occasion of his
recent silver wedding anniversary
but it was not deemed prudent to
make the move at that time. He
is convalescing rapidly.

BABY'S COLDS
jf

MICKS
f

w

VapoRub

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

Thursday - Friday - Saturday .

North Main and Maverick, wr|
to Old County Road
Old County Road to Juniper 11^
Like Avenue to Itockport Unq
Waldo Ave. and north to Gin
Militia Call
Boy Scouts

January
29th

Thomaston Militia Call

31st

30th

Spring Street and vicinity
Airport District

V\lc Are Placing On Sale For Quick Disposal

JoURIEIt-GAZETTE WANT AI

50 Misses’ Dresses

WORK WONDERS

Sizes 9 to 20

MUSCULAR

*

Priced 3.95 - to - 8.95

RHEUMATIC PAII

(Values to $16.50)

Soreness and Stiffness

You need to rub on a powerfullysoothl
ing “COUNTER-IRRITANT” like Mud
t erole to quickly relieve neuritis, rhetiJ
m.it ie aches at i pains. Better that

Mail and Phone Orders Promptly Filled

a mustard plaster to help breal
up painful local congestion!

BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP
ROCKLAND, MAINE

16 SCHOOL STREET,

rECTIVE VALUES
ON

THE

IME FRONT
'ery householder to have

e needed for home pro-

n your neighbors—have
from our stock of quality

PYREX
CUSTARD CUP SET

MENU

HOTEL ROCKLAND
$1.00
Table D'Hotc Dinner, Sunday, February 1st

ThLs set composed cf six 5-"'-

Dainty Custard Cups, anil 3
'Handy W he Bark makes a per*
feet way fi.r baking custards,
scalloped dishes, pipevers antl
they are dainty enough f°r
serving fruit cup directly on the
table.

Off To Sehool With a Hearty
Home Made Lunch

SCHOOL LUNCH KIT
$1.39
Tempting, healthful lunches
f easy. Just fill the vacuum
ttle with hot soup or ll‘l
isolate and slip it into the
with a sandwich cr two.

Served from 12.00 to 2.30 P. M. and 6.00 to 8.00 P. M.
Fruit Cocktail: Maraschino
or
Chilled Richelieu Grape Juiec
or
Cliii'ken a la Reinnc
Consomme Chantilly
APPETIZERS
Michigan Celery
Sweet Mixed Pi es
feed Cucumbers
Ripe and Stuffed Olives
Carrot Sticks
India Relish
P.adish Roses Spiced AVatermelon Rind
ENTREES
Roast Cay State Duckling, Crabapple Jelly
Grilled Premium Lamb Chops on Toa'M.
Golden Buck en Casserole
I rietl Deep Sea Scallops, Sauce Tartarc
Roast Yeung Tc:n Turkey? Sage Dressing, Glblet Gravy
Fresh Cranberry Sauce
Broiled Sfrlo’n Minute Steak au Beurre
Bak’-d Hickory Smoked Ham, Orange Sauce
I’alr Spring Chicken Fried, Southern Style
„
.
,
Lemon lee

.

»■*“« M*T
Cm. Custard

('rested Tea,
Asparagus Salad, Vinaigrette
Pocket Book Rolls
While Bread
Cracked Wheat
dessert

Marshn allow

C offec

KITCHENWARE

V£AZ/rs "
ROCKLAND

[ Vrg

t

_.

Hot Mince Pie
Coeoanut Meringue He
Old English Sharp Cheese, Toasted Crackers
lee Cream
rottet
French Vanilla
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Apricot Parfait

A-.sorted Cookies
.
Tea
Hotel Kwh land Shore Dinner, $1.50
Wc Serve Special Dinners Every Sunday for >LW
No charge for second portion of any dish on menu
Order more if you like

MiIk

Mrs. George W. Smith of Sum
mer street, entertains her Con
tract Club of two tables, at cards
this afternoon.

Ruth Nichols, who is spending the
mid-year week-end at her home will
return to Boston Sunday.
Lady Kncx Chapter, Daughters of
the American Revolution will meet
Monday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. J. N. Southard. 10 Ocean street.
Assisting Mr Southard will be Mrs
H. L. Levensaler, Mrs. H. A. Buffum.
Mrs. Hattie Davies and Miss Caro
line Stanley. The proram will con
sist cf an Information Please quiz,
on the Constitution, under the lead
ership of Mrs. Mary Perry Rich.
Gifts for Ellis Island are to be taken
to this meeting. Articles desired
are yarn. Pearl crochet cotton, Ncs
3 and 5, crcchet hcoks, knitting and
sewing needles, thread, shirting
material in three yard lengths and
denim for jackets and trousers.
Delegates will be elected to the
Continental Congress in Washing
ton, D. C. Any member planning to
attend the State Conference to be
held in Portland, will kindly con
tact the Regent before Monday.

Mrs. Frances McLoon ls to be as
sisted by the Mesdames Kathleen
Newman, Nathalie Snow. Eva
Greene, Litza Vardavoulis and Miss
Dorothy Lawry as hostesses for the
musical tea to be held at the heme
of Mrs. McLoon Feb. 13 for the
benefit of the Red Cross War Fund.

MRS.. ANNIE ULMER
News was received here Tuesday
of the death of Mrs. Annie C. Ulmer
in Brighton, Mass. Mrs. Ulmer was
the second daughter of Leonard C.
and Jane (Wallace) Cooper of
Thomaston and widow cf Major
Ralph R. Ulmer. They were mar
ried in Lynn June 16, 1888 and made
their home cn Upper Park street.
After the death of Major Ulmer she
went to Medford, Mass., and witli
her two sisters. Alice and Emma
Cooper, they built a residence where
they lived for several years. After
selling the house they came to
Rockland and occupied an apart
ment in the Hyde house on Lime
rock street. After the death of the
sisters Mrs. Ulmer lived fcr a while
in Thomaston and then returned to
Massachusetts. She was a member
of tiie Rockland Methodist Church.
The remains will arrive here on the
aftemcon train today and taken to
the Achcrn Cemetery and will be
buried on the Cooper lot.
CHARLES C. LAWRENCE
Funeral services for Charles Clif
ford Lawrence who died Jan. 19
after a short illness, were held from
Russell funeral home, with Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald officiating. Mr.
Lawrence was born in Rockland, son
of Samuel and Caroline Day Law
rence. He went to sea in his early
life, having later been employed as
a carpenter by W. H. Glover Com
pany in Rockland and as a foreman
at the Bath Iron Works.
He leaves one daughter, Mrs.
George H. Shute; a brother, S. Ed
gar Lawrence of Newton, Mass.; a
sister, Mrs. William Lord of Dennis,
Mass.; two grandsons. Lawrence C
Shute of Fairhaven, Mass., and
Frank E. Shute of Rockland; six
granddaughters, Mrs. Harold Snow
man. Misses Dorothy, Margaret,
Leatrice, Eleanor and Phyllis Shute
of Rockland; and one great-grand
daughter, Carol J. Shute of Fair
haven. His wife, Jessie E. Stewart,
died in 1928.
A QUESTIONING QUEST
| For The Courier-Gazette 1
What are you babbling
Winds fn your wall?
Bitter, fierce blasts
That long prevail.
You haunt all our dreams
By your sad tale.
Out of night's watches
Blowing wterd gale.
Thundering tree-tops
In wild travail.
List to my pleadings
Temper your voice.
Grant earth melody.
Make hearts rejoice.
Be our blessed chantress
Sweeten world's gloom
Then cherubic hosts
Will sing and play
Blessed melodic songs
Through life s long way.
K. S. F.
Rockland.

The Memory Man

This Time Iree Tells About N. Y. A. Girls Give a General
Shower For Margaret
First Band Organized At
Allen
“The Keag”
(By Iree Member)
A good friend has, at my urgent
request, furnished me with data i
about the first band organized si
“The Keag.’’ This band was born
about the time I was so I have no
first hand knowledge to offer. Iree
was born Jan. 29. 1870, and the band j
came into existence abcut 1872, when
Dix Island was flour shing.
In those tmies the quarrying of
granite was a major industry and
men were constantly moving from
one locality to another ar.d had no
difficulty getting Jobs wherever they
chanced to hang their hats.
Fcr this reason a band composed
largely of “traveling quarrymen" was
hard put to it to keep the member
ship chairs fully occupied, and the
band in question was exception to
the general rule. Sometimes the
chairs were well filled and at other
times only a few players could be
mustered for rehearsals and jobs
Many of the members (so called'
were net members at all. They were
“sit ins"—men who were able to play
some instrument but never stayed
long enough in one place to “jine
up” and become a “regular.” Many
players names cannct be recalled
but here is a list of the names
which can be remembered.
Cornets: Archibald Swcctland.
George Sleeper, John Gilbertson,
John Taylor. Alto, Spencer Drake.
Baritone. Henry Sweetland. Basses.
George Harriman and Jesse Sleeper
2d. Bass drum. Henry Alien. Flute.
Thomas Fales. Tenor horns, Enos
McLoon and Emery Stetson. Col. G
Fred Meservey was teacher and
leader. He lived at “The Meadows”
in Rockland and walked from there
to the Keag every Saturday after
noon and usually came “cross lots”
by way of Dean’s Hill and the first
place he stepped at was the home of
Jesse Sleeper where he borrowed
Jesse’s hand bock, and then pro
ceeded to Knox hall where he ar
ranged and selected the music fcr
that nght’s rehearsal. After the re
hearsal Arch Sweetland (of the firm
of Sweetland Bros, who operated a
livery stable where Joe Baum's ga
rage is now located) took Col. Fred
back to Tire Meadows by hoss and
buggy method.
Large numbers of the townspeople
attended the band rehearsals and
the Cclonel being at that time young
handsome and of splendid physique,
a large percentage of the listeners
were young . "ties! (Well, I de
clare!) The band was pressed into
service on all occasions w'here pa
triotic music was needed and was
famous for this class of music.
A story is told about a certain
Mr. Daggett who lived in the lower
part of the towm w’ho claimed to be
a hypnot st of great ability. He fre
quently gave exhibitions of his skill
in Knox hall and upon one such
occasion had a street parade to ad
vertise the affair. The band led the
parade, lustily playing its most stir
ring mils c. Closely following came
a yoke of oxen hauling a cart upon
which was seated Mr. Daggett in full
dress regalia, the cart beiug covered
with placards. The parade proceed
ed to Knox hall where it disbanded
and the admiring (and otherwise
went inside where Mr. Daggett per
formed upon the stage. On th s par
ticular night, while the band was
playing soft background music, and
at a very critical part of his per
formance, Mr. Daggett stepped too
near the bass drummer who, either
by accident or with malice afore
thought, used great force as he lifted
his stick for the next drum thump
and hit Mr. Daggett a goshwhalloping crack right in the “wind and
water” section of his tummy, and
“Daggett the Great" slumped to the
cold hard floor—knocked out a la
Joe Louis style. They say it was
very funny—for everone except the
victim. I presume.
The outstanding performances of
this band seem to have been at the
Fourth cf July picnics held in
“Sweet’s Grove.”
These picnics were instituted in

Still you can buy seme excellent
bargains at the What-Not Shop’s
•'Good-Bye” sale. The sale closes
Saturday at 10 p. m.—adv.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

^CRMDEN*
Three Shows Daily, 2-7-9
Saturday Evg. 6.15. San. Mat. 3

LAST TIME TODAY
Jeanette MacDonald,
Brian Aherne
SMILIN’ THROUGH
’’
.■ *.
In Technicolor
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

SAT. CASH NITE. $77.50
(You may be Lucky)
Double Feature
HOPALONG CASSIDY
“Secret of Wastelands’’
PIUS
Nancy Kelly, Robert Preston
“Parachute Battalion”
Chapter «, JUNGLE GIRL”

Coining: “IL M. Pulhara, Esq "

For Bride-To-Be

The N.Y.A. girls of the local proj
ect gave a general shower Friday
night at their sewing room. Com
munity Building, in honor of Miss
Margaret H. Alien, bride-tc-be.
whose marriage to Clecphas Gcdin
is an event of the near tuture. Miss
Allen end Mr. Godin were school
mates at the Maine School for the
Deaf. Portland.
Tills party which proved to be a
genuine surprise to the guest of
h:nor took a Valentine theme
throughout. The project rocm was
gayly decorated with red hearts. A
Valentine box of exquisite gifts was
presented to Miss Allen. Many of
these were examples cf the fine
handiwork of the N.Y.A. girls themsejves. and were but cne mere proof
of how Margaret endeared herself
to us all.
An informal program, followed
by Valentine games, w'as given. The
prize for “Hunting Hearts” was won
by Miss Mildred G. Perrin; and con
solation prize by a guest. Miss Alice
Bohn. Who got the shortest end of
the string and who is to be the next
bride, the supervisor just is not
telling.
Refreshments
of
sandwiches,
cakes, puifth, and bonbons were
served by Mrs. Gracie Frazier, and
the Misses Mildred Grover and
Eunice Brcoks.
the days when veterans of the Revo
lution and the War of 1812 were still
active. They were attended by the
whole pcpulat on of the town and
were looked forward to with as much
anticipation as we of today antici
pate listening to a Presidnetial in
auguration. Uncle Asa Coombs al
ways gave a spirited oration and it
was at many of the earlier picnics
that Jid Sleeper's great, great,
grandfather. David Kallcck. gave his
famous toast. He was a veteran of
both the Revolutionary and the
War of 1812. and gave the following
toast in thunderous tones and with
great feeling. “Here's to the States,
and the memory of Yates, who
fought with courage so fine. In the
year '77. by the blessing of Heaven,
wc thrashed that old rascal, Burgoync!" Mr. Kallock was also noted
for saying, “I’ve fought in two wars
and had feur wives and the last one
* •
wa.s the worst war I was ever in.”
Many cf the men who worked on
Dix Island in those days lived with
their families in The Keag, where
every house in town was occupied
by two to four families. Every
morning a dozen or more whaleboats
carrying a dozen or more men each,
were rewed cut to the island, and
brought the men back home at
night. Frequently “big eats,” as
they were called, or dances, were
held and at such times many more
boatloads of men were brought from
the island. A drive called "The
Lobster Catchers” furnished music
for the dances. This drive consisted
of two fellows named \Gahan and
Harringtcn, both of Rockland.
(That man Oahan pr G“c"han must
have been “Si’’ Gahan who played
fiddle. If so. Iree knew him when Si
was quite old and Iree was very
young—he wore a brown moustache
and I remember him well).
Harrington played a bass viol with
Gahan and on special occasions
John Singhi played cornet with the
drive.

This And That

By K. S. F.

The Russian women are serving
not only as fanners, nurses, doctors
and flyers, but also as sailors. It
takes these Russian women to get
out in the cold and stand it.
• • • •
Noticing an item in a contem
porary newspaper that in Hancock
C;unty the first timber wolf had
been seen there in 50 years, car
ried my memory back more than
that number of years to my Kan
sas home where I lived on the edge
of town and there were timbered
hills seme distance away. Many
nights we could lsten to the wild
and frightening howling of these
timber menacing wolves.
They
would steal chickens, flucks, geese
and tuikeys and even small pigs.
Every year the farmers had what
they called a wolf hunt or round
up. They would organize, make a
c’ay cf it and always the wemen
folk would serve them supper at
night when the day’s adventures
would be hashed and^ the number
of prey reported.
• • • •
Women must be depended on to
day as never before to use gcod
judgment in their purchases in
every line of needis. They must
think out best methods for
foed values and clothing values
that last, or else.
• • • •

Friend: “Bill, why in the wcrld
didn't you show your wife who’s
boss in your house?”
Bill: “She knows already”.
• • • •
The Pilgrims called the lovely
juicy cranberries that were so
abundant, devils fcod. because they
were so tart and puckered' the
mouth when eaten raw, and sugar
was so scarce. They soon learned
to cook them with wild honey and
found jcy and health in this
sauce.
(
• • • •
Did you ever pause to consider
this fact—that wherever one finds
good rich earth, one finds men?
New the question that makes cne
pause is, what kind of men?
Every bit of earth produces weeds,
grasses and flowers. The wonder
is. why not men of floral natures
to fill these spaces more than
rank weeds that infest tco much
of earth's acres?
• ♦ * •
A little care on the part of jani
tors or caretakers of public build
ings as to electric lighting might
help to conserve this needed ne
cessity. I note the outside light
ing of the Court House left on
Sunday. Jan. 4 until 9 a. m.. at
least three hours longer than need
ed. Everyone is more cr less care
less as lo electricity and this war
should bring all up with a round
turn and teach, lesions in thrift.
• • • a
I
Who hasn't heard of the new
Rambler Rose and for whom it is
named?
• • • •
Everyone is feeling the desire
to be placed for the most, con- ,
(Continued soon)
structivc help.
• • • •
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT AD8
A channing story is told of the
WORK WONDERS
courtship of Sir Wilfred Grenfell.
He first met his wife on a voyage
acrcss the Atlantic and being a
FRIDAY AND
man of impulse and decision, asked
her
to marry him.
SATURDAY
“But were hardly acquainted”,
she demurred, “Why, you don't
even know my name”.
Marvyn Myles is
“But that doesn't matter", he
the kind of a girl
said, “What interests me is what
men can’t forget!
your name is going to be”.
• • • •
When the Duchess of Windsor
was at Arnold Constable’s on her
recent visit she chatted with a
group of store officials which in- j
eluded a store detective. “What do
ycu do?” the Duchess asked him,
according to the story. “I am a
member of the Protective Organizat on,” he replied. "What does that
mean?” she asked "Well, I am a
||. U.
house detective," was the reply.
“Oh. the constable at Arnold Con
stable's.'' smiled the Duchess.--H. 1.
Phillips, New York Sun.
MSW
ROaKRT
• • • •
There are 2,500 lakes and ponds
YOUNG
and more than 5.CC9 rivers, streams
^HUSSEY
and brocks in Maine . . . 200 lakes
are visible from the summit of
CHAS. COBURN
xgx
Mount Katahdin, the second high
I VAN
SAY
SOMTA (''jgg
est peak in New England . . . Maine
has 57 other mounta ns . . . Atlan
tic coast line, from Eastport to Key
Plus LATEST NEWS
West,
Fla. is 5.565 miles and almost
Evg. Shows at 6.15 and 8.30
one-half (2,486 miles to be exact)
TODAY
is ln Maine ... If Maine's coast
GEORGE BRENT in
line (Mere straightened it would
“International Lady”
reach from Eastport to Yucatan,
Mexico . . . There are 122 islands in
Casco Bay . . . There are 229 species
of birds and 372 species of flowers
RomiRNn
Maine's forests rank among the

CONGREGATIONAL MEETINGS
The combined meetings cf the
Congregational Church and Parish
were held last night in the vestry
following the Circle supper. J. E.
Stevens was moderator.
Reports were given by the sec
retary. Jarvis C. Perrv; pastor;
the Sunday School superinten
dent, Miss Relief Nichols; presi
dent, Woman's Association. Mrs.
Horatio C. Cowan.
For the parish, these reporting
were: Past president Board of
Trustees, Jchn Pomeroy; secretary,
Jesse E. Bradstreet; treasurer,
Joseph Emery, Sr
The new efficers elected are:
Clerk and1 treasurer of church
Joseph E. Blaisdell, to replace J.
C. Perry who had served faithfully
in this capacity fcr 27 years and

LYNj MfKE’CK

= « REPUBLIC PICTURE

CARTOON JNEWS

SERIAL

Every Friday Evening
COUNTRY STORE
NOW PLAYING
Two Big Features

“Steel Against the Sky”
also

“Right To the Heart”

R^PEFENSE

wished to be relieved of the re

sponsibility; president board cf
trustees. Alan L. Bird; membership
board of trustees, Fred E. Trecartin.
The meeting was most interest
ing, with particular attention given
to religious education cf the

BUY
1 Mil D
STATfA
SAVINGS
BONDS
AS0S1AXP5

A FINAL MARKDOWN
—ON—

CLOTH AND FUR TRIMMED COATS
—AT—

GREEN’S
< Limited Supply

• Priced for Final
Closeout

• High Green Quality
Coats

NOW IS THE TIME
To order your Fur Coat

to your measure for fu

ture delivery.

Hudson Seal, Caracul
Persian Lamb

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURRIERS

16 School St.,

PULHAMESQ

DON«
%

church. A new beard was estab
lished fcr this purpose with Mrs.
Donald H Fuller as chairman. At
tention was also given tne nectv
sity of co-operating in war reucr
work. A committee was chosen
to map out the program cf the
work which the church may do.
This was in response to a letter
from the secretary of the National
Council of Ccngregational Church
es offering to aid in financing of
such war w’erk carried on by the
Congregational Churches along
the Atlantic seabcard where there
may be danger of destructive at
tacks by the enemy.
All other committees for carry
ing on the work of the church
were re-cleeted to office.
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The World Crisis

Agents

Let Us Pray and Continue To
Pray, Says Rev. Henry
F. Huse

AND THE
<NOX-LINCOLN
HHi
HH

nn

(Oafc (me

AWAITS YOU

meeting Jan. 21 with 12 girls pres
ent. Officers elected were: Wini
fred McFarland, president; Doris
Vinal. vice president; Jean Cush
ing. secretary; Gertrude Hanley,
treasurer; Phyllis Gasper, color
bearer. Meetings will be held every’
other Tuesday after school.
Thirty boys and girls attended
the skating party held Jan. 15
at Vinal’s Pond in Cushing, ar
ranged by the girls' and boys’ 4-H
clubs in Oushing. Henry Van
Deman is leader of the Pleasant
Cushlngite boys and Mrs. Helen
Prior leader of the Hop-to-it girls
club.
Mrs. Luella Crockett, leader,
taught the cooking girls how to
measure accurately and Mrs. Mil
dred Gammon, assistant leader,
worked with the sewing girls on
learning the parts of the sewing
machine at the meeting of the
Happy-go-luckies of Warren last
Thursday afternoon. Plans for a
Valentine party’ were made with
Mary Norwood. Lillian Durrell and
Sylvia Hill in charge of the pro
gram.
*
Six new boys at Birch Point,
Wiscasset signed up for food pro
duction projects for the coming
year. They are Manley’ Jones and
Stanley Jones, bean.1-; Hollis Er
skine. dairy; 1 Ronald Hodgdon,
poultry; Robert Grover, garden;
Bernard Grover, potatoes. Percival
Hodgdon, will lead the club which
the boys named Chewonki 4-H
after a local Indian name at their
organization
meeting.
Monday
evening, Jan. 26. Anna Simpson,
county club agent was present.
Constance Nichols was chosen
to see how many persons in the
community would be interested in
a Red Cross course at Alford Lake
at a meeting of the Alford Lake
4-H Jan. 24. A First Aid instruc
tor will be available for Che com
munity the last of 'March.
Vaughan Philbrook was the win
ner of a quiz on the 'Care of the
Garden in the Summer” at a
meeting of the George’s Valley 4-H
Jan. 23 at Earle Moore's home.

A.
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FOR DEFENSE

Employes Will Buy Defense Stamps
Through Voluntary Deductions

The Great Atlantic and Pacific
Tba Company has completed ar
rangements for facilitating the vol
untary purchase ol defense bonds
by employes through pay check de
ductions. John A. Hartford, presi
dent of the company, announced to
day. The company has approxi
mately 65,009 full time employes in
the United States.
Under the plan employes may au
thorize deductions from their pay
checks and the bonds will be Issued
through Federal Reserve banks and
post offices. , The company will de
duct the money each week and pur
chase the bonds. The bonds will
then be mailed to the employe-pur
chasers.
The plan encourages the purchase
of bonds by simplifying the proced
ure whereby employes may make a
systematic contribution to the na
tion’s war effort and at the same
time establish a reserve fund for
the future.

LONG COVE
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Mackie and
family were given a surprise party
Monday by a group of friends at
their home. Mr. and Mrs. Mackie
have three sons in the Army service
—Pvt. Waino Mackie at Indiantown
Gap, Fenn., Pvt. Wiljo Mackie at
Fort Jackson, S. C,. and Pvt. Charles
Mackie at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
Those who gathered for the festivi
ties were Mrs. Laura Kettunen Mr.
and Mrs. Olva Kallinen, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Salmi, Mr. and Mrs.
John Kulju, Mrs. Saima Autio, Mrs
Wllho Elgland, Mrs. John Liukkonen. Mrs. Martha Bjorkquist, Miss
Edith Liukkonen, Mrs. Hilma Man
nihen, Mr. and Mrs. Richard An
derson, Miss Evelyn Johnson, Matt
Elgland and Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Weikkola. Remarks were made by
John Kulju. Refreshments were
served.
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MIAMI. FLORIDA

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE

HOLLYWOOD RADIO ROUNDER
<By Chuck Cochard*

BOSTON

and transient guests away bom the
Hara is a hotel for
bustle oi the commercial hotel. In a quiet, restful atmosphere you'll
enjoy. Only 6 minutee le downtown Boeton by rapid transit Family
suites available. Garage facilities connected. No liquor sold.
Boom and bath frem $3 — double from SS — suites bom SS

466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
Kenmore Square
Henry A. Burnham. Mgr.

Answer to this puzzle on page four
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Among ancient people, nene were
right between the eyes.
ever more feared ar.d hated than The war is beginnmg
show its
the Assyrians. They cared nothing effect and along with a lot of other
for agriculture and the arts of a reasons programs are being canpeaceful civilization They were the celled. . .
The Ford Sunday Evening Hour
Hitler hordes of that day. They
made war their business. They in- ends in March reason: why advaded other lands and enriched' vertise automobiles when there
themselves by stealing everything of i aren t any to sell. . .Helen Hayes
value. They were fierce. They leaves the air after her Feb. 1
were cruel. They were without pity broadcast—sponsor is a tea com
and without a soul. They boasted pany and the prospects of getting
the fertile fields laid waste, the tea frem far east these days is
cities they had burned, and the not very good.
helpless men, women and children Even Wayne King will leave the
they had put to the sword. They ail' after February’—his sponsor a
built their empire out of the skulls perfume sponsor becomes another
and bones of their < nquered and priorities victim. . .Ingredients in
slaughtered pecples. .’or two hun the sweet-scents aren't available

while helping to defend Wake
Island from those Yellow Sneaking

15"

Japs.
•
Capt. Flagg and Sergeant Quirt
airlaner (featuring Victor McLaglen and Edmund Lowe)—it is going
to be recorded for the War De
partment's Morale Branch, and will
be rebroadcast to Alaska for tlie
benefit of the servicemen at army.
1 navy’ and marine posts there.
!
Speaking of Benny so many
’
have ™tten in
how
much he gets a week. . Jack gets
a mere $19,000. a week from his
sponsor. . .Out of that he pays
Rochester $1,000; Dennis Day. $7§9;
Don Wilson. $750; Assorted actors
and guests. $500; Phil Harris and
his band. $3,000; Mary Livingstone.
$5,009 . . . This leaves Benny
around $6,500.
During the year the government
gave out gg new licenses for radio
stations. . This brought the num
ber of transmitters in the country’
to 915 by Nov. 1. . Of this figure.
887 were operating and 38 were
being constructed. . Tlie FCC also
estimated that over 50.009.000 radio
sets were being used by Americans.
Some of tlie best known person
alities on the air today are mar
ried teams. . .Such as Gecrge and
Gracie Allen Burns, Jim and Ma
rian 'Fibber and Molly) Jordan.
Jack and Mary Livingston Benny
Fred and Portland Allen. . And
there are many others.
Little Johnny, the cigaret call
boy. has turned over his motor
cruiser to the U. S. Coast Guard
and has volunteered for service
himself. . .The new 20 to 44 draft
will put a lot of radio bachelors
in uniforms.

dred years the Ast. .fans by war, r.or are the metal caps for the
invasion, conquest and brute fo?ce bottles they come in.
dominated all Western Asia.
And these are just a few of your
In the 8th century before Christ favorite programs which will be
the Assyrians under Scnnecharib leaving the air because of the war.
laid siege to Jerusalem. They called Long contracts are being thrown
upon the Jews to surrender. When arcund even during these times. . .
they refused they blasphemed the The Aldrich Family—one of our
Gcd of the Jews, mocked their re favorites—has been renewed foi
ligion and ridiculed their faith. six years, not one. . Tlie program,
For this cause we are told Hezekiali which made its debut in 1938. will
the king (tlie State) and Isaiah the run until 1947.
sen of Amoz (the Church) prayed
Its star. Ezra Stone, is currently
and cried to Heaven.
in
the United States Army, staAgain Sennecharib and his co
tioned
in tlie Morale Division at
horts railed at the Jews. Of the
Governors
Island, N. Y . but is pernations we have conquered none of
initted
to
appear on the program
their gods have been able tc, deliver
each
week
. .What better way could
them out of our hands. What then
do you think your God can do for he serve his way than by helping
the morale of this great nation at
you?
State and Church prayed and 100 percent perfect.
Mary Lou Cook, feminine mem
then something happened.. Gcd
ber
of the Merry’ Macs, has been
answered their prayers. In the
notified
that her brother Corp.
night pestilence and disease invaded
Harold
Cook,
was killed in action
the Assyrian hosts. Of the army!
cf 180.000 what ones did not die!
folded up their tents and departed.
GROSS NECK
God had answered the prayers of
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Simmons and
those who believed Him.
family of North Waldoboro were
The President has summoned the'
Rocklar.d League of
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Women Voters
nation to prayer. The leaders of
Simmons.
the great communications have sum
Harry W. Creamer called recently
moned us tc prayer. The American When the United States, defeats on his sister Mrs. Henry Sidelinger
Minute of Prayer at 6 o’clock each Germany, Italy, and Japan, it will of Damariscotta; and was recent
day has been inaugurated. Let us have done more than win the war. overnight guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
pray and continue to pray. Let us It will have won another opportun liam Thorne of Warren.
believe God and recognize how God ity to make geed the premises given
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley has been
has answered and will continue to the generation cf the first World
visiting
her son who is a patient at
War.
answer believing prayer.
the Veterans Facility Hospital in
The young men of 24 years ago be
Something has happened to the
Tcgus.
lieved
they were fighting the war to
Hitler hordes in Soviet Russia. Win
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl vi Broad
ter and typhus have decimated the end war. Tney won the war; their _
. . „ ,
.....
..
Cove visited Sunday at Charles
German armies. On a granite shaft parents lost the peace. The nation _ , ,
.;
....
Geeles.
near Wilna one could read going was unprepared with military
. ... . .
,
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Wincheninto Russia on the highway near equipnient at the beginning of the , .
.
. bach of Waldoboro were visitors
the border line. “In 1812 Napoleon war in 1917; so was it unprepared _
....
,
...
. t
Sunday at the home of Mr. and
passed this -way with 410.000 for the peace at the end of the war
„
. .__
Mrs. William Gross.
soldiers.” On the shaft going out in 1918.
i
_
_ .
..
. ,
,.,f
.
Mrs- Eldora Gross was in ReckThis time it must be different. , ,
of Russia one could read “In 1812
land the past week and has als; beer.
Napoleon passed this way with 9009 And it will be different. Today we
guest at Maynard Winchenbach’s
soldiers.” There can be little doubt are better prepared for this war in Waldoboro.
that Hitler blasted this shaft to pow than we were for the last; we are
Mrs. Harold McFarland of New
der as he entered Russia. Let us be also better prepared for the peace.
Haibor and her brother, Milton
lieve the Soviets may soon be able We have a body politic aware cf
Eugley of West Waldoboro have been
to erect another with the name of the modern world in which it func
recent callers at Ernest Eugley’s.
Adolf Hitler on it and the record of tions and determined that the lives
Recent guests at Melvin Genth
his disaster and defeat.
of its individual members ..hall be
ner’s were Millard Creamer. Arthur
Men ought always to pray and not worth living.
Creamer. Donald Genthner cf Dutch
to faint. Certain it Is except we War aims and peace aims are but
Neck, Fred Kaler and Mr. and Mrs
pray we shall lose morale, faint, fail two sides of the same coin. We fight
Harlow Gent-hner of West Waldo
and fall by the wayside.
a war in order tc have peace. Our boro.
Let us pray daily for the leader war aims are then really our peace
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H. Gross and
ship of the nations allied against aims. Planning for peace is part of children stayed at William Gross'
Axis paganism, brutalities, and our war work This does not detract
Sunday night enroute tc their new
tribalism. Let us pray daily for the frem the war effort. On the con- home in Dover-Foxcroft.
men in the service, and for the folks trary, it increases the will to fight
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Light and
at home In all their anxieties. Let in order to have a chance at the
us pray that we fail not nor be dis peace.
couraged In our battle for a world of j If we are tc have a world in which
justice, goodwill, brotherhood and j the four freedoms are available to,
lasting prosperity and peace.
j all, we must have a System which j
Henry Felton Huse
insures respect and development
Springvale. Jan. 26.
1 for those people who have been
called “backward.” Shall wre have
OLD ROOFED BRIDGES
racial equality? If the Japanese
Romance as well as charm lin had been granted their request for
gers about the old bridges that a status cf equality at Versailles
have over head protection. Most would it have made a difference in
of these are found in New Eng their subsequent behavior? Shall
land where long Winters and we consider an international pool
months of heavy snow ice and cf national resources so that poli
wind storms were hard on these tical differences will r.ot be based
structures and it was found even on an act of God which made some
during the period of ox teams, countries much richer than others?
These are some of the questions
need of help for sustaining our
bridges with more, than bottom to be mulled over. In time of war.
structure. The frame work need prepare for peace.—Louise L. Wright
ed protection and the roof was in Members Magazine.
Enjoy the blue tines—golden
tunthine end tropical breeiet of
born. The sides were also closed
Miami. Here it ell the beauty end
Since butadiene, a combustible
in when lumber was plenty and
splendor of endless perfect days
gas.
is
used
in
one
process
for
manu

roofing was needed. This was as
and nights where clear coolness is
enchanted by the moonlight end
early as when General Knox was facturing synthetic rubber, the Bu
the stars. Here it everything your
doing his great prospecting and reau of Mines has publihed results
heart hat dreamed—for a perfect
blazing trails for many lines of cf tests to how industry the need
vacation.
activity, advancing with such vigor for care in its use.
- El Comodoro Hotel offers ell
the facilities, ell the restful charm
the home improvement and life of
end perfect comfort to suit the
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
Maine especially in this section.
most exacting teste. Located in
Someone once called the cover’s
the heart of downtown Miamijust a whisper” from ed activities.
of our New Engand bridges, wood
There ere 250 artistically furnished
sheds on top of the bridges. One
rooms with tub end shower from
experiences a thrill when ever he
$2.50 single end from $400
double. Steem heat. The modern
comes to one of these old timers.
eir cooled Coffee Shop is famous
If in a car he will look to see that
for tine food—et moderate prices.
The cocktail Lounge is deservedly
no 6th er traffic is near before he
popular.
enters for many of this variety of
This Old Treatment Often
Plan your Vacation now!
bridge was built too narrow for
Brings Happy Relief ,
For
information or reser
Many
sufferers
relieve
nxeging
backache
passing and that is one reason we
quickly, once they discover that the real cause
vations, address Joseph
have lost so many of them otdav. of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
H. Adams, Mgr., or your
kidneys are NatureVehief way of tak
Even books have been written on ingThe
the excess acids and waste out of the blood.
travel agent.
1 hey help most people pass about3 pints a day.
the covered bridge.—K. S. F.
When disorder of kidney function permits

Follow The Trend

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES

poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
may cause nagging backache, rheumatie
pains, leg pains, loae of pep and energy, getup nights, swelling, puffineea under the

The pay of the engine-man. is
directly dependent upon the welfht
of the locomotive—the heavier tha scanty passages with smarting and burning
sometimes shows there is something wrong
cab the higher the salary. The with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait I Ask your druggist for Doan's
theory is that it is much more diffi Fills,
used successfully by millions for over 40
They give happy relief and will help the
cult to operate a heavy car than a yean.
15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poieonoyg
light one.
: waite frwn your blood. Oct ttecai fiUa,
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Teacher Pay 1

IS

Information has b
by The Courier-Gazt
most reliable source
nual appropriation f<
land schools., which is
be presented to the
at their regular men
on Monday night, wi:
increase of approxin
most of which will b<
creased salaries for
staff of the school s;
The appropriation
jear was $70,210 and
propriation is $79.3€9
has been reached b
board1 and now gee.
city council which
cr reduce If they se<
elude It in the annus
which is usually pre
March meeting of th
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40- Skilful
41- Moves to and fro
42- ln a greater degree

VERTICAL (Cont )
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
13-Residence (abbr
48-Continued
21- Dry
unchanged
22- Areas set aside (or
50- Burden
public use
51- Negative
23- An insect (pi.)
E2-Greek god of war
25- Eternities
53- A coarse file
26- Contests of speed
54- Uneven
27- A vegetable
56- Dispatched
28- Boil slowly
57- Go by
30- Make light of
58- G reedy
31- Coin
59- Upnght sculptured

34- Adored

slab (Archeo!.)

35- To press

61- Diminutive suffix
62- Rescue
63- Relieves
64- The Occident
65- Snow vehicle

36- To

cripple

37- Ajar
38- Walking sticks
39- Nice
41- lmpaired by usage

42- Snare

VERTICAL

44- To clash
45- A pet lamb
46- An herb
47- Covered with turf

1- Person In an
institution
2- Church official
3- Scottish language

49- Natives of Denmark

50- Endures
53- Proportion
5- Oried grape
6- Run away and marry 54- Egg-shaped
55- A compass point
7- Cures hides
(abbr.)
8- Half ems
56- Greek letter
9- Near by
57- Church seat
10- Objects

4- Drunkard

43- Myself
11- Drawn tightly
44- Product of bees
45- Withered old women 12- Noah's ship

children of Camden, Mr. and Mrs.
Irvine Condon, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Libby and Mrs. Eva Ccllett of
Thcmaston were guests Sunday at
Melvin Genthner’s.
Mr. and' Mrs. Eben Wallace and
son Leland of the village visited
Sunday at the William Gross home
Read The Courier-Gazette

58- Stupid person
60-Plural suffix

I y pewr i
All Makes—New and Used
New Portables,

Rockland Typewriter Co.
71 Park St.

Rockland

Tel.

297-W

DAN
Every Satur
BUD OLA
0R0HES
Admission 41
Tax Irwlu

AT LOWEST PRICES
HEAVY WARM BLANKET
LINED

WORK FROCKS
BUTTON
ZIPPER
OR SNAP

2.49

WORK PANTS
KHAKI FLEECE
EECE
LINED
RUGGED

1.97

$1.25 PLAID

WARM RUGGED

WORK PANTS
66% WOOL
DARK
3-44
OXFORD

FLANNEL SHIRTS

Now 84c

PLAID SHIRTS
x These are worth $7.00
Our price has been $5.97—Now—

EXTRA!

EXTRA!

FLANNEL SHIRTS

HEAVY

FLANNEL SHIRTS

w

1.19
SWEATERS
OQ

now—

HEAVY DOUBLE BREASTED

NAVY MACKINAWS

EXTRA HEAVY ALL WOOL

WORK PANTS
RUGGED
$6.00 VALUE

fc>aOO

100% WOOL (Reprocessed)

SPORT JACKETS
TWO TONE
je OO
ZIP. FRONT
AaOO
Reg. Vat $6.50
1

js

_

^.44

OVERALLS
1.29 1.49
1.69
MEN’S ALL WOOL

SCARFS
59c GRADE
now—

FEB. 12,

FEB. 19,

dircctci

Miss Viole

THE

BOYS’ HEAVY SHAKER
KNIT NAVY PULLOVER

USUALLY SOLD FOR $7.95
OUR PRICE HAS BEEN $6.44
BUY NOW—REDUCED TO

FEB. 5,

All Session
All Food Gh

$1.75 VALUE

OR GREY
SI JO VALUE

ELEC

Home Servic|

UNION SUITS

BROKEN SIZES
blue

5-2?

HEAVY WARM H.FE( F
LINED

15 and 15^ ONLY
$2.00 GRADE
W
KHAKI
]_■ JL <
OR NAVY
™ ------- -

THI

TEMPLE
Masonic
Rocklanc

EXTRA SPECIAL—95'< WOOL
HEAVY MACKINAW WEIGHT

?

39X

ROCKLAND, MEi

WORK CLOTHES HEADQUARTERS
ROUND

Rockland Encampn
was hest to the er.
District 1 •« Wednesdt
Mt. Horeb Encampni
and Megunticook E1
Camden attending.
Supper was served
bekah Lodge under
ship of Mrs. Rosielan
sisted by Mrs. Flora
Helen Paladino. The
was in charge of Mrs
assisted by Miss Virgi
Jessie Snowman an
Benner.
Mount Horeb Enea
ferred the Royal Pu;
two candidates. Harry
Clark Staples, both o:

GLEN Cl
GRANGE

WARM, RUGGED
WORK CLOTHES

MAIN STREET,
YEAR

Conferred On
dates At Distric
low Session

Grand officers of tl

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

TH!

Royal Purpl<

campment of Maine
George Nichols, Linci
.patriarch; Frank L

EL COMODORO HOTEL

OPEN

-

HORIZONTAL
1-Roman date
5-Network
9—Oil from rote petals
14- An emperor of Rome
15- Short-eared mastiff
(Her.)
16- ln that place
17- Part of a ship
18- Atoms bearing an
electric charge
19- Writing fluids
20- High card
21- A serpent (pi.)
22- Kitchen utensil (pi.)
24- Preposition
25- Large lake
26- Forest wardens
29-Command
31- Markets
32- Pronoun
33- Terminate
34- Fastens
35- Freeze
36- Oefeat
38- Pine tree fruit
39- Matured
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Radio 1s getting .some staggering

FARM BUREAU

the Farm Bureau at their Jan. 40
Agriculture
Vaughn Hurd from Knox was meeting. Dinner was served by
the speaker at the annual meeting Mrs. Josie Conary and Mrs. Daisy
of the DHIA held this last week ! Davis assisted by Mrs. Jessie Har
at North Nobleboro. Tit discussed ris and Mrs. Marion Morris. The
the management of his 23-ccw Farm Bureau chose to do Red Cross
herd
Ralph Corbett, assistant work as their project this year—
dairy specialist, showed colored Margaret Cant Is In charge in Ten
slides on judging dairy cows. The ants Harbor, Minnie Allen ln Fort
fcllowing officers were elected: Clyde and Pearle Wall in the Wal
President, H. H. Nash. Camden; ston district.,
vice president. Arthur Hall. Jef*
“Better Laving from the Farm”
ferson; secretary-treasurer. Her is the name of the meeting being
bert Spear. North Nobleboro; di held by the county agent and
rector.- for three years, Ben Nichols, home demonstration agent in most
Hope; two years, H. A. Hawes, of the rural communities this
Union; and cne year, David Chap month. The county agent is en
man. Damariscotta.
couraging every farm to have a
The report of progress of the garden and to raise poultry and
dairy herd improvement associa some meat for their own use. He
tion, as given by County Agent, R. gave information on control of
C Wentworth, shews a steady in garden insects, and showed colored
crease in production of the herds slides of project work done ln the
since the association started in county. The Home demonstration
1937. Tlie following is the pro agent urged everyone to be very
duction by years.
careful of clothing and household
Year
Milk Butterfat equipment now on hand, and if
1937 ....................... 6572
283 new equipment was needed to try
1938
6720
289 to get it right away. These meet
1939
6998
295 ings are for both men and women.
1943
7340
317
Recent meetings were held in
1941
7943
334 Cumden. Jan. 19. with a supper
Twelve of the 16 herds which served by Mrs. Mary Nash and
completed a year's testing showed Mrs. Edna Start; Hope. Jan. 20,
a production of 309 pound.- or over with Mrs. Mildred Dunton and
oi butterfat and 7,KO pounds or Mrs. Ralph Brown in charge of
ever of milk.
the supper; (Simonton, Jan. 22,
Extension Meetings planned by with Mrs. Laurence Miller and
County Agent Wentworth are Fri Mrs. Maude Carver in charge of
day night. Jan. 30. Tenants Har the supper; Orff's Corner Jan. 22
bor. Monday night, Feb. 2. East with Mrs. Hilda Boggs and Mrs.
Union Thursday night, Feb. 5, Edna Smith in charge of dinner;
Owls Head
Friday afternoon, and ln Burkf ttvllle. Jan 23. with
Feb. 6. Washington. All of these refreshments served following the
meetings will be on ' Better Liv meeting.
ing from the Farm.”
Miss Kathryn Briwa, State Ex
Frank Reed, poultry specialist, tension Foods specialist from Orono
will be in the district for meetings will attend a meeting Feb. 3 in
Feb. 3 in the afternoon at Charles Brisol with the home demonstra
Hendrickson’s West Aina and Wed tion agent. This will be the
nesday afternoon. Feb. 4 at Waldo first one on Oood Nutrition to be
boro.
held in this county. This will be
A representative of the Emer the first meeting of the special sixgency Crop and Feed Loan Office lesson nutrition course, "Nutrition
in Houlton, wiil be in the county and Emergency Feeding” which
Friday, at the Selectmen’s Office. the Extension Sendee and Farm
Union, between 11 and 2 p. in. to J Bureaus will teach. Other meetdiscuss loans with farms in the I ings this week are Feb. 4, in Sim
ccunty. The man in charge of this onton; Feb. 5? ln Boothbay; and
w:rk is Ed. Maddocks of the Feb. 6. in Friendship.
Houlton cffice.
"Sewing Secrets” was conducted
Farmers
’crested in obtaining by the home demonstration agent
“Forestry Facts" a circular re in East Union. Jan. 21. Instruc
lating to forestry, published by A. tion on how to use the sewing ma
D. Nutting, forestry specialist of chine binder attachment was given
the Extension Service, should write and everybody made samplers of
to County Agent. R. C Wentworth, sewing on binding, attaching but
Rcckland. Their name will be tons two different ways, making
placed on the mailing list to re wrist pin cushions, etc.
Mrs.
ceive this publication.
Helen Spear and Mrs. Eda Goff
served dinner.
With the Homes
Hope Farm Bureau community
“Meal Planning and Table Serv
completed
the following articles
ice" was the subject presented and
for
their
Red
Cross project be
discussed at the Farm Bureau
tween
Dec.
12
and
Jan. 10. Twelve
meeting in Bristol this month.
children
’
s
sweaters,
three pairs of
Mrs. Roxie Weeks and Mrs. Susie
stockings,
68
shirts,
seven baby
Hanna, food.- project leaders were
night
gowns,
and
eight
baby slips.
in charge. The dinner menu was
chosen from recipes on "Carrots
4-H Club Notea *
Many Ways." Forty women at
Eighteen chibs have completed
tended the meeting.
the first seal of achievement re
Mrs. Daisy Davis of Tenants quirement, to send in a program
Haibor was incharge of the sub of work for the year. The pro
ject
Meal Planning and Table gram should! be in the county
Service." which was presented to office within a week after the
third meeting.
The Razorville club held a skat
ing
party at Crystal Lake Jan. 94.
A ROYAL
The Judging contest originally
scheduled was postponed because
several members were absent with
the measles.
Sydney Ome was the winner of
the judging contest on garden
record sheets conducted by their
leader Henry’ Van Deman at a
meeting of the Pleasant Cushingites. Jan. 20 at the Pleasant Point
School.
located
Cenfral|y
The Victory Club of East Union
voted
to have an attendance con
i A11 outside r« nfere«t
test at their meeting Jan. 17 with
newly j^od
J «nd redecoro*
Charlotte Young and Alice MiHer
as captains. Two new members
oious /ofcfey
Spa- 1
Joined
the club making a total of
|
*r,urn‘
. double.
dey !
10. The meeting was held at
Monthly
®a^y,
Marilyn Payson's home. • Ruth
, ye*r,y Mfe,
ena/ <*i
Norwood, leader- taught the girls
some of the club songs.
The new girls’ 4-H in Thomas
ton with Miss Betty I&les as
leader chose “Happy Aitehers” for
their name at their organization
baer

131 a E. Firwt Street
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